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Abstract
The Internet-of-Things (IoT) promises to enhance even the most mundane of objects
with computational properties. Yet, IoT has largely focused on new devices while ig-
noring the home’s many existing possessions. Requiring households to replace their
possessions to adopt IoT creates substantial waste. This includes increasing artifacts
diverted to the waste stream, as well as eroding agency, individual identities, values,
and ways of life. To enable an alternative approach, this dissertation shows how
IoT could augment existing household possessions rather than replace them. To do
so, it worked with 10 American families to design an upcycled approach to IoT that
makes use of existing household possessions and then built a system responsive to
these findings. The results 1) describe patterns of families’ socio-material practices,
2) developed techniques to enable existing possessions to be transformed with IoT
services, and 3) presents The IoT Codex—a book of programmable and inexpen-
sive, battery-free interactive devices—to support customizing everyday objects with
software and web services using stickers. The presented work offers a lightweight
approach to end user programming of everyday objects for customizing IoT to suit
idiosyncratic socio-material practices.
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1 Introduction

Every act of building betrays the
environment, as it requires the
displacement of ‘natural’
relationships.

Richard Ingersoll, The Ecology
Question in Architecture

Computers are escaping the desktop. Within the last century, computers ex-
ited research labs and made their way into the world. Once requiring the space
of an entire building or room, they can now fit into a pocket and are likely to be
swallowable as a pill in the near future [200]. In concert with this miniaturization,
computers are making their way into everyday objects as part of the Internet of
Things. For example, they are in the phones carried around in our pockets, embed-
ded in our watches worn on our wrists, controlling a car’s trajectory, and regulating
indoor temperatures through heating and air conditioning. Likewise, interaction
with computers has evolved from using Turing complete programming languages to
model the atmosphere and compose music to fabricating personalized tools through
Do-It-Yourself manufacturing (DIY Fabrication). Computers are not only entering
the everyday environment, but actively making it.

Many enterprising computer programmers are helping to embed computers into
the everyday environment. Early visions of the smart home focused on the archi-
tecture and services that serve as the infrastructure for a house and outfitted it to
make it a ’smart’ environment. To make a home aware of its inhabitants, researchers
integrated electronic hardware like sensors with the house’s physical infrastructure
so that digital objects could be aware of their physical counterparts to better adapt
to their contexts of use [116, 67, 79]. To realize this vision in commercial cases,
homeowners would consult skilled contractors, network engineers, and systems ad-
ministrators on how to accomplish this integration [79, 67, 151].

However, these heavyweight approaches are ill suited to the reality of home life.
They are unable to augment the idiosyncratic arrangements and "clutter" families
use to organize and give meaning to home life [211, 232]. Clutter helps track the
state of projects, coordinates hand off to others, and externalizes the family’s mental
model of home. The ways that families use their artifacts resists generalization and
differ from family to family.

A more lightweight approach introduces IoT to the home in a piecemeal fashion
through replacing consumer goods. For example, current, commercially available
IoT devices support families in upgrading their homes by switching to internet
connected versions of common household objects. This includes typical American
consumables like light bulbs [6], audio speakers [4], and blinds [5]. To adopt smart
home infrastructure, this approach asks families to replace their existing possessions
with new internet-enhanced versions. IoT services can even automate replacement.
Disposable goods like laundry detergent can be replaced at the click of a button so
that even the most ephemeral of household possessions can be part of IoT [52].
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However, by asking households to replace their possessions in order to adopt
IoT, IoT is accelerating household waste. From a material point of view, this
replacement directly displaces household items and redirects them to the household’s
waste stream. If these items are electronic and not treated with care, this can be
especially damaging to the environment [117, 174]. Yet, this waste also includes the
nuanced relationships people have to their possessions, and so, erodes household
meanings and ways of life. Discarding possessions to make room for new ones
means owners must let go of their attachments to these objects and eliminate
the entrenched routines and practices sustained by them [9, 163]. When artifacts
newly enter the home, owners adapt them to their context in an expression and
reach of their agency [9]. Through the adaptation process, possessions acquire
unique meaning that reflects the owner’s identity [91]. New technologies not only
enable, but also constrain what routines, meanings, and identities can possibly
be expressed [90]. In so doing, they shape the interests and identities of their
owners [90]. Accelerating—and ultimately automating replacement—of household
items substitutes device agency for individual agency to reshape household members’
relationships [70]. Owners devote time, attention, and energy to their possessions
as a form of care and maintenance so that they may last [23]. Before the advent
of personal computers, ethno-archaeological studies found that over one third of
household objects entered the home in used condition [194]. More recent work on
product lifecycles uncovered the importance of object attachment, appropriation,
reuse, and lateral cycling for how people treat their possessions in the long term [163,
174, 221]. This investment in household items is part of enacting and cultivating
one’s values: lights that automatically turn off erode the ability of parents to teach
their children to not be wasteful [90]. Fundamentally, there is a tight relationship
between what a household discards and its values. By asking owners to replace their
possessions, IoT adoption culls the meanings and ways of life that have accrued in
a household over time and can potentially erode the agency, values, and identities
of families.

This raises the question of whether IoT should require replacement. Scholars
have begun to consider alternative frameworks wherein computing is introduced.
For example, computing could be an enabler of circular economies [30, 148], DIY
manufacturing and open source hardware [173, 26, 34, 96], peer-to-peer exchange
systems [231, 64, 71], and frugal scientific innovation [229, 53]. These research
directions emphasize alternative modes of fabrication and adoption that rethink
replacement and the decision-making discretion afforded to computing’s end-users.
Thus, IoT could be part of a circular material flow to support artifact renewal.
If end users had control over how IoT is embedded in and customized to pre-
existing artifacts, they could decide which pre-existing meanings and ways of life
are discarded or sustained through IoT’s adoption.

So, who should have this control over IoT? As a home technology, IoT is tra-
ditionally portrayed as a luxury good associated with discretionary spending (see
[87] for the role of the discretionary user). However, discretionary decision-making
does not adequately characterize householder choice. Structural factors limit fam-
ilies’ power and autonomy over integrating systems like IoT into their household.
For example, home ownership [63] or internet access [31, 236] constrain whether
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IoT adoption is even a choice available to families. Societal structure also shapes
household social dynamics around who is able to transfer their professional skills
to the use of home technology, who occupies a household role that requires multi-
tasking and fragments attention, or who has the leisure time to focus on investing
in new technologies [187]. Structural factors, like socio-economic class, limit both
capability and discretion to adopt IoT technologies.

Instead of creating a discretionary good, we could develop IoT’s innovation
under constraints of frugality. This could open up its downstream adoption to a
wider demographic. For example, the project Foldscope developed a paper-based
microscope for <$1 [53]. This made microscopic technology accessible to a global
audience. If IoT were cheap, it could likewise reach a global audience. If an IoT
artifact were to cost < 10 cents, it would have the potential to reach a much larger
demographic.

To begin to realize an IoT where anyone-regardless of their background-could
give computational behavior to their everyday objects and shape that behavior,
we need an IoT that is lightweight, cheap, and customizable. This dissertation
examines whether it is possible to do this by focusing on whether the adoption of
new computing, such as IoT, could be achieved as a process of upcycling. This
dissertation adopts the term upcycling for its approach to a lightweight, cheap, and
customizable IoT because it attends to IoT’s material implications by prolonging
artifact lifecycles and leveraging the existing routines sustained by them. Instead of
replacing domestic possessions with internet-enabled equivalents, upcycling could
support their renewal by retrofitting them with the latest computing capabilities.
On this Upcycled IoT approach, upgrading to a smart home consists of augmenting
domestic possessions with an internet connection and related IoT services. This
dissertation centers end user discretion and decision making within the upcycling
process by conceiving of lightweight upcycling as a form of end-user programming
in response to the above challenges for domestic IoT. End user programming would
enable end user to adapt IoT’s user interface to accommodate existing possessions.
To enable this kind of IoT, this work uses emerging techniques in backscatter,
wireless communication to create a battery-free and wireless user interface that
could incorporate existing possessions. Consisting in interactive stickers, this user
interface enables everyday objects to be upcycled with internet capabilities through
tangible linking. By being grounded in the home’s already existing networks of
relationships, values, and routines, these upcycled objects could offer families greater
control over upgrade costs and discretion over what household norms and legacies
might be dismantled in the process of introducing IoT.

To demonstrate the possibility of an Upcycled IoT, this work shows:
• Ways that socio-material practices are implicated by and could be reconfigured

when domestic possessions are augmented by IoT

• Techniques enabling existing possessions to be transformed with IoT services

• A system to enable end-users to customize IoT to suit their domestic context
Taken together, these contributions show how an upcycled IoT could support in-
stalling, customizing, and managing the introduction of new IoT capabilities into
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the home. As a use case, these contributions to open problems in domestic IoT
show how the challenges of computing’s adoption could serve as sites for end users
to have tangible control over how IoT is integrated in their home.

This dissertation first reviews the related literature on end-user programming,
IoT, and socio-material practices as they relate to the home. As will become appar-
ent, this latter topic quickly engages research questions on sustainability and this
related literature will be covered to the extent that it is relevant. The rest of the
dissertation is organized according to the stage of research and how far it advances
this disseration’s questions. First, chapter 3 and 4 cover formative research on
household socio-material practices and the ways in which collaboration and coordi-
nation are marshalled to support adopting new technologies into the home. Then,
chapter 5 introduces the resulting Lightweight Modification Framework and design
guidelines for an upcycled IoT system. Chapter 6 describes the system and tan-
gible interface—called The IoT Codex—built in response to the formative study’s
guidelines and resulting framework. It also characterizes the design space for an Up-
cycled IoT as enabled by the system and assesses it with end users. Finally, chapter
7 ends by synthesizing this dissertations findings and reflecting on its limitations.
The conclusion also outlines open questions and future work.
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2 Related Work

It is exactly as though the physical
items had been gathered together
from widely separated sources and
bound together to form a new
book.

Vannevar Bush, As We May Think

As a technology that is perpetually on the horizon, the smart home has been
the focus of research for decades. Scholarship in this area has largely focused on
achieving Marc Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing in the everyday life of the
modern home [225]. Instead, this dissertation adopts a vision that goes back earlier,
to Vannevar Bush: a vision of computing’s reach into everyday objects as a new
kind of book [39]. Like the ubiquitous computing vision, everyday interactions with
objects could benefit from computing’s capabilities. Yet when envisioning how new
computing capabilities could have lasting benefits for society, Bush needed to create
an analogy with a book and scholarly practice to convey the possibilities computing
afforded. His vision for computing grounds its benefits in a tangible, familiar form
that leverages socio-material practices so that computing might augment these in-
teractions rather than replace them. Bush’s vision was later borne out as computing
evolved. One of the 20th century’s computing pioneers, Alan Kay observed that the
concept of computing literacy arose from the the belief that the computer would
evolve to be more like a book [126]. The central difference between Weiser and
Bush’s visions for the future of computing has to do with what it means to be
literate within the vision of computing they put forth, and ultimately, the effort a
person would need to put into using computing technologies.

Ultimately, this dissertation will propose a smart home system that takes the
form of a book so that families can engage and acquire the skills necessary to
have meaningful control over this system. To advance this proposal, this chapter
draws upon decades of research on the smart home to make the case for leveraging
existing socio-material practices and familiar forms when designing and developing
cutting-edge computing technology for the home. This approach can not only offer
sustainability benefits, but also exciting new avenues of research and approaches
that center end-user creativity and discretionary decision-making. To make this
case, this chapter provides a cursory overview of smart-home research to draw out
lessons that households are clutter-filled places with idiosyncratic arrangements. To
adequately design for this space, systems need to support customization instead
of taking a one-size-fits-all approach. Thus, this chapter next reviews literature on
tailoring systems and end user programming (EUP) of IoT so that households might
customize computational services to suit their context. Next, this chapter reviews
the technical infrastructure needed to support this approach by examining systems,
architectures, and toolkits created to undergird these EUP approaches. While these
systems might enable an appropriate approach, a focus on these systems alone
would be remiss without in turn developing an understanding of the socio-material
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practices and cultural backdrop that serve as domestic context for these systems
which could be undermined by these tools’ approaches. Thus, this chapter draws
on the relevant body of work on socio-material practices in the home to identify
the limitations and opportunities that this dissertation will seek to address. Finally,
this chapter makes the case for an interactive book for domestic IoT by reviewing
research on paper-based computing and interactive books to show how extending
this line of research to address open questions of end user programming for IoT in
the home offers opportunities to address some of the challenges raised by research
on the smart home.

2.1 What is a smart home? Situating IoT
Smart home technologies inherit from a ubiquitous computing vision. This vision
seeks to extend computing beyond the desktop to the everyday objects that make
up our physical world: like desks, offices, other people, the weather, trees, and
even chance encounters [225]. This agenda has inspired researchers to seamlessly
integrate new technologies into the environment so that technology might fade into
the background to leverage a phenomenon of psychology whereby successful tech-
nologies are so woven into the fabric of everyday life that they are indistinguishable
from it [225]. By envisioning ways in which computing becomes woven into the
fabric of home life—from an alarm clock starting coffee at the owner’s request to a
smart pen capturing quotes from a paper newspaper and transmitting them to the
office—seamlessness purported to free up a user’s time and attention to focus on
goals beyond using the technology itself.

In the early days of ubiquitous computing, researchers predicted that embedding
computing in the home would have large social implications. They speculated that
these implications included altering household routines, changing how household
members signal control of living space, and even social conventions themselves,
such as standards of household labor and good parenting [67]. If the television
or game consoles offer precursors for smart home technologies, there would be
negative impacts on family members’ attention and relationships. Family members
found their relationships with other members strained by the attention these devices
commanded, and frequently found themselves ignored in favor of these devices
[2, 10]. In contrast, when these devices support shared usage, household members
view these devices as fostering quality time together [10]. Thus, what social context
a smart home technology design assumes from the outset can drastically shape a
household’s social dynamics.

Early research envisioned the smart home would be a smart building. To make
a home aware of its inhabitants, researchers integrated electronic infrastructure like
sensors with the house’s architecture so that digital objects could be aware of their
physical counterparts to better adapt to their contexts of use [116, 67, 79]. Skilled
contractors, network engineers, and systems administrators would be brought in
to consult with homeowners on how to accomplish this integration [79, 67, 151].
Scholars drew from architectural research to develop a model of the home consisting
of 6 layers of structural change [27, 49, 188]: site, structure, skin, services, space
plan, and stuff (See Table 1). These architectural understandings helped with
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Layers of Household Structural Change

SITE
(Fixed)

This is the geographical setting, location, and the
legally defined lot, whose boundaries and context out-
last generations of ephemeral buildings.

STRUCTURE
(30-300 yrs)

The foundation and load-bearing elements are perilous
and expensive to change, so people don’t. These are the
building. Structural life ranges from 30 to 300 years.

SKIN
(20-30 yrs)

Exterior surfaces now change every 20 years or so, to
keep up with fashion, technology, or for repair.

SERVICES
(20-30 yrs)

These are the working guts of a building: communica-
tions wiring, electrical wiring, and plumbing. Buildings
are demolished early if their outdated systems are too
embedded to replace easily.

SPACE PLAN
(3-30 yrs)

The interior layout – where walls, ceilings, floors, and
doors go. Turbulent spaces can change every 3 years or
so; exceptionally quiet homes might wait 20-30 years.

STUFF
(Continual)

Chairs, desks, phones, pictures, kitchen appliances,
lamps, hairbrushes; all the things that twitch around
daily to monthly. Furniture is called mobilia in Italian
for good reason.

Table 1: Reproduced from [188], the table shows 6 layers of material change
and their time span according to architectural research.

designing for the time span integrating computing at these layers of the building’s
construction would presuppose.

At the same time, this architectural understanding revealed two different tra-
jectories within the smart home research community. Drawing on the architectural
layers framework, scholars argued that context sensing, digital technologies, and dig-
ital infrastructure engaged with the services layer [188]. However, most empirical
research with householders focused on the layers of space plan and stuff [188]. This
empirical research promoted several categories for durable goods to make a home
smart (e.g., information appliances, interactive household objects, and augmented
furniture) [188]. Yet, this framework highlighted how these empirically motivated
design proposals were disconnected from the technical advances that were being de-
veloped to enable smart homes. As a result, scholars called for empirical research to
understand the broader community of stakeholders involved with the services layer
[188]. Thus early, enabling technology for the smart home contributed heavily to
the service layer, but empirical research was largely silent on the social implications
of introducing computing at this layer.

Subsequent research investigated wireless networking and home renovations to
begin to accumulate empirical understanding of the service layer of smart homes.
In this literature, a central conflict was uncovered: the family’s mental model of
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home often does not align with smart home networks. As a result, family members
struggled to install and configure home networks [67, 86]. The researchers concluded
that they needed specialized knowledge approaching that of a systems administrator
[67, 86]. In what researchers termed a control paradox, families created complex
conventions to remind themselves of the network’s configuration to gain control.
Yet, they increasingly felt their control erode as the complexity of the network grew,
and household members began to specialize in managing it or making upgrades
[49, 91].

In addition to the Control Paradox, researchers found that households adopt divi-
sions of labor that can negatively interact with the introduction of IoT in the home.
Research on home renovations found that specific household members specialize in
learning and programming IoT devices [151, 232, 35]. This verifies earlier findings
that households have difficulty sharing access and control of devices among family
members [49, 189]. Two trends contribute to this difficulty: specialization gives
rise to skill gaps, and household artifacts can be gender stereotyped [49, 189, 232].
When one household member programs a device and another must live with it,
family members’ emotional reactions to those programs have implications for ac-
ceptance [47, 35]. This later stage research found that smart home infrastructure
focused at the service layer was poised to exacerbate social disparities and erode
inhabitants’ autonomy and control over their home.

2.2 IoT Customization for the Home’s Idiosyncracies
Families do substantial work to integrate new computing technologies within the
household’s social dynamics in order to make them acceptable. Upgrading to a
smart home involves making critical decisions about which devices enter the home
and how they are configured for the household’s members. Households are unlikely
to adopt smart home devices as a wholesale upgrade [67]. Instead, these devices
enter the household in piecemeal fashion as small improvements or reappropriations
[49, 67, 167, 35]. This leads to a highly complex network of home technology
that will be unlikely to conform to any single manufacturer, domain/platform, or
even technical standard [49, 67]. Families work to weave IoT into their routines,
and this process is critical for making these devices a success [213, 232]. The
adoption process is disruptive to the home, and family members will resist new
devices becoming integrated if they perceive the process as too demanding [91].
Smart home adoption processes that focus on piecemeal integration are likely to
be better suited to the household ecosystem than processes that require wholesale
overhaul because they can better support the work families to do to integrate new
computing technologies.

To provide this support, piecemeal adoption needs to fit with the idiosyncratic
and situated practices households develop for running home life. These practices are
unlikely to generalize to other households or be adequately supported by commercial
IoT systems. In an attempt to distill predictable tasks that could be computation-
ally supported from daily routine, such as making coffee [225], researchers found
that home life resisted routinization [56]. Instead, the breakdowns, exceptions,
and improvisation that characterize daily life need to be supported [56, 137]. Re-
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Areas in DIY-IoT that Need to be Supported

REFLECTION Reflecting on routines to identify appropriate IoT
interventions

DEBUGGING Debugging in situ to help with the test cases that
occur as part of daily routines

EVALUATION Family feedback on IoT intervention including
emotional reactions

INTELLIGIBILITY Interpreting a device’s state, which components
are active, and the structure of the system

INSTALLATION Easy ways to install IoT through guidance on ma-
terial interference and component form factor such
as attachable/detachable sensors and actuators

Table 2: Current design challenges for DIY-IoT [35].

searchers argue that to make a home smart, systems should thoughtfully create
a role for human-in-the-loop intelligence [213]. This argument undermines calls
for AI-complete systems to fully recognize home activity. Instead, scholars have
called for object-centered practices that attend to care, maintenance, and repair
as highlighting a missing understanding for the ways in which values are enacted
in householders’ relationships to their objects and the creative processes in which
home life is situated [83, 60, 46, 115, 214]. Researchers argue that if the smart
home were to leverage households’ organizational systems, they would need to make
space for ’clutter’ and idiosyncratic systems in which members create place and give
meaning to their home [211]. They caution against ubiquitous, centralized systems:
"Having information stored in one central place, displayed throughout the home,
and smartly following us from room to room begins to disassemble the choices we
have made in where to put things." [211]. Findings from smart home research
continue to caution against systems that would be recognizably the same across
households, and instead, call for systems that support the ways that households use
inventive material practices and idiosyncratic arrangements to curate their home.
These situated household norms form the backdrop for piecemeal adoption.

When designing IoT for the adoption process, a central question arises over
how to support end user agency and control over the system. The control paradox
shows how home networking systems face persistent challenges in supporting end
users in installing and configuring wireless services. However, automating these
processes confronts its own set of challenges. When Amazon began distributing
Dash buttons to automate home purchasing decisions through a wireless button,
public opinion balked at the envisioned future the button promoted [52]. The
Dash button future presented “the dream of domestic life as a perfectly calibrated,
automated system” [52]. When the embedded system seamlessly fades into the
background, the moment to reflect on one’s choices and do things differently is
missing and this can effectively erode one’s own agency [52, 190]. This problem of
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eroding agency through seamlessness is especially prominent in the Dash button’s
design: its purpose to automate household choices and in particular, purchasing
choices.

Charting an alternative vision for ubiquitous computing than the seamlessness
interaction proposed by Weiser, Engaged Computing encourages researchers to con-
sider how embedded systems could extend human abilities to be constructive, cre-
ative, and ultimately, in control of the actions they take in the world [190]. Em-
pirical findings show a persistent need for supporting discretion and control over
how the introduction of computing into domestic life shapes social roles and co-
constructs home dwellers identities [232, 108]. To address this need, Do-It-Yourself
IoT (DIY-IoT) could offer end users this discretion and control over how smart home
technologies are woven into routines and relationships [9, 42, 35]. Research sug-
gests that a DIY IoT is likely to support greater self-expression [58]. In an analysis
of three case studies, researchers argue that IoT can support the owner’s identity,
agency, and autonomy by giving control to owners over their participation, sharing,
and arrangement of devices within the home [9]. Moreover, this approach can foster
creative collaboration in families when members are empowered to re-purpose and
build off each other’s ideas using nearby objects [58]. However, to date, DIY-IoT
needs to be designed to support 1) reflecting on routines to identify appropriate IoT
interventions, 2) debugging, 3) facilitating family feedback on IoT intervention, 4)
interpreting a device’s state, and 5) installation [35]. How these DIY-IoT processes
interact with other activities and values in the home will need to be surfaced to
make progress on this agenda.

DIY-IoT is entangled with nuanced social dynamics related to what it means
to program the home and who should be responsible [13, 189, 35]. Early work on
software tailoring culture developed a model of inequities in who is positioned to
tailor computational behavior: greater customization will require greater program-
ming skills [144]. However, a community can foster a climate in which more expert
members assist lower skilled members with learning the things they need to gain
greater control of software systems [76, 144]. Despite work to nurture community
dynamics for skill development, barriers remain. Empirical research on EUP for do-
mestic IoT continues to see programming skill and access concentrated in one family
member [35, 232, 122]. Family members frequently adopt gender-stereotypical roles
with respect to who builds the home network and who learns to program the device
[151, 189, 35]. Design will need to facilitate community relationships that foster
tailoring IoT to counteract structural forces that push towards unequal concen-
tration of tailoring skills in one family member (especially, if this concentration is
stereotyped).

Many of the community challenges facing DIY-IoT in the home are not unique
to it (though some clearly are, as listed above in the design needs for DIY-IoT),
and are faced by end user programming systems in general. Early work in this area
highlights the benefits and limitations when systems try to address the challenges
for tailoring communities in system design. A prototype language enabled more
skilled users to write code for the actions of on-screen buttons and novices to copy
and reuse those buttons without needing to know anything about the underlying
infrastructure [144]. Other systems created metaphors—such as jigsaw puzzle pieces
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or magnetic poetry—for novices that abstract away from the system’s details, but
can be combined and arranged to compose small programs [102, 216]. This allows
for users to have a direct role in creating the resulting capabilities, and shows how
control constructs, component design, and appropriate metaphors can lower barriers
in tailoring systems for novices. Even so, Blackwell points out that shortcomings in
a system’s usability can be mitigated by social adaptation [21]. Some of the best
research on this topic comes from Mackay’s early study characterizing community
customization dynamics in a workplace setting and how it evolved over time [141].
Yet, the social processes involved have been relatively neglected in the research on
EUP [21]. This is especially true for the home where community challenges for EUP
systems remain understudied.

2.3 A Brief Overview of End User Programming
End user programming has a long and prolific history. This dissertation will not
attempt to cover EUP’s history in its entirety. Instead, this section provides an
overview of prominent conceptions of what EUP is, who end users are, what it
means to program as an end user, and how the design of user interface components
are a central concern of EUP research. In covering these topics, this section will
claim that an EUP system is an interactive system that supports end users with
expressing their ideas to a computer and leveraging computational support to work
out problems with their ideas. In so doing, EUP preserves agency over a system by
deferring to the end user what ideas and problems are of interest as well as how a
reasonable solution will take shape.

As the field of computer science emerged, so too did end user programming.
It co-evolved alongside the rise of programming languages and user interfaces. In
doing so, end user programming encapsulates both being able to use a computer
as well as being able to directly shape what a computer can do. Alan Kay char-
acterized end user programming of a computer through analogy: as a combination
of both using and shaping a tool [126]. He further likened this dual characteriza-
tion to literacy where being literate includes being both able to read and to write
[126]. Central to Kay’s characterization is a conception of end user programming as
interactive. Drawing on Licklider’s man-computer symbiosis, Kay highlighted how
interactive systems like Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad demonstrate how computing
can support this dual role by helping end users formulate technical problems that
the computer can provide helpful feedback on, if not outright solve [140]. The user
interface became a tool to help with articulating and reflecting on a problem. In
essence, interactive systems support thinking through a problem. JOSS introduced
a dialogue-like interaction between the programmer and the computer through the
programming language itself that printed out onto 8x11 paper as a extension of
a notebook [201]. To prompt the user to reflect and read back through their in-
put, the computer would respond with "Eh?" when the programmer made an error
such as a malformed expression [201]. Building on this notion of computer literacy,
Dynabook codified the belief that computing would be more like a book than a
swiss army knife [126]. End user programming wasn’t simply "about getting and
conveying information, but the very act of learning and doing them expands one’s
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horizons and adds new ways of thinking about the world" [126]. Thus, the design
of end user programming needed to account for pedagogical benefit by expanding
what a person is capable of, not merely automating it.

Partly due to end user programming’s co-evolution with user interfaces and
programming languages, definitions of end user programming abound. They also
diverge in notable ways. Kelleher and Pausch define programming "as the act of
assembling a set of symbols representing computational actions" [114]. Their defini-
tion occurs within the context of creating a taxonomy of programming environments
and languages for novice programmers. So their definition is not a definition of end
user programming per se. At the same time, their definition is designed to exclude
programming by demonstration (PBD), a prominent sub-branch of end user pro-
gramming. Kelleher and Pausch argue that PBD does not allow the end user to
learn to program since there is not a way to accurately predicting what program
will be produced [114]. Their definition emphasizes pedagogical benefit by focusing
on symbolic composition, and excludes some kinds of end user programming on the
basis of it. Ko, et al define a program as "a collection of specifications that may
take variable inputs, and that can be executed (or interpreted) by a device with
computational capabilities" [120]. Their definition is silent on whether composition
or learning is important. Further, the way in which the specifications are collected
is left open. To define end user programming they follow Nardi: an end user is
simply someone who uses a computer, and end user programming is programming
done to achieve a result of a program for personal use [120]. For her part, Nardi
explicitly excludes learning to program, but she does not rule out symbolic compo-
sition. Nardi excludes learning because she believe that this conception rests on a
fundamental mistake: that end users want to turn their task into a programming
problem. To emphasize how this view might be mistaken, Nardi explains, End users
are not ’casual,’ ’novice,’ or ’naive’ users; they are people such as chemists, li-
brarians, teachers, architects, and accountants, who have computational needs and
want to make serious use of computers, but who are not interested in becoming pro-
fessional programmers" [157]. Blackwell echoes this criticism, and elaborates that
conflating end users with novices or students introduces problems with generalizing
from research results to end user developers who are skilled at their own work and
have likely completed formal education [21]. Keeping with Nardi and Blackwell,
we will call the mistake of conflating end users with novices the Novice Fallacy.
The novice fallacy does not eliminate the need for a learning or pedagical benefit in
end user programming, but it does caution against creating end user programming
languages designed to teach people to become professional programmers since this
larger goal is likely counterproductive for end users.

Definitions of end user programming quickly begin to encompass the end user’s
perspective. Unlike many of the scholars above, Nardi essentially includes a person’s
goals in her definition of programming: "the objective of programming is to create an
application that serves some function for the user". Nardi argues that programming’s
definition ought to include the objectives a person has in order to avoid confining
the definition to any particular technology or language. From her point of view,
writing high level declarative specifications or creating diagrammatic representations
can be treated equivalently as programming because they involve the same basic
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(a) Tailoring skills as a function of tai-
loring power from [144].

(b) Interactive construction as a function
of expressiveness from [157].

Figure 1: Two influential characterizations of programming systems from the
early nineties as research on EUP began to take off. They graphically charac-
terize how interactivity and mastery enable end users to customize computing
systems.

activities and skills even if one takes less time. What the end user’s thought process
is and how the user interface supports this underpins many of the open questions
for end user programming. A number of scholars focus on the user’s intention.
Research on end user software engineering becomes relevant when the end user
shifts their intention from creating a program to serve their individual needs to
sharing it with others (even if sharing the program was not initially intended at
the outset) [120]. This emphasis on user intention is central to programming by
demonstration research because of its critical task of inferring what parts of a user
demonstration should be generalized [126]. Even for EUP research unconcerned with
tracking a user’s intentions at the stage of design or demonstration, understanding
why a person is engaging programming at all has large implications for what the EUP
language should support [114]. Kelleher and Pausch divide the user’s motivation
into two different categories: a) learning programming for its own sake, or b) using
programming in support of another goal [114]. Even within Kelleher and Pausch’s
categories, the subcategory mechanics of programming constitutes the substantial
concern for the developed systems even if they approach the topic from differing
directions [114]. Perhaps because programming mechanics have dominated concerns
for system design, the psychology issues at stake when the user interacts with an
end user programming language have driven a number of research questions on
how to improve the usability of end user programming languages [21]. Whether
end user programming is defined in a way that explicitly articulates a role for the
users goals, researchers agree that understanding end user perspectives on end user
programming languages is essential for determining how well the end user language
is designed.
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So what aspects of the end user perspective should EUP be concerned with?
First, whether the end user is learning to program or simply learning to use program-
ming in support of other goals, there is a continuum of customization capabilities
that will partly determine how successful they are. Some scholars have characterized
this continuum as the threshold and ceiling of a system: "the threshold is how diffi-
cult it is to learn to use the system, and the ceiling is how much can be done using
the system" [153]. An ideal system has a low threshold and a high ceiling. Early
scholars thought that in order to progress along this continuum, the end user also
needed to similarly advance their tailoring skills (see Figure 1a) [144]. As pointed
out by Nardi earlier, this pits highly skilled workers at one end of the spectrum and
programmers at the other. Another way to think of this continuum is to focus on
what is accomplished and how. Thus, changing parameters of a program lies on
one end of the spectrum and programming languages on the other (compare how
Figures 1a and 1b both share this intuition). Nardi calls this continuum Expres-
siveness. In keeping with both Nardi and Kelleher’s points that advancing along
this continuum shouldn’t necessitate becoming a programmer, we add the need
for "wide walls". If a system has wide walls, it enables a person to explore many
different kinds of projects [185, 186]. This focuses system design on nurturing the
person’s own interests and passions [185]. By designing for wide walls, an end user
programming language supports creativity by "define[ing] a space to explore, not
a collection of specific activities" [185]. Following the above consensus, we argue
that an end user programming system is expressive if it has a low threshold, high
ceiling, and wide walls. Thus, an end user programming language should support
the end user’s expressivity.

In early developments of computer literacy concepts, interactive systems served
to prompt reflection and facilitate thinking with computing tools so that end user
programming languages could better support expressing a problem to the computer.
As one of the first end user languages, JOSS, was developed to support smooth
interaction for mathematicians using a computer to enable solving mathematical
problems without having to learn to be a programmer [126, 217]. Programming
by Demonstration, a prominent sub-branch of end user programming, minimizes
the need to learn to program by employing user interaction with interface elements
to specify what routines should be automated by the computer [126]. One of the
PBD earliest systems, Pygmalion, created a visual language using icons to facilitate
interaction between the user and the computer by editing pictures [126]. Pygmalion
showed how concretizing program data—like working out equations for factorial
statements—with pictorial elements that represents the system’s state facilitated
editing the program as an artifact [126]. An icon based interface was thought
to be more user friendly because it supported analogical reasoning in contrast to
symbolic reasoning [126]. Pygmalion’s innovation was to ask the user to reason
analogically using the interface’s iconic language while the system generalizes from
that interaction to other cases through automation. Pygmalion, and other early
interactive systems, used dialogues to prompt reflection and facilitate refinement
to an end user’s expressed problem. Yet, these systems assumed that the end user
would be demonstrating an action that they already knew how to do and merely
needed PBD to automate repetitive tasks [126]. However, the most useful kind
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of end user programming is likely to be in contexts where the user doesn’t know
what they want to do, and the system will have to provide support for helping
end users discover their needs [157]. Thus, the pedagogical benefit that end user
programming needs to provide has more to do with interactivity helping the end
user refine their ideas than it does with helping them learn to program.

The ability of icons to concretize data enabled substantial progress on end user
programming’s support for refining ideas. Concretization allowed for the end user
to iterate on a program using a representation of the program that is both under-
standable to the computer and themselves. Concretization was designed to solve
gaps between the programmer’s mental model and what the computer would ac-
cept [126]. According to Smith, the gap arose because computers at the time
only accepted Fregean representations and were unable to accommodate analogical
representations [126, 203]. Analogical representations, such as maps, give "infor-
mation about the structure of what is represented" [203]. In contrast, Fregean
representations, like predicate calculus, give information about the relationship be-
tween functions and their arguments, but they do not require a globally consistent
interpretation [203]. Analogical representations were thought to provide benefits
over Fregean because they allowed for relationships in the represented context to be
discovered by enforcing consistency [126]. For example, Pygmalian queries the end
user when their sketched problem remains unresolved to nudge them to fill in re-
maining arguments similar to JOSS’s prompt to reflect, "Eh?". Concretization made
enormous strides by "us[ing] graphical means to express graphical concepts" [153].
To characterize how consistency could be leveraged with analogical representations,
Nardi coined the term "visual formalism" because the representation provided an
orienting framework with which to organize data. When the visual formalism is
editable, as with Pygmalian, the end user can adapt the system to their context.

2.4 Architectures and Toolkits for End User Programming of
the Smart Home

Architectures for end user programming (EUP) and for the smart home have largely
developed along two separate trajectories. Most end user programming architec-
tures focus on flushing out Ivan Sutherland’s vision of interactive computing by
means of pointing at graphical representations to enable live sketching with com-
putational support [210]. The rise of interactive computing generally drove the
emergence of event-oriented architectures. Somewhat later, architectures for the
smart home began to focus on supporting context-awareness and otherwise making
a building aware of its inhabitants to fulfill the ubiquitous computing vision of the
1990s [196]. Architectures that began to merge the two capabilities—supporting
end user programming and smart home interaction—emerged only within the last
couple of decades as the rise of tangible and physical computing began to encourage
researchers to focus on how to enable designers to rapidly prototype user interaction.
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Control Component Table-driven syntax analyzer; Tables con-
tain ring-structures and include a model of
the state diagram; Contains references to
the routines, program blocks, and instruc-
tions for execution

Procedure Component Routines, program blocks, and instructions
for execution

Supervisor Component Contains routines for handling interrupts
and maintaining the display

Table 3: A summary of the principle components of the Reaction Handler.

The Emergence of Event-oriented Architectures

A central question for end user programming architectures—and for early inter-
active systems in general—consisted of managing interaction with the user. The
architecture needs to provide for and manage feedback even during intermediate
stages of interaction. For example, consider when a user makes a stroke with a
pen of a screen based interface: the display needs to update digital inking for every
location the pen has travelled throughout the duration of a stroke even when the
pen has not been fully lifted from the display to cue the end of the stroke [160].
State machines became an intuitive way to formally reason about system feed-
back and represent when the system needed to track and store input data—such
as pen location data—to provide system feedback (e.g., the display’s inked line)
[160]. This natural correspondence between a formal, visual language and the way
it represented how the system handled feedback to the user on its state enabled
the development of a procedural language—the Network Definition Language—to
leverage the correspondence between representing interaction with a state machine
and the programming language to create the user interface component [160]. In
a form of bilingual programming, the Network Definition Language complemented
another, control language. These considerations informed the underlying architec-
ture for this system— called the Reaction Handler : control component, procedure
component, and supervisor (see Table 3) [160].

A decade later, Smalltalk introduced the Model-View-Controller (MVC) archi-
tecture that has persisted to the present day. MVC was designed to 1) support
highly interactive software development, and 2) provide a general set of compo-
nents for programmers to be able to easily create portable, graphical applications
[124]. Like the Reaction Handler, MVC uses a 3-way factoring of a program’s archi-
tecture [124]. A view presents information on a screen [82]. A controller represents
the ways a user interacts with the screen view [82]. Finally, the model is the object
that stores the information to be accessed by the view [82]. Smalltalk separated
these components out into their own separate classes, and these classes could be
extended [82]. This allows for user interface components to be defined and writ-
ten once, and then shared so that user written applications could plug in these
components to specially written domain-specific information [124]. MVC leverage
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object-oriented programming (OOP) to facilitate separation of concerns and allow
for input devices to create messages to be passed throughout the system [124].
Notably, menus, like user interfaces, are often thought of as view-controller pairs
[124, 82], but were categorized as controllers by MVC’s architects because they are
classed as an input device [124].

Advancing MVC, the Andrew Toolkit allowed user interface components to be
composed together to form more complex components and allowed components
to be embedded in one another [170]. Like MVC, the Andrew Toolkit separated
views (the display) from the data (the information to be displayed, model) [170].
However, the function of the controller was distributed between the interaction
manager (capable of making global decisions) and local decisions made by views
[170]. This distribution of the controller’s function allowed the Andrew Toolkit’s
composition capabilities. Views were represented in a view hierarchy with the utmost
parent consisting in the interaction manager [170]. The interaction manager then
translated input events (from keystrokes, mouse events, etc.) to the child views
[170]. This occurred through message passing. Messages were passed along from
the interaction manager to its child, and events were either handled by that child
or passed along to its children until the event has been handled [170].

MVC and the Andrew Toolkit simplify programming user interface components
for developers by using an OOP paradigm and message passing. Instead, MIKE
exploited the OOP basis of user interface components to allow programmers to
simply declare a user interface element and thus, create one [169]. MIKE did this
by mapping user interface components’ capabilities onto the programming language
PASCAL to make interface generation more user friendly [169]. Using a command
procedure metaphor, MIKE divided behavior of the interface between actions and
objects similar to the bilingual division of the Reaction Handler [168]. It did so
to allow design teams to work in parallel with one another and reason over the
same user interface components without requiring human factors experts to have
programming skills [168]. Programmers were to focus on defining what the com-
mand function is to do while the human factors experts were to define the external
aspects of the user interface through the MIKE interface editor [168]. Unlike MVC
and the Andrew Toolkit, MIKE’s architecture considered the roles of the different
designers in its architecture: a programmer would largely make use of existing user
interface components to adapt them to a specific domain and a human factors
expert would worry about the look and feel of the interface using these standard
components. Thus, the architecture should support their work in parallel by using
standard interface components to coordinate work done on what MVC calls the
view and controller through a rough working user interface generated by the team
through a set of semantic commands [168]. MIKE illustrated the advantages of
the programming basis for user interfaces by illustrating its benefits using a menu
component. Menu items could be added by declaring the name of the procedure to
add, and specifying a set of parameters: the menu to attach the procedure to, the
external procedure, and a command key [169]. Thus, the programmer tailored user
interfaces using application-specific code largely by choosing the relevant procedures
and specifying the appropriate parameters.

Like MIKE, Garnet supports the programmer in customizing user interface com-
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ponents through by parameterizing their behavior rather than through sub-classing
(as in MVC) [154]. Unlike MIKE, Garnet handles abstracting away from input de-
vices so that these low-level details are hidden away from the programmer using
Interactors [154]. Following MVC’s tripartite separation, Interactors serve as the
controller, the view handles output graphics, and conventional Lisp code supplies
the model [154]. Garnet further uses constraints to tie the 3 together [154]. In
practice, MVC implementations led to tight coupling of the controller and view (as
the Menu examples illustrate), and so changes in input devices frequently led to
views having to be re-coded [154]. Garnet argues that parameterization of built-in
types rather than sub-classing nudges the programmer to separate the concerns of
MVC by removing discretion over what information should be apportioned to the
controller [154]. Garnet implemented 6 interactors based off identified behavior pat-
terns from graphical user interfaces (GUIs), but noted that new interactors would
need to be created for dramatically different kinds of interaction such as gesture of
optical-character recognition [154]. Interactors used a prototype basis for its pro-
gramming language so that programmers could declare an instance of an interactor
that was close enough to the desired behavior and then override any parameters
as needed [25, 154]. Further, a programmer could customize the interactor by
supplying parameters [154].

Architectures for End User Programming of Context-Aware Systems

The OOPs toolkit introduced a suite of mechanisms for handling ambiguity in the
user’s input, but context-aware systems were designed to supplement input with
contextual information to support disambiguating processes. Context carries implicit
information that could be leveraged to trigger changes in a system’s response [198].
To simplify building context-aware applications and reasoning about context-shifts,
the Context Toolkit to 1) hide the complexity of unconventional sensors, 2) manage
the details of providing relevant events for applications, and 3) provide reusable
building blocks for context-aware applications [193]. Termed, context widgets, these
building blocks are made up of generators, interpreters, and servers [193]. Like
interactors and controllers, context-widgets provide an abstraction for input devices.
Yet unlike them, user input to these widgets is implicit and so does not afford direct
control over inputs. Generators encapsulate one or more sensors and the software
that acquires the raw data from the sensor (i.e. transforming an id report from
a sensor to a name associated with that id) [193]. Interpreters supplement raw
data to provide higher level abstractions (i.e., inferring a meeting is taking place
between two people raw data shows activity of two people in a room) [193]. Servers
collect, store, and interpret data from other widgets [193]. While both OOPs and
the Context toolkit help with reasoning over noisy sensor data, the Context toolkit’s
components facilitate composition and supporting the development of more complex
components. The purpose of context widgets is to separate how context is acquired
from how it is used [61]. Explicitly supporting composition enables the Context
toolkit’s actions to likewise make use of more complex events.

This early work in context-aware architectures serves as the basis for trigger-
action programming for end user development. Context-aware architectures focused
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on separating out the basis for an if-then conditional [196]. This is evident in the
separation of concerns provided by context-widgets. Trigger-action programming
uses this separation to facilitate composition of context with appropriate actions
[62]. Using techniques developed from GUIs, iCap allowed the user to compose
situations for the conditional’s antecedent by dragging elements from a pre-defined
library of context sensors to slots that facilitated Boolean composition [62, 171].
Similarly, the user could compose the actions that they wanted to trigger when the
situation was detected [62]. Thus, iCap made context-aware programming available
without having to write any code.

Today, EUP is the means by which users can shape and control the compu-
tational behavior of IoT devices in the home. EUP has become widely available
in commercial systems through services like If This, Then That (IFTTT). These
systems make EUP tools for home automation available to a larger audience at
a lower price point than previously available [218, 219]. Prior work shows that
the trigger-action programming model of systems like IFTTT make programming
IoT devices available to non-experts [62, 171]. As with tailorable buttons, IFTTT
recipes can be copied and changed by community members [219]. This approach
uses GUIs to encapsulate control flow constructs like if-then rules within user friendly
abstractions like form filling [62, 171]. As a result of its widespread availability and
preliminary successes, trigger-action programming has received substantial atten-
tion from researchers creating EUP systems for domestic IoT (e.g., [151, 80, 29]).
Thus, trigger-action programming has become the de facto standard for EUP for
domestic IoT.

Trigger-action programming still encounters a number of usability issues for end
user programming of IoT. Choosing between event triggers (signalling change in
a sensor reading at a point in time) and condition triggers (detecting states, con-
text, or when criteria are met) introduces many problems [80, 101]. One study
found that selection of triggers and actions had the lowest usability ratings of all
measured dimensions [80]. Scholars have speculated that this may be due to if-
then rules ambiguously covering both events and conditions [101]. They argue that
the abstractions available to users do not make implicit distinctions of the system’s
syntax transparent and leads to many debugging issues [101]. Yet trigger-action pro-
gramming’s challenges may run deeper. In its initial design, researchers conducted
a linguistic analysis of participants’ programming ideas, and this methodology lead
them to conclude that conditional statements using sentential logic were best suited
for representing end users’ ideas [62]. Form filling provided an interactive dialogue
to prompt end users to supply arguments and visually separates the antecedent from
the consequent [3, 62]. However, form filling lacks procedural flexibility and is best
suited to contexts that are most similar to filling out a paper forms like filling out
medical charts [157]. This challenge with capturing the procedural complexity of
the home with appropriate EUP abstractions has been observed is an outstanding
issue for domestic EUP designs [29]. Like all EUP systems, finding the representa-
tion best suited for the context in question is no small feat [157]. However, given
the lessons of concretization, trigger-action programming may be fundamentally
hampered by its initial methodological commitment to linguistic analysis that ana-
lyzed participants ideas according to its use of Boolean connectives. This choice of
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analysis may have made a Fregean representation inevitable.

End User Programming for Physical Computing

To make progress on EUP for IoT, greater consideration needs to be given to
how home IoT embodies computational properties and makes computing physical.
Phidgets introduced the notion of a physical widget to the research community [85].
Phidgets abstract and package input and output devices to support simultaneously
designing the physical interface alongside the software interface [85]. The Phid-
gets architecture consists in the physical device, Wire protocol, phidget manager,
phidget-specific COM objects, phidget API, phidget-specific API, and ActiveX con-
trols. A central innovation of this architecture was to use the Wire protocol to
coordinate device specific information with the visual representation of an ActiveX
control through the phidget concept. This coordination allowed for subsequent
event handling to respond to relatively uniform information: the phidget type, a
phidget instance ID, and associated event information indicating device state [85].
The phidget manager, phidget-specific COM objects, phidget API, and phidget-
specific API generally manage interpreting this information through COM objects
on a Windows machine and expose this information at differing granularities that
are more or less specific to the phidget device through an API.

As physical computing became more commonplace in the research commu-
nity, end user programming toolkits like phidgets became more commonplace as
researchers sought to simplify and streamline the architectures supporting them so
that tangible interfaces could be easier to develop. The Calder toolkit offered a
similar architecture to phidgets, but focused on smaller components and support
for wireless communication so that designers could iterate on the form factor of the
device in tandem with iterating on its function [135, 16]. Papier-Mache simplified
the process of adding input devices by using an interactor-style abstraction for in-
put devices to support computer vision, RFID, and barcodes for an event-oriented
architecture [119]. dTools likewise focused on early stage design and protoyping of
tangible interfaces by supporting an authoring environment that allowed for physical
controls to be plugged into a custom microcontroller and a visual editor to associate
states and transitions with the newly attached control [92].

These environments for rapidly prototyping physical form alongside computa-
tionally supported function introduced an era of researching support for sketching
in hardware. These systems began to emphasize creativity above and beyond the
hardware-software stack. Physical computing kits were developed for e-textiles to
enable a range of users to create wearable computing applications [32]. Scholars be-
gan to experiment with ways computing materials could integrate more fluidly with
creative practices like sketching and design craft [16, 135, 33, 180]. For example,
the precision and computation afforded through procedural programming were used
to augment the fluid and open-ended processes of manually drawing and generating
a pattern [107, 106].
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2.5 Customizing Paper User Interfaces
As research on end user programming began to focus on creativity and rapid itera-
tion, scholars began to make rapid advances in developing paper user interfaces. In
particular, sketching, paper prototyping, and the persistence of paper-based man-
agement in workplaces made paper-based computing become an emerging site of
new interaction techniques. These, I will argue, need to be architecturally supported.

Kinetic Mechanisms for Programming

Kinetic mechanisms in the form of pop-up, paper engineering techniques show
promise for supporting EUP tangible affordances. While visual language abstrac-
tions successfully use shape to introduce programming concepts like control flow
and variables [184, 171, 216], kinetic mechanisms’ potential for programming behav-
ior remains underappreciated. Electronic Popables introduced paper engineering’s
development of kinetic mechanisms to user interface design [179]. The project inte-
grated storytelling with material form through paper shapes and electronic circuitry.
Paper Generators harvested kinetic energy generated through tapping, touching,
rubbing, and rotating paper mechanisms to self-power the embedded electronics
using the triboelectric effect [111]. PaperID used a volvelle (a rotational mecha-
nism) with a rotating RFID antenna to selectively bridge with the integrated circuit
(IC) to enable user control over reads [138]. Similarly, scholars investigated bistable
mechanisms to manage widget state [239, 205]. Since state machines drive user
interface widgets [160], a pop-up mechanism’s bi-stability provides a tangible rep-
resentation and mapping between widgets and the system’s state. Scholars also
combined the bi-stable mechanisms of traditional origami crease patterns with the
triboelectric effect to enable deployable forms [44, 178]. Fine-grained sensing of
paper shape change is unable to capture precise measures of bending and strain
leading to introduction of a threshold at which the deformed mechanism transitions
to a discrete state [228, 240, 43]. To date, paper-engineering techniques for user
interfaces focus on sensing and shaping their affordances.

Insofar as this research focused on programming, it has been confined to shape
change and predictable control over bi-stability. The early interest in paper-
engineering emphasized biomemesis and modelling naturally developable forms with
mathematically rigorous origami patterns that could be computationally simulated
[84, 128, 121, 220]. HCI research surveyed historical examples of pop-up books and
deployable forms to generate a library and design vocabulary of kinetic mechanisms
[11, 94, 136, 233]. This work developed a mechanism pattern language, but does
not allow for arbitrary recombination [233]. Thus, the bulk of user research on pop-
ups has concentrated on supporting CAD modelling to facilitate experimentation
with the mechanisms [11, 94, 166, 241]. Programming behavior consists largely
in designing a given form, fabricating it, assembling it, and then activating the
mechanism to test whether the behavior operates as intended [165, 222]. This line
of research creates techniques for control over kinetic behavior, but ignores the use
of kinetic behavior for tangible interaction and programming.
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Paper User Interfaces

Paper user interfaces (PUIs) use tangible manipulation to leverage familiarity with
paper artifacts to achieve proprioceptive control over computation [227]. PUIs lo-
cate interaction on paper itself, instead of a screen, so that manipulating paper’s
features affords manipulating structured data [109]. Pen-based interactions natu-
rally supply affordances for manipulating complex data-structures familiar to paper
[210]. By integrating sensing hardware into the pen form factor, unique marks and
annotation create hyperlinks to dynamic media by serving as unique identifiers em-
bedded within paper [12]. Similarly, printed identifiers—called glyphs—structure
digital representations of paper as a UI hierarchy [109]. Yet PUIs encountered a mi-
das touch problem where general paper interaction can be confused with intentional
invocation of system behavior [226, 227]. The Digital Desk solved this problem by
fusing microphone data with recorded images captured from an overhead camera to
detect clicks [226], while PaperLink used a switch to trigger the pen’s visual capture
of paper-based information [12]. These techniques enable phrasing and chunking of
sensor streams to facilitate novice manipulation of computer-identifiable patterns
[40, 95]. These techniques enabled researchers to create a large design space for
gestural input to PUIs.

Glyphs extend an object-oriented approach to PUIs. Originally, a lightweight
approach to interface composition, glyphs collapsed a distinction between toolkit
support for interface commands and that for application data [41]. As a result, the
programming language basis for user interface widgets could be extended to user-
supplied data, and so, user-defined commands [169, 12]. For PUIs, customizing
the interface itself is of paramount importance. Paper documents persist despite
tremendous advances in desktop computing largely because paper’s accessibility
supports defining and establishing idiosyncratic routines [142, 78]. Glyphs support
social sharing of user created PUIS [93], syncing paper instantiations with their
digital counterparts [88], adding audio interaction [175], and tangible control over
digital data disclosure [132]. Similarly, 2D visual codes underlie a set of PUI widgets
and make PUIs available through paper and mobile phone infrastructure [191], and
successfully enabled secure financial management in areas with unreliable internet
infrastructure for microfinance [172]. Glyphs enable PUI customization to facilitate
hybrid digital-paper sharing of written and oral annotations with minimal computing
infrastructure.

End User Programming Architectures for Paper

Some of these innovations in PUIs drew from or informed new architectures. The
OOPS toolkit extended event-oriented architectures to handle ambiguity that arose
from interaction techniques that needed to recognize and classify sensor data as an
event [146, 145]. Up unto that time, most interactive system architectures sup-
ported a mouse and keyboard, but did not consider the ambiguity that arose when
needing to support more natural input like speech or pen [146]. OOPs extended
event dispatch with a set of objects called mediators with the purpose of handling
ambiguity that arose through hierarchical event dispatch [146]. OOPS adopts a
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broad definition of a recognizer: a recognizer produces events that are interpreta-
tions of other data or other events [145]. Importantly, recognizers produce events
that are dispatched through the typical event stream, and they store information
about an event until mediators are able to resolve ambiguity that might arise [145].
In the OOPS toolkit, consumers return their interpretation of an event so that inter-
mediate feedback could be provided to the user and other consumers or mediators
could resolve the ambiguity in the case when previous consumers could not [146].
Mediators and their architectural integration allows for the developer to explicitly
allow for ambiguity and draw upon a host of techniques to resolve the ambiguity
either with more information or by consulting the user. For example, the raw data of
an unclosed round stroke could be stored until a mediator is able to resolve whether
the user intended to draw a circle or write the letter ’O’ perhaps by asking the
user to choose which was intended from a dialogue. Notably, OOPS was evaluated
with several input devices and other interactions such as pen recognizers, speech
recognizers, interactors-recognizer, and the Context toolkit [146].

2.6 Sustainable Socio-material Practices
Tangible interaction, and also, research on the Internet of Things could benefit from
an ecological lens. An ecological lens involves analyzing the network of computing
artifacts in the home to account for the people, practices, values, and technologies
within an environment [73, 158, 110]. From an ecological perspective, the social and
cultural context of an artifact’s use can have consequences for assuming particular
functions: that is, the likelihood that a vacuum cleaner will be used by a child in the
household or whether phone notifications will be pushed to a laptop [73, 167]. The
ecological perspective has parallels in tangible computing. Specifically, the ubiq-
uitous computing—and thus IoT—agenda embeds computing in objects that have
rich affordances to enable tangible manipulation of computing properties [105, 225].
The Tangible Interaction Framework built on these initial directions by situating tan-
gible computing within a social user experience [100]. Individuation subsequently
extended this framework and called attention to the routines, habits, and arrange-
ments households use to shape a computationally enhanced object to represent or
reflect relationships between household members to develop a research agenda on
the social internet of things [9, 156]. Designs of EUP that have successfully worked
within a community’s dynamics recognize the role of computing in identity construc-
tion and relationships. To address these, they have adopted methods that make
room for an artifact’s role within community norms. These methods are often born
out of the behavioral sciences and not cognitive science [157]. Two of the more
influential methods for EUP are activity theory and distributed cognition [157, 142].
These methods have much more to say about how EUP can have a role in coordi-
nating small groups. Thus, EUP for IoT positions IoT as an artifact based network
that facilitates embodied manipulation of computing properties and construction of
one’s identity and relationships.

Engaged Computing and Seamful Design emerged to argue that ubiquitous
computing’s disappearance into everyday objects raises social and ethical issues
[104, 190, 69], and importantly for this dissertation: sustainability issues. For ex-
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ample, the invisible actions ubiquitous computing takes on behalf of the user lead
to deskilling and obscure important decision making features of day to day planning
and action [69, 190]. In trying to be unobtrusive, seamlessness undermines the
process of investing value in an object because there is no need to learn, adapt,
and personalize it [9]. Further, invisible actions can have environmental costs by
encouraging digital waste through use of energy and cloud infrastructure that a
person doesn’t actually need or want [177]. Routines are needed to sustain artifacts
over time and help realize values of durability and sustainability [9]. IoT risks cre-
ating substantially new environmental and social costs if it ignores the routines and
relationships computationally enhanced artifacts will be a part of.

For the past decade, researchers have begun to worry about computing’s en-
vironmental costs. Through its preference for newness, the modern American
household’s excessive material consumption can have negative side-effects. These
include increasing stress, deteriorating health, growing landfills, short life-cycles
for non-renewable on non-biodegradable materials, and enlarged energy demands
[14, 22, 152, 183, 209, 221]. A central theme of sustainable interaction design is
the relationship between invention and disposal [22]. Researchers have tried to dig
into this question to discover what objects Americans regard as their most valued
possessions and what would they discard without second thought [152, 163]. Turn-
ing to second-hand consumption, they have tried to identify what role newness has
in developing one’s material identity and how does attachment develop over time
[163, 174]. The results of these studies have led researchers to recommend design
that can decouple ownership and identity, make reused objects fashionable, and
facilitate DIY culture for object augmentation all with an eye to prolonging tech-
nology life-cycles and perceived durability [22, 163, 174]. By taking an upcycling
approach, this dissertation shifts these questions to asking how can the invention of
new technologies better support the tight-coupling between ownership and identity.

Significant progress has been made on systems focused on energy consumption,
eco-feedback, and persuading home dwellers to be more environmentally friendly.
Prior work developed a set of three personas–the helper, the optimiser, and the
hedonist–to characterize the impact of identity on energy saving [108]. The desire
for energy savings that can be central for upgrading to a smart home, can still con-
flict with other aspects of a person’s identity and become entangled in household
dynamics of compromising with other householder’s desires [108]. Some household
members lack agency and discretion to control smart home infrastructure. Socioe-
conomic class may in part determine whether residents are able to monitor their
energy usage or fix a building’s inefficiencies [63]. Further, since many household
resources are shared, household members do not have the discretion to make uni-
lateral decisions [48]. Rather, setting a device’s state and controlling its usage is an
interdependent decision [48]. Researchers have created display technologies to equip
these uses with more information on what data has been collected, what the house-
hold’s resource usage is like, and to further reasoning over what has happened in the
home [42, 75]. One concern is that the way the household’s resource usage is made
visible to the user is underpinned (whether implicitly or explicitly) by specific models
of behavior change and persuasion [75]. In contrast, end user programming (EUP)
could enable users to investigate and reflect on their home’s data or explore their
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own questions without imbuing the interface with particular persuasive techniques
[42]. While revealing raw data streams might avoid assumptions of a one-size-fits-
all model for the home, even an approach which reveals minimally curated data
will still confront household politics and require research effort to determine what
design requirements best accommodate household members’ conflicting interests
[42, 104, 47, 232].

2.7 Cultural Forms of Everyday objects
IoT devices are at risk of reinforcing undesirable social relationships within the home
and across society. IoT will likely alter household routines, change control of living
space, and even social conventions themselves, such as standards of cleanliness
and good parenting [67]. Several studies found that screen-based technologies like
video games, smart phones, and televisions undermine positive familial relationships
when family members are unable to get the attention of others [2, 10]. Even when
household routines are directly supported by new IoT devices, they may still reinforce
traditional divisions of household labor that negatively impact specific classes and
gender groups [232]. For example, middle and working class households differ in
their uptake of new standards of good parenting that regulate children’s use of
devices [10, 56, 129, 159, 2, 234]. Similarly, family members frequently adopt
gender-stereotypical roles with respect to who builds the home network and who
learns to program the device [151, 189, 35]. The way IoT devices are incorporated
in the home’s division of labor can extend the reach of structural inequities like class
or gender-based divisions in accessing and controlling devices.

The household uses embodied practices for managing and sustaining household
life. Families use the home’s spatial layout to manage activities such as private
consumption of sensitive material, religious commitments, or quiet (although this
varies by culture) [14, 49, 134, 221, 234]. In the United States, a large percent-
age of housing stock consists of older homes designed for labor and housework to
be accomplished as a backstage activity [14, 2]. Nonetheless, kitchens function as
command centers where families congregate to catch up with one another, coordi-
nate, do homework, and collaborate over bills or school notes [49, 57, 51, 14, 213].
Parents use bathrooms to socialize children into good habits like hygiene and clean-
liness [14, 2]. Bedrooms are private spaces that may be free from electronics or
the internet altogether, or allow for consumption of specific content [49, 14]. Tech-
nologies can impinge on these divisions by violating house rules (e.g., giving kids
internet access in their bedrooms), or in cases like the TV, directly organize spatial
layout [14, 49, 134]. By treating internet connected devices homogeneously, IoT
disrupts the home’s implicit organization and management.

Incorporating the home’s possessions in an IoT infrastructure must be done with
care. Objects and their life-cycles carry layers of social meaning [72, 81, 110, 1, 2,
221]. In other words, they are polyvalent [195]. Some objects may be discarded or
destroyed not because of the object, but to sever the relationships they are a part of
[1]. In the United States, household objects realize family ideals such as nurturing
growth, talent, creativity, self-expression, and identity [2]. Support for these ideals
is currently missing from IoT [91]. By using domestic objects as design material, a
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system can support reinventing the home’s existing socio-material contexts to align
with its values.

Interactive Books

Books are a promising, lightweight interface for the home. Their cultural form
invokes desirable social practices that can support collaborative exploration and
shared decision-making [98, 99]. When Vannevar Bush described how computing
could provide lasting societal benefit, he envisioned a new kind of book facilitat-
ing creative linking of the physical world with the wealth of knowledge contained
in a library [39]. This idea animated Dynabook: dynamic media, the size of a
notebook, responsive to the user’s wishes by facilitating creative expression and
association through the Smalltalk programming language [113]. Despite this initial
interest in books, decades passed before the form factor emerged. ListenReader
explored the physicality of reading by embedding electric field sensors in the spine
of a book to detect its handling and an RFID reader in the cover to detect the
currently opened page with RFID tags [17]. The form factor facilitated collabora-
tive interaction through social reading [17], multi-generational accessibility through
familiar paper affordances [55, 176], spatial mapping of audio for indexing through
writing conventions of the book’s target language [206], and maintaining a record
that synthesizes photographs, data, tracings, and even scraps collected from the
physical environment through pasting, co-locating, and layering [143]. Tape, glue,
and stickers enable users to physically link external information and objects to books
[143, 93]. This has been supported in interactive books through printed barcodes
[143, 118], stickers with fiducial markers [93, 99], hand-writing the related code
[143], and pen-based interaction [143]. Like paper, interactive books leverage fa-
miliar affordances, but also integrate with social norms by evoking social practices
of collaboratively creating and annotating a shared model of the physical world.

Interactive books offer promising alternative abstractions for trigger-action pro-
gramming. Paper pop-up mechanisms housed in a book form factor can support
users with manipulating and triggering sensors using tangible abstractions [179].
Similarly, sticker-based interactive books can support tinkering with circuits [180],
peel and stick construction of circuits [97], and hand crafting remote messaging
[74]. Sticker composition can introduce programming concepts like sequencing ac-
tions [99]. These books borrow techniques from GUIs that use shape to constrain
permissible compositions in the language [99, 182]. For example, slots in a book
constrain how physical cards can be inserted [212]. Paper tags, such as visual
codes, enable dynamically mapping triggers to actions to co-evolve alongside fa-
miliar scrapbooking practices in a cognitively accessible form [132]. These paper
mechanisms can thus support proprioceptive control over the material environment
in a way that designs for agency in new technologies [132]. Paper mechanisms
promise to facilitate a wider audience’s exploration and expression of computational
ideas by concretizing an EUP language’s abstractions. By leveraging familiar paper
engineering techniques, interactive books provide a suite of paper mechanisms that
can expand participation in end user programming by attending to the material
constraints that make some actions available while excluding others.
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Emerging research on interactive books introduces a suite of techniques for re-
thinking what books could do for sketching in hardware and supporting creativity.
Researchers embedded bend sensors, micro-switches, and speakers into a book-like
interface to investigate navigation techniques afforded by books such as page flip-
ping and page reserving as ways to skim, bookmark, and retrieve visual content
[223]. Qook uses a projected display and AR fiducial markers to provide keyword
searching, highlighting, and bookmarking without instrumenting the book itself
[238]. Books’ dependence on writing conventions’ spatial mapping supports se-
quential storytelling techniques by mapping manipulation of paper-based fiducial
markers to parts of a visual story [66, 99]. Augmented reality books employ pop-
up visualization techniques to enable dynamic content to emerge from the page
[20], support direct coloring of digital content through templates [50], and facilitate
learning complex, physical models [149]. Complimentary, books expanded tangible
interaction techniques: paper-mounted electronic modules produce paper located
outputs [33], pop-up mechanisms support manipulating and triggering sensors [179],
sticker-based hardware supports peel and stick construction of circuits [180, 97], and
wireless sensors and actuators in the form of I/O Stickers support functioning, re-
mote messaging interfaces [74]. Sticker composition can introduce programming
concepts like sequencing actions by borrowing visual language techniques that use
shape to constrain permissible compositions in the language [99, 182, 181]. Simi-
larly, slots in a book constrain how physical cards can be inserted [212]. By leverag-
ing familiar paper engineering techniques, interactive books provide a suite of paper
mechanisms attentive to the material constraints that make some actions available
while excluding others. This dissertation builds on this prior work by incorporat-
ing PUI and interactive book techniques in The IoT Codex to show how kinetic
mechanisms open up a new space for end user programming for domestic IoT.
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3 The Upcycled Home: Removing Barriers to
Lightweight Modification of Everyday Objects

3.1 Introduction
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices promise to enhance even the most mundane of
objects with computational properties by seamlessly coupling the virtual world to
the physical. Yet, IoT research to date has largely focused on designing wholly
new devices, while ignoring many of the existing objects in current households.
Instead, we propose an upcycling approach. Upcycling is the process of reusing an
object by transforming it into something of greater value or quality. An upcycled
IoT would enable users to upgrade the home by transforming their possessions into
IoT devices. This approach complements how users already acquire and relate to
their objects. Even before the advent of personal computers, ethno-archaeological
studies found that over one third of household objects enter the home in used
condition [194]. More recent work on product lifecycles uncovered the importance
of object attachment, appropriation, reuse, and lateral cycling for how people treat
their possessions in the long term [163, 174, 221]. Recent innovations open the
opportunity of this approach with battery-free, wireless sensing [138, 205, 89]. We
build on this work by using this opportunity to make use of the home’s possessions
as design material for IoT systems.

An upcycled approach to IoT confronts several barriers. First, family members
have unequal availability to participate in IoT decision-making. They have different
schedules, different skills, and different stakes in the process. Second, not all families
have the same access to smart home systems. Structural factors, like renting a home,
limit some families’ power and autonomy when integrating these systems into their
household [63, 147]. Third, IoT systems are not always compatible with the way
families’ manage and use their possessions. For example, families exercise room-level
control of their objects (a bedroom TV is used differently than a living room TV),
but most IoT systems homogenize how objects are treated across different home
spaces [67, 68]. Finally, upcycling objects with IoT requires families to imagine
new, technologically-augmented uses for their belongings. This type of creative
reimagination is possible, but not always easy to achieve [30].

These barriers align with existing challenges for IoT systems. For one, existing
systems struggle to incorporate meaningful collaboration, especially when family
members have different levels of contribution [35]. Most research to date studied
relatively affluent families or other early adopters. Additionally as noted above,
systems homogenize by residence rather than by room, undermining families’ mental
models of how home works. Finally, IoT requires novel ideation techniques when
working with users to envision their future homes [59].

This chapter seeks to address these barriers to an upcycled IoT. As a formative
study, it employs home tours and semi-structured interviews to uncover how house-
holds organize objects in their daily lives and the domestic roles sustained by them.
The findings contribute 1) 3 models for how families coordinate household labor
and work, 2) a user study focused on the needs of families who experience forms
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of structural marginalization, 3) a characterization of room-level object manage-
ment practices, and 4) a characterization of how families project their desired home
onto their possessions. The results demonstrate opportunities for IoT to support
lightweight modification of existing object forms and, through those forms, existing
social relationships.

3.2 Methods
This study uses ethno-archaeological methods and samples participants according to
intersectional identities to uncover the routines around domestic objects in diverse
households as given by race and ethnicity, gender, age, disability, and class.

Ethno-archaeological methods underpin a material culture approach to studying
the modern household. Material culture studies assumes the presence or lack of
artifacts reflects human behavior [183], and how space is used can speak to loci
of coordination [14]. These methods developed during the late 20th century as
archaeologists turned to landfills and garbage cans to infer household consumption
patterns [14]. Famous among these, the Garbage Project gave birth to a burgeon-
ing field known as garbology and examined the relationship between Americans and
the objects they discarded [14]. The researchers found that contrary to American
stereotypes of consumerism and waste-making, only 6.2% of costly items were dis-
carded (e.g., refrigerators, ranges, and washing machines) while most were reused
[183, 194]. These trends changed during the personal computer era as electronic
devices began to enter the household. Yet, they show that domestic objects may
tell an alternative story of household activities than previously supposed. We adopt
this line of inquiry in our study to examine which objects could be upcycled and
which objects should remain in their current state.

As for this study’s approach to sampling, recent scholarship has called for rep-
resenting users using an intersectional approach to address society’s systemic and
structural forces that may result in research contributions differentially impacting
subpopulations, particularly those deemed vulnerable [197]. In a meta-review, the
authors argued that gender and gender fluid categories intersect with race and class
in important ways that deserve greater attention when recruiting and reporting
on participant demographics [197]. Further, they argue that analyzing research
findings using a single critical dimension such as gender, or race, or class, can ob-
scure important features that reveal how society’s structural inequalities can have
a compounding effect because the analysis only considers a single structural factor
[197]. Taking this critique seriously, this study purposively samples participants for
a representative user group according to six categories of structural marginalization:
gender, race, class, disability status, age, and household structure. This study uses
these specific categories because a representative distribution of the general popula-
tion could be validated against publicly available data, and these six categories are
known to exhibit concerning inequalities with respect to research findings improving
opportunities for a high quality of life.
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3.3 Participants
This study recruited 10 households for our study from a mid-sized American city
(Pittsburgh, population 300,000). It sampled participants according to 6 criteria:
gender, age, race, class, disability, and household structure, in line with persistent
categories of concern [65, 197]. It excluded potential participants when, (1) working
with them would require changing the study’s protocol (e.g., require a translator),
(2) their household had changed over the past year (e.g. new baby), (3) their
household had <2 people, or (4) the study had already recruited enough similar
households. This shifts the study’s population away from a representative sample.
In the sample, 100% lived in the same home a year ago and averaged 2.9 persons
per household compared with the city average of 77.8% and 2.1 persons [38]. The
study’s analysis characterizes children <5 yrs. and those with severe intellectual
disabilities as part of their households, but they were not interviewed or directly
worked with. NGOs and public organizations helped with recruitment using word of
mouth and sharing the study’s flyers. Participants that were eligible were required
to commit to 1) the entire duration of the study, and 2) having all of their household
members participate. Many family types such as divorced families, or gender fluid
households, were not successfully recruited even though they were advertised to
through related organizations. Their omission is a limitation.

3.4 Procedure
Carnegie Mellon University’s institutional review board (IRB) reviewed and approved
this study’s procedures before it commenced. The study took place in participant
homes, and sessions generally lasted between 1.5-2 hrs. One household lasted 3
hours due to disability related delays and interruptions from unexpected visitors.
Participants were consented according to IRB protocols and children 5-18 years old
assented with parental approval. Compensation for adult participants was $15/hr
and children >5 years, $5/hr as a token remuneration for their time and effort.

The study lasted 7 days. On the first day, participants completed a demograph-
ics questionnaire, gave a home tour, and completed a one-on-one semi-structured
interview. Home tours and interviews were conducted in parallel. Those household
members who were not being interviewed gave a home tour to a member of our
research team. Thus, children gave home tours twice. In one family with 3 adults,
the family gave 2 complete home tours and 3 one-on-one interviews.

Daily Activity Interviews

Building on prior work [2], the protocol employed a semi-structured interview asking
adult participants how members divide the households’ main activities and their
awareness of others’ activities. During the interview, members were separated since
participants are more likely to honestly disclose about their partners in their absence
[24]. Participants were asked to describe a typical day, which activities take the most
and least time, others members’ activities, whether they participated, and activities
they wished their household spent more time on.
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Home Tours

The protocol elicited decisions on upcycling domestic possessions by adapting home
tour methods capturing participant attitudes towards their home [2]. Participants
were asked to show 5 rooms in their home. In each room, participants were asked
to choose 3 objects to modify with computing abilities, and 3 objects that they
would not want to modify. Next, participants were asked to explain their reasoning
behind their choices.

3.5 Data and Analysis
Audio data from the home tours and interviews were professionally transcribed,
and survey answers were digitized. Grounded theory methods were used to analyze
home tour data. On the first pass through the data inductive codes were developed
and deductive codes applied when the data supported previous findings such as
attachment [1, 163], parenting and technology [10, 159, 234], reuse [174, 183, 194],
and ownership [14, 2, 1, 152]. On the second pass, two research team members
discussed and clustered the 107 codes into 3 categories on domestic artifacts’ role
in division of labor, network management, and household acceptance. Analysis
proceeded to axial coding with the emergent 3 themes and 11 subthemes, collapsed
overlapping codes, and developed new codes when fit was imperfect. Finally, one
research team member uninvolved in coding thus far, used the 3 themes and their
11 subcodes to code two randomly chosen transcripts. They were then debriefed
for coverage and characterization of the data.

This study uses portraiture to portray and contextualize findings on the relation-
ships sustained by domestic objects in diverse households across race and ethnicity,
gender, age, disability, and class differences. Portraiture sketches the connections
between participants’ individual personalities and organizational culture by portray-
ing their authority, wisdom, and perspectives [131, 130]. This method centers their
views within careful ethnographic description so they might be fully recognized,
appreciated, respected, and scrutinized [131, 130]. This descriptive process resists
grounded theory’s abstract portrayal of theoretical concepts supported by grounded
description and their tendency to subsume the lives of some participants under the
voices of others. It does so by infusing findings with the color and contours of
participants’ embodied lives as they touch on the theoretical concepts and by bal-
ancing theoretical clarity with the uncertainty of attending to features that threaten
conceptual simplicity. In this work, portraiture is used to counteracts unequal repre-
sentation by being forthright about which participants’ socio-material practices are
being described and which family’s data is employed to reach conclusions.

One-on-one interviews were coded according to field notes and the interview
protocol. 10 daily activities were co-constructed with each of the 20 interviewed
participants and the protocol’s 3 themes (one’s day, awareness of others’ day, and
desired activities). Activities were clustered and collapsed according to their over-
lapping codes. This resulted in 15 activities. Family members’ responses were then
compared to identify activity patterns across households. The results are presented
using portraiture and pseudonyms for families and their members.
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Indicators of Class
Income Rangesa American City Study Pop. Households

<$10,000 12.4% 0% 0
$10-14,999 7.5% 0% 0
$15-24,999 12.5% 10% 1
$25-49,999 23.9% 10% 1
$50-74,999 16.5% 50% 5
$75-99,999 9.8% 10% 1

$100-149,999 9.8% 10% 1
$150-200,000 3.6% 0% 0
>$200,000 4.3% 10% 1

Education Levelb American City Study Pop. Participants
<High School 8.1% 0% 0
High School 27.6% 5% 1
Associates 7.9% 15% 3

College 21.3% 30% 6
Graduate 19.4% 35% 7

aFor our 8 married households, the comparison for married couples may be more appropri-
ate: 26.6% <$50k; 19.2% $50-<75k; 15.4% $75-<100k; 19.9% $100-<150k; 8.5% $150-200k;
10.3% >$200k

bBased on adults >25 years old; For the household of adults <25, comparisons with
adults 18-24 years would be appropriate: 22.3% bachelor’s or higher (in our study,
100% of this 1 household).

Table 4: The table shows the representation of different classes in the local
population relative to the households represented in the study’s population. We
used income and education to characterize the class structure of our population
in line with standard conventions using income, education, and job type.
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3.6 Findings
Working with 10 households, I found that household members bring society-level
constraints home and work with other family members to renegotiate their approach
to ongoing demands made from both inside and outside the home. I identify 3
division of labor patterns that illustrate how households realize society’s structural
inequities, and thickly describe how these are embodied in home life. Against these
background patterns, I found that family members use domestic objects and spatial
layout to set and enforce the home’s norms. They create boundaries in relationships
and instruct others in domestic roles and responsibilities. Lastly, household members
contend with existing, nuanced networks of ownership when making critical decisions
to incorporate IoT into the home. We characterize these ways that households
regularly reuse and appropriate domestic objects to create, sustain, and reconfigure
their relationships. These findings inform what support is needed for IoT decision-
making, and illustrate ways that upcycling could support piecemeal upgrades to the
home.

Below, I first summarize participant demographics. Then, I present the 3 division
of labor patterns, and follow up each with a family portrait. Next, I present 6 family
portraits that show how families use objects to develop shared mental models of
home and how this can be in tension with current IoT. Objects are specialized to
their containing room and are used in compliance with those rooms’ norms. After
each portrait, I draw lessons from each household to inform management and control
over an IoT system and design support for family members integrating IoT in a way
that makes progress towards their aspirational home.

3.6.1 Demographics

I recruited 29 household members resulting in 26 participants (42.9% male and
57.1% female). I had slightly more female representation than the recruitment
city (51% [38]). Participants ranged between 9 to 70 years of age (M=35.8 yrs.,
SD=20.2 yrs.; City MD=32.9 yrs., [36]). The recruitment city had the following
age distribution: 5% <5 yrs., 15.8% <18 yrs., 70.2% adults <65 yrs., and 14%
adults >65 yrs [38]. Our study’s age distribution approximated this with 8.7% <5
yrs., 34.8% <18 yrs., 65.2% adults <65 yrs., and 21.7% adults >65 yrs. Seven
household members reported having a disability. This prevalence is at times higher
than the city’s: 9.1% <65 yrs. (compared to 9.9% for the city) and 83.3% >65
yrs. (compared to 13.6% for the city) [38, 36]. We summarize further in Tables 4,
5, and in prose (sources [36, 37, 38, 164]).

3.6.2 Division of Home Labor

When comparing households, I observed highly integrated morning and evening
routines. All families were together for dinner, and almost all, during the morning
routine. This does not mean that all families ate meals together. In many families
with children, children ate on an earlier shift than parents. Morning routines tended
to be asynchronous with points of contact between family members due to differing
rising times, bathroom scheduling, or calculated prep times for children, pets, or
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Race & Ethnicity
Citizen English

2nd
Lan-
guage

Hispanic Amer.
Ind./
Alaskan

Asian Black/
Afr.
Amer.

Hawaiian/
Pac.
Isl.

White Two/More
Races

City
Pop.

91.5% 10.8% 2.8% 0.2% 5.5% 24.3% 0.0% 66.3% 3.2%

Study
Pop.

75.9% 24.1% 13.8% 3.4% 10.3% 27.6% 0.0% 37.9% 6.9%

Households8 2 1 1 1 3 0 5 2
Household Structure

Female
Headed

Male
Headed

Married
Opp.
Sex

Same
Sex
Cou-
ples1

Children Neither
Par.
Em-
ployed2

Mother
not
Em-
ployed

Father
not
Em-
ployed

Both
Par.
Em-
ployed

City
Pop.

29% 8% 63% 1.4% 44.1% 3.8% 26.3% 7% 62.9%

Study
Pop.

20% 0% 70% 10% 40% 25% 25% 0% 50%

Households2 0 7 1 4 1 1 0 2

1Same sex couples city comparison figures are for the entire US. 2Employment city
comparison figures are for the entire US.

Table 5: The representation of different racial and ethnic groups, household
structures, and working parents in the local population relative to the study’s
population. The number of households present in our study for that subpopu-
lation is given below the percentage.

others with a disability. I identified 3 patterns—Cruise Control, Labor Specialization,
and Balanced Awareness—that are characterized in more detail below.

Cruise Control

Cruise Control families listed under half of their routines in common. This style is
called Cruise Control because, compared to other families, participants rarely men-
tioned household management. They do chores, but did not seem to manage the
process. These families rarely, if ever, mentioned any hobbies or exercise. They
worked through lunchtime and multitasked: doing homework or answering e-mail.
Their life styles exhibited asymmetry. One family member described a single, addi-
tional activity omitted by their partner, while the other listed several (>3). In one
family, many differences arose from the head of household living with a significant
disability. In the others, one family member was stretched thin balancing many
side jobs, while their partner worked long hours. These partners were employed
professionals in a field requiring a graduate degree and had guaranteed, predictable
and steady hours. For 2 families, one partner described the other as doing chores,
while the other described the first as playing video games. These couples desired
more time to relax together.

The Walker Family Portrait: Celine and Mia are a young and energetic,
married couple who own their 2 story house in a suburban neighborhood on the edge
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of the city. They make twice the median income of their surrounding neighborhood
(average for the city). It is over 85% white and has >75% home ownership. Their
home has brightly colored walls lined with meditative sayings or photos of the couple
together and is populated by several dogs. Mia describes her and Celine’s routine a
year ago when Mia had a single 9 to 5 job. They had a date night when they would
go to a show together or go for a walk on the waterfront. Now, Celine is busy with
3-4 jobs and caring for her relative with a cognitive disability.

Often, Celine and Mia’s schedules do not align, so they cherish their weekends
and dinners together (after Mia comes home and before Celine goes back to work).
Celine spends the most time preparing for these:

We’re always trying some different diet that—I’ll be in the kitchen for
four hours a day. The worst one was when we did raw veganism, and
I was literally in the kitchen food prepping for five or six hours every
single day, because everything has to be fresh. (Celine)

Upon arrival home, Mia is drained: "Emotionally. . . I bring it home.. . . There’s a lot
of really horrible things that happen to people." Alone in the evenings, Mia watches
TV while researching home renovation. The Walkers consulted a contractor about
installing a dishwasher, but halted their plans when the level of structural change
meant renovating the kitchen.

Pattern Lessons. Cruise Control family members often work on the home or
prepare for collaborative activities in isolation from one another. Their asynchrony
limits familiarity with each others’ activities. Job demands constrain their availability
and energy to invest in collaborative decisions. An upcycled IoT should support
these families by enabling hand-off of prep work and minimizing project creep into
deeper structural changes to decrease coordinated decision making.

Labor Specialization

Labor Specialization families listed half their routines in common. They described
little exercise and few to no hobbies. Unlike Cruise Control families, they have a
high division of labor. One member functioned as the ’manager’. They track the
home’s state and direct attention to critical needs. Breakdowns occur if this person
forgot since others did not always recognize when they should contribute. Although
most family members mentioned chores, the manager described the check-in pro-
cess when chores would be divided. Family members knew each others’ habitual
chores (partner verified), yet, felt they were never-ending. Their activities frequently
diverged and included multiple activities omitted by others (>2). Labor Specializa-
tion parents wanted their children to do more chores, eliminate cleaning up after
them, and hasten house work. Families without children had tight schedules accom-
modating a particular life stage’s needs like school or rehabilitation. These families
desired a shared effort at cleaning and organizing their home.

The Martinez Family Portrait: The Martinez family lives in a rented town-
house in a wealthy suburb occupied by >90% white families, >$75,000 median
household income, and >75% home ownership. Their neighborhood is clean and
friendly. Located across from a golf course’s lushly manicured lawns, it is near a
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park offering several recreational options. Julio is college educated and commutes
to his IT job in the city. His wife, Carmen, describes herself as a stay-at-home mom,
but confesses to sometimes working remotely for her privately owned business in
her country of origin. Carmen regularly prepares the family’s breakfast and dinner,
walks the pets, does laundry, picks up her kids from after-school activities, grocery
shops, and helps with homework. Carmen describes how there are breakdowns when
she loses track of the household.

With the day to day, trying to work and cook and take care of them,
sometimes I forget. It just seems that they never take—if I don’t walk
the dogs, feed the cats and the dogs, it seems something very common.
If I’m not here, if I’m not on top of it, nobody feeds them.

Carmen describes Julio as proactive in helping around the house, but she is respon-
sible for knowing what needs to be done. Julio earns the majority of the household
income and often comes home after everyone has eaten dinner. His family will sit
and catch up with him while he eats. When dinner is finished, Carmen and Julio
load the dishes and put food away together. Then they join their kids watching a
Netflix3 show.

Pattern Lessons. Labor Specialization families take a divide and conquer ap-
proach to house work. Doing so enables the family to parallelize tasks and comple-
ment each others’ contributions. To leverage this collaborative process, an upcycled
IoT should enable setup and maintenance tasks to be subdivided into parallel pro-
cesses and make each members’ role transparent and easy for others to learn. Thus
family members could rotate a managerial role or swap roles so that task special-
ization does not become an entrenched routine.

Balanced Awareness

Balanced Awareness families substantially overlap their activities (7 or more). Family
members check-in daily at a prearranged time. They delegate errands to a specific
time to correct for likely forgotten items. Chores are swapped. Or, the one person
who regularly does a chore—cooking or networking the home—specifically enjoys
it. These families have significant hobbies, like gardening or singing, that ground
their members’ self-conception. Yet, they do not try to do too much and described
only 1-2 unique hobbies. This allows time for household upkeep, work in parallel, or
to be available when needed. These families desired spontaneous or unstructured
time to get outdoors and break with their routines.

The Baker Family Portrait: Janel and Joshua Baker own their 2 story house
in a racially diverse suburb of the city. Their street is lined with tall trees and yards
with children playing. Making well over the median income for their surrounding
neighborhood (a little below the city average), they are from the city and so, have
family nearby. Janel and Joshua were high school sweethearts and had their first
child when they were just out of school. They recently had a second child—a
daughter—ten years later. Five days a week, Janel and Joshua work full time

3Netflix is an online television streaming service.
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outside of the home and are home together in the evenings. They divide dropping
off and picking up their children while commuting to work.

At the end of each day, the Bakers check in to see whether dinner is on track.
Did they remember to defrost what they had planned? Should something be picked
up from the store? When they arrive home, Janel multitasks in the kitchen. She
does this during the interview—feeding the baby as she speaks—and explains that
transitioning to dinner takes time.

I come home after sittin’ in traffic, and once I get home we can talk
about our days—"Hey. How’s your day? How’ve you been?" Talk to
the baby. Then I get ready to make dinner. . . once I make dinner, then
we feed her.

Janel sometimes socializes with friends or attends board meetings for a local asso-
ciation rather than return home directly after work. Likewise, Joshua goes to the
gym and will periodically bring their son Caleb with him. Describing his weekends,
Joshua smiles, "So cutting grass isn’t supposed to be relaxing; but sometimes it is,
because you’re just outside." He finds ways to enjoy even chores.

Pattern Lessons. Balanced Awareness families have integrated routines or man-
agement strategies that are resilient to breakdowns and surprises. Making time
to coordinate and accomplish housework is not a problem. Yet, these processes
are so established, they undermine spontaneity and experimentation. To support
these families, an upcycled IoT should nurture creative ideation and role play. Then
household members could try new household arrangements to stretch the family to
grow.

Summary

3 patterns emerged for coordinating housework within the confines of family roles
and commitments. Cruise Control families invest in the home asynchronously and
need an upcycled IoT to support project hand-off and limit scope creep. Labor
Specialization families have a manager who directs members to work in parallel and
complementary roles, and need support with swapping roles and assuming responsi-
bility. Balanced Awareness families switch roles and scheduling as needed, but need
support in escaping routine. These typologies characterize how families currently
allocate time and attention to jointly accomplish housework. To complement these,
we developed pattern lessons an upcycled IoT should use to support families with
trying out new arrangements.

3.6.3 Negotiating Social Boundaries through Ownership

Family members use objects to instruct other members in household norms. During
their home tour, participants emphasized their relationships to their objects or their
object-mediated relationships with others. Most household objects are functionally
shared between all family members. Yet, ownership and authority are regularly used
to cue, negotiate, or control relationships between household members. Objects are
used by households with children to construct and enforce rules of behavior as part
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Division of Housework
Cruise Control Specialized Labor Balanced Awareness
High level of care giv-
ing; Sometimes disabil-
ity present

Significant commute
to work; stay-at-home
moms

Large overlap of routine
activities; High diversity
of activities

Little mention of chores
or errands; no manage-
ment

Ownership of chores;
Manager of the house

Chore and Errand swap-
ping

Stretched thin; Lunch
non-existent

Housework manager di-
recting attention to tasks

Dividing tasks in half
with integrated roles

Almost no mention of ex-
ercise & no mention of
hobbies

Diminished exercise &
little to no hobbies

High level of exercise
and 1-2 significant hob-
bies that shape identity

Asymmetry in awareness
of others tasks; Video
games or watching tv
and other does chores

Aware of the division of
labor and verified recog-
nition of specialization
on certain tasks

Often are available or
watchful for ways to
jump in to complete
tasks

Desire quality time to-
gether or time for a spe-
cial occasion

Desire collaborative ef-
fort at chores so that
the group has the ability
to do something fun to-
gether

Make time for special oc-
casions; Desire unstruc-
tured time, spontaneity,
and getting outdoors

Jameson, Walker, and
Taylor Families

Martinez, Carroll,
Gilmore, and Chaterjee-
Basu-Mistry Families

Baker, Olson, and Crane
Families

Table 6: The above table show the themes that shape and distinguish each
of 3 household routine patterns found in the 10 households we interviewed. 3
household patterns were identified by comparing adult members responses with
other members of their home.
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of nurturing child development. Even in households without children, objects are
used to set boundaries, signal consideration, and coordinate tasks. Acquiring and
discarding objects presents a cost, as displaced or discarded objects disrupt these
time-earned negotiations.

Owners have Imaginative Authority

Knowing how to behave towards other family members’ objects and rooms is part
of knowing the rules of the home. Many objects are shared, but a select few belong
to a single person. Eighteen participants identified objects specifically belonging
to themselves or others in the home, and 12 participants emphasized when objects
were shared.

The Jameson Family Portrait: Janice and Tameeka live in a rented townhouse
in a neighborhood occupied by over 90% African American residents with a median
income of <$25,000. Janice is Tameeka’s grandmother and is unable to work due
to a disability. Janice is relatively young for her grandmother status and glows when
talking about Tameeka’s projects and involvement in a neighborhood program for
at-risk youth. Tameeka, age 12, proudly shows off ’her room’ with ’her TV’. When
adding computing abilities to her room she explains, that she would start with the
"simpler things" such as her floppy-eared, stuffed rabbit, or her giant bear. Tameeka
would add IoT services that could enable her stuffed animals to talk. For her, IoT
could help her bedroom’s imaginative world come alive. Tameeka and Janice have
a relationship that Tameeka describes as "awesome". However, she is careful to
consider when she has crossed the threshold into her grandmother’s domain. When
giving a tour of the house, Tameeka giggles at the opportunity to violate household
norms by making unsupervised use of her grandmother’s room: "Finally I choose her
room!" Tameeka does not want to upcycle her grandma’s closet. She explains, "her
closet is perfect for me to play hide and seek in if she would let me." Her grandma’s
closet nurtures Tameeka’s imagination, but her freedom to enact her fantasies in
that space is limited by ownership.

Object Lessons: Personal objects, like Tameeka’s stuffed animals, realize and
sustain their owners’ imaginative ideas. The personal process of adding computing
to these objects enables owners to project their fantasies onto their world. Upcycling
should enable owners to encode their imaginative ideas into upcycled objects during
setup.

Room Lessons: Rooms have owners. Through ownership, family members have
authority to make the room’s rules and use its boundaries to instruct others in its
norms. An upcycled IoT could respect this practice by enabling the home setup to
be subdivided and customized at the room level.

Claiming and Enforcing Territory

Owners personalize and claim territory to signal their wishes. Conflicts over objects
arose during 7 home tours. However, ownership conferred authority to enforce a
person’s preferences to resolve conflict.
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The Carroll Family Portrait: Nicholas and Sara Carroll are both college edu-
cated. They married after going to school together, and then relocated to the city
because of a job opportunity for Nicholas. Sara quit her job as a school teacher
to stay home and raise their three children: Josh, Caleb, and Tyler. On the home
tour, Josh and Caleb decide that it is important to keep the lettering of their names
on their bedroom wall untouched by IoT. When asked about their reasons, Caleb
declares "Territory!" Josh, who shares the room, echoes the sentiment and provides
more explanation:

It claims territory when our friends come over. . . Also if my brother’s
about to touch [my things], I can say stuff like, "Do you see that name
above there; that’s there for a reason!" and he’ll back away.

These territorial claims are not unique to children. Sara claims territory too. She
unhappily explains that her lamps should remain unaltered by IoT, but they are
currently broken. They were a casualty of Josh and Caleb playing football in the
house. Sara uses the football and lamps to reinforce her point to Josh and Caleb as
she gives the tour: the football belongs outside the house, and the lamps were not
Josh’s and Caleb’s to break. Josh and Caleb violate the home’s rules by misusing
her belongings. Sara recounts how Josh and Caleb buried her wedding silverware in
the backyard dirt as treasure for their game of pirates. She still feels the loss, as no
one has been able to locate the buried silver in the yard of their rented house.

Object Lessons: Fixed objects, like Caleb and Josh’s wall lettering, create stable
rules for a room. In contrast, roaming objects (e.g., football, wedding silver) move
throughout the home and so the room rules governing them vary. An upcycled IoT
could work with a spectrum of object types by supporting fuzzy object properties
that range from stationary, fixed behavior to roaming, in flux behavior.

Room Lessons: A room’s owner uses its objects to signal the room’s rules.
Shared spaces without clear owners (e.g., living rooms or dining rooms) are sites
of conflicting values since the room’s rules are negotiated among the household’s
members. An upcycled IoT should defer room level policies to the negotiated
arrangements and provide for dynamic change over time. To do so, policies could
be set by the objects at the focus of attention and prioritized according to social
hierarchy.

Negotiating Boundaries

Objects successfully or unsuccessfully enforce social boundaries by expressing the
owner’s identity or limiting sharing in a relationship. 9 participants used objects to
support their self-image, their household role, and interaction with others.

The Gilmore Family Portrait: Tyler and Chloe Gilmore are a retired couple
who own their three-story house in a low income neighborhood of the city. Retired
now, Tyler worked as a computer programmer in the military. He protects his home
by wanting to upcycle his current alarm system by adding more security features
to the window using IoT. The Gilmores "do a lot of cruising", and he worries an
intruder "might come in and break the window while [they’re] gone...[or they] might
forget to lock the windows" Tyler portrays himself as a protector who safeguards
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the family and home. He worries when Chloe and their daughter are home alone.
Chloe recently recovered from surgery and is limited in her ability to get around.
The Gilmores installed a motorized chair on their stairwell to enable Chloe to move
between floors on her own. Showing it off as she descends the stairs, she exclaims,
"Thank God for the stairlift." It inspires many of her IoT modification ideas. She
would add IoT to her possessions so that she could use them independently or
remain in her own home as she ages. Chloe would add IoT to her bath so that she
can bathe alone:

For those of us who have disabilities...It would just make it more friendly
and [sic] wouldn’t have to call on other family members or somebody
to keep you company. You’ll [sic] more independence...it also does
something great for you when you are able to do it by yourself.

Chloe’s husband frequently assists her bathing, but she feels a sense of accomplish-
ment and dignity when doing it herself.

Object Lessons: Objects—like Chloe’s stairlift—mediate family relationships by
modifying a room’s norms. When objects cannot be used independently, they breach
these norms and create asymmetrical relationships as household members require
others’ help. An upcycled IoT could address these failures of objects to sustain
independence by recommending augmentations of those objects so that they can
be used independently.

Room Lessons: Rooms are perceived as hospitable or inhospitable. They can
signal the home’s boundaries to outsiders by using surveillance to cue transgression.
Rooms alienate insiders when they breach household norms. This becomes more
salient as the space becomes more personal (e.g., a bathroom). An upcycled home
can incorporate these norms by taking advantage of the privacy gradations implicit
in the home’s spatial layout. Greater control over the IoT system could be made
available in insider spaces where only a privileged few have access and access could
be limited in spaces available to outsiders.

Summary

The home’s spaces are both private and shared. Their norms structure family
interactions and discriminate insiders from outsiders. Owners have the authority to
set norms for how their part of the home or possessions are used. These possessions
mediate the relationships and ground their dynamics. They can be fixed to a room or
roam between room-level jurisdictions. An upcycled IoT should defer to negotiated
norms for the home’s spaces and possessions. It could do so by aligning system
access with spatial privacy, recommending object modification patterns, supporting
a spectrum of fixed to roaming object types, and enabling room-level partitions and
policies.

3.6.4 Modifying Objects to Create the Aspirational Home

Domestic possessions carry prior expectations from the way they already work in
the home. Some of these possessions are regarded as essential to peoples’ lives and
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so, are non-negotiable. New IoT capabilities compete with these prior arrangements
and must engage with them. For many households, the home and its construction
is a given. These assumptions constrain what the home can accommodate or adapt
to. Yet, new computing modifications enable new arrangements that evolve the
household closer to its members’ ideal home.

Making a Household Work

The home’s objects are sorted according to those that function reliably and those
needing continual upkeep and repair. Family ideals for the home praise functioning
items, because they "[do] what [they’re] supposed to" (Miguel Martinez). Seventeen
participants thought computing-enhanced objects could disrupt or restore their ideal
home by introducing greater fragility to routines or automating upkeep like to-do
lists.

The Olson Family Portrait: The Olsons are a technology-savvy, retired couple
who outfitted their 2 story house in a residential neighborhood with cloud storage
and remote access to their music collection. During her career, Sheila managed
a database system and is considered "the techie" (Gordon’s description). Sheila
creates many custom bill-pay, medication management, and party planning systems
for their home. Though retired, Sheila feels she works most days.

Processing stuff, trying to keep up with stuff, trying to understand
things that come in. . . we got a new car at the end of May and I asked
[the company] to send me the booklet. And I never got it, so I call her
and she said "Oh, I’ll send it again", and I never got it, so that folder
sits on the table, waits, so I have to call her again. (Sheila)

Sheila’s systems process household information and automate housework. She
teaches Gordon how to use them, and he knows exactly how to input his part so
that he can hand the bill payment off to Sheila. He is wary of modifying household
objects with IoT knowing the amount of time they already spend on maintenance.
He explains that they’re "very fearful of Windows 10" because they are forced to
upgrade Sheila’s custom systems. He worries about investing in these costs.

Object Lessons: Workplace object practices extend work to the home by sus-
taining management routines. Even when experts successfully teach them to other
family members—like a bill pay system—these practices nurture unwelcome psycho-
logical strain like exhaustion. Domestic IoT should disguise computing techniques
borrowed from the workplace to help household members distance themselves from
their jobs.

Room Lessons: Even when IoT supports information access across room bound-
aries, spatial arrangement—like a folder on a table—is still used to cue family
members on the state of the information system and next steps. Thus, an upcy-
cled IoT can use place and spatial layout to provide system affordances that are
idiosyncratic to each household’s social dynamics.
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Which Objects Should Be ’Smart’?

Fourteen participants want computationally modified objects to give them peace
of mind, realize their commitments, and provide reassurance. Objects that are
successfully interwoven in the home supply this support, and are valued as a result.

The Taylor Family Portrait: Dave and Katie Taylor are a young, married
couple who met in college and relocated to the city so that Dave could pursue a
graduate degree. They live in a recently built, one bedroom apartment located in
a rental complex as part of a suburban, shopping district with a population that is
80% white. Dave and Katie personalize their home with an extensive collection of
games they regularly play together and decorate it with posters from their favorite
books and movies. Before Dave gets home from school, Katie begins cooking
dinner. When he arrives, he chops the vegetables or washes the dishes while the
food simmers as she directs him to. Many times Katie worries. Has she left the
stove on? What about the toaster oven? She wishes she could remotely cut off
power to parts of her home. She describes a recent storm occurring while the couple
was away from home: "We lost power a couple nights ago. We were worried—did
we fry our TV? Did we fry our game system?" She worries about damage to the
entertainment hub they’ve invested in and that support the family’s leisure time
together. Similarly, Dave worries about damage. He wants to ensure they keep the
apartment to the company’s standards. He wouldn’t add computing abilities to the
floor, walls, and doors. They should remain exactly as acquired so that they do not
have to pay the rental company.

Object Lessons: Play and leisure support personalization, customization, and
connection with others. In doing so, they enable families to create ownership of
rental and temporary spaces. By centering play and leisure, upcycling could enable
families to customize a temporary space into a smart home.

Room Lessons: Families do not have full control over the rules governing tempo-
rary or rented spaces. These rules constrain the structural depth to which computing
can be integrated. Yet, families desire room-level management of computing ca-
pabilites, and need those same affordances available through their possessions. To
support this, upcycled objects could set room boundaries and so, function as a
room’s walls.

Mental Models of Home

Family members develop nuanced models of their objects’ roles within their house-
hold’s flow. These models limit members’ ability to explain decisions to add IoT to
some objects over others. For 8 participants, the decision was obvious: part of how
they conceive of the object categorically.

The Crane Family Portrait: Lisa and Kevin are a married couple on the brink
of retirement. Both have graduate degrees that they used in their professions. Lisa
already retired, but Kevin still works full time at a nearby hospital. They own their
3 story house in a wealthy, residential neighborhood (median income >$120,000).
Kevin enjoys music, and his interest is clearly expressed throughout the house. When
entering the Cranes’ house, visitors walk by his 3.5 feet drums in the foyer. The
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Cranes learned how to audiocast music to their decades old, classic speaker system
with the help of their son. They arrange and modify their household to nurture
their interests. Lisa loves to cook and spent the past three years planning and
remodeling her kitchen. She wouldn’t want to alter her cookbooks with computing
abilities because she dislikes online recipes and prefers the physical cookbook.

Because it’s a book. You can handle it. You can mark it. You can see
it. You’ve got history there. It tells a story. There are stains from the
recipes you’ve used a lot. You mark it—this works, or that—change
that. I can leave something for my kids. (Lisa)

For Lisa, upcycling the cookbook with IoT implies a digital screen that she couldn’t
spill things on, or use to record the recipe’s history. The Cranes treasure the object
forms that they have selected and shaped over the years.

Object Lessons: Families nurture their interests by investing in domain-specific
possessions like drums or a cookbook. These objects ground creativity and talent.
Upcycling’s added value should sustain these investments and entrenched uses, yet
encourage domain growth like audiocasting did for the speakers.

Room Lessons: Owners use their control over the home’s rooms to structure
support for inventive activities such as playing music or cooking. In this way, the
home itself buttresses identity building and formation.

Adaptable Objects and Essential Objects

Participants’ life stage informed which objects should be upcycled and how (9 par-
ticipants). Some objects shouldn’t be learned anew during early and late life stages,
demanded too much time, would quickly be outgrown, or required too much re-
sponsibility. These objects needed to compromise with big life changes like babies,
graduate school, or a new disability.

The Chaterjee-Basu-Mistry Family Portrait: Roommates Yasmeen, Meethu,
and Neha live in a two bedroom apartment in university housing. All three are
college educated and currently pursuing graduate studies. Neha has lived in the
apartment for longer than Yasmeen and Meethu and occupies the solo bedroom.
She describes the kitchen’s continuous disarray: "It gets really messy, and there’s a
lot of space crunch. Since we’re students, we leave the house early in the morning."
The family has limited time and space at home. They neglect kitchen objects to
accommodate demands made from outside the home, or reconfigure their livingroom
to accommodate guests such as a family member or boyfriend. They desire more
control over their apartment:

This window is really small. It blocks all the sunlight, usually. It feels
like I’m trapped at times...It just pisses me off. That’s the reason why
I can’t get an air conditioner, because I do not have the window space.
(Yasmeen)

Yasmeen learns to accept the window as is and instead, would upcycle its decor.
Modifying the blinds would "be a fun thing to do." and liven up the window she
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resents. The family feels empowered when they successfully work within the apart-
ment’s constraints. Beaming at their ingenuity, Meethu shows off the shelf the
family assembled to hold their foodstuff.

Object Lessons: Adaptable possessions, like reconfigurable furniture, give own-
ers control over their home’s constraints. Since many families, like roommates, are
together for a short time, their shared objects do not carry timeworn negotiations.
Upcycled objects should use adaptation to harmonize competing desires for house-
hold norms (e.g., kitchen upkeep) by supporting changeable functions throughout
their lifecycle and making them intelligible so that they may be renegotiated.

Room Lessons: Rented rooms can result from compromising housing with growth
needs for specific life stages. As non-ideal, they emotionally impact inhabitants and
undermine aspirations for home (e.g., Yasmeen’s window). An upcycled IoT could
nurture positive associations by helping owners’ reinvision their aspirations for home
through customization.

Summary

Families invest in objects and rooms to nurture their creativity and growth in varying
degrees based on control over their space. Family members want to structure
their space using IoT to better nurture their growth. Yet, because of their limited
control, they need the ability to use object-level infrastructure to function as room-
like to accomplish these goals. It should adapt to rented spaces to honor renters’
commitments to owners, have affordances capable of harmonizing multiple owners’
wishes through reconfiguration, and sustain inventive processes rather than migrate
workplace management into the home to ensure the home is restorative and relaxing.

3.7 Discussion and Limitations
This work found that families use objects to adapt the home’s space by setting and
enforcing norms. Modifying domestic possessions allows families to project their
ideals onto the household and adapt rooms to nurture creativity and growth. To
support this, families need IoT infrastructure to range from room-centric to object-
centric change. It should accommodate norm setting that dynamically changes
across spatial jurisdictions and temporary owners (e.g., renters or borrowers). At
times, participants were wary of IoT’s disruptive costs like displacing routines, dis-
carding functioning items, or making skills obsolete. To minimize these, an upcycled
IoT could support lightweight modifications of the home’s relationships by preserv-
ing object forms and using them to ground infrastructure.

Preserving Form and Managing Displacement

At the outset, this work argued that family members do not have equivalent avail-
ability to integrate IoT and that IoT impinges on mental models of home. Its findings
showed how an upcycled IoT could leverage families’ object-practices instead. Do-
ing so could enable households to tailor IoT and make it more accessible to mental
models of home. By contributing to family members’ self-conceptions and their
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relationships to others, existing possessions are accessible to preconceptions for how
they, as objects, should work when modified with IoT. As a result, differing family
members could make IoT decisions according to their control and understanding
of an upcycled artifact. Households evolve idiosyncratic arrangements over time
and construct family roles through object-norms. Introducing new IoT devices risks
displacing these negotiated relationships. In our study, objects were strong bound-
ary markers—especially in families with children—for household customs. Lamps
regulated children’s behavior indoors, and a cookbook’s material properties crafted
a family legacy. New IoT interactions could respect these customs by preserving
both existing object forms and relationships (e.g., with others, object attachments,
etc.).

Yet, family members are not always happy with the home’s current arrange-
ments. Objects can reify problematic relationships and remind members of painful
history. For example, objects obligate family members to others or require help
to effectively use. IoT costs are not simply monetary. Instead, costs incur from
the disruption IoT brings. With the new interactions made possible by IoT come
displaced processes, requirements to upgrade or reconstruct past practices, and the
work of configuring the new technology to the household.

Upcycling domestic possessions could aid in redefining the home. Modifying
objects with IoT could support constructing new relationships and crafting ideals.
For example, upcycled objects could re-allocate family members’ time and atten-
tion. Domestic possessions would not obligate the family ’manager’ if they could
convey their own priority, proper use, or messages from other family members. An
object could even reassure a person that it is not, in fact, a priority. Earlier studies
found that married heterosexual women have a heightened awareness of household
chores and could benefit from diminishing expectations for household organization
and cleanliness [24, 2, 159]. Upcycled home objects could change household con-
ventions, like cleanliness standards, by shifting responsibility, providing a check on
perceived needs, and avoiding increased standards associated with new technology.
For example, Sheila Olson’s folder could be upcycled with messaging capabilities by
piggybacking on a standard protocol like e-mail through the wireless communication
afforded by an RFID lightbulb as described in [89]. Cleanliness is one convention
of many embedded in day to day life, but it illustrates how upcycling could shift
entrenched household norms.

Customization Instead of Discarding

Earlier, we claimed that an upcycled IoT should support family members with
reimagining their possessions with computing capabilities. We found that partici-
pants’ concern with discarding objects in working condition creates an opportunity
for an upcycled IoT to address household values of minimizing waste by envisioning
a new life for those possessions. Many participants were reluctant to acquire new
objects and thought IoT would require discarding those they currently enjoyed or
were "perfectly good". In many cases, these object worked just fine and participants
thought it wasteful to discard it. Domestic possessions were investments families
weren’t willing to ignore or write off. By including these objects, an upcycled IoT
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alleviates some of these worries and could support making improvements on objects
that merely "function well enough". For example, the Cranes were delighted their
classic speaker system could be part of new, audiocasting cabilities. In contrast,
the forced upgrade to Windows 10 undermined the previous investment the Olsons
had made in building their custom, organizational systems. Often boredom with an
aesthetic genre, or a want of agency, novelty, and self-expression results in a desire
to rearrange domestic environments [1]. Enabling customization of an upcycled IoT
would support making deliberate decisions about which properties to discard while
keeping those that are satisfactory. These could be added at any point during an
object’s life cycle to refresh older objects with new capabilities just as rearranging
furniture or adding a new coat of paint renews and recreates a room [1].

An upcycled home could support personalizing objects that are inherited, rented,
or passed on from their previous owners. In out study, many domestic possessions
saw second and third owners through family inheritance or changing roommates.
Households used personalization techniques to adapt objects to their new owners or
current point in time such as claiming a side of the room, manipulating a recipe’s
tastes, or expanding food storage space. An upcycled IoT could use these tech-
niques to help new owners adapt previously owned objects to their own tastes or
needs. Just as recipe modifications and wall-mounted lettering were used by our
participants to personalize their possessions, upcycling could facilitate digital nam-
ing and annotation. Or, it could enable object versioning to allow users to modify
an upcycled object’s parameters but retain previous owners’ choices. These tech-
niques leverage the IKEA effect by enabling owners to use modular configuration
or assembly of pre-designed adaptations to household possessions [162, 35]. Users
can then adapt pre-designed IoT modifications to their objects to reinvision local
constraints.

Limitations

This study investigated 10 households in one American city, but this is not enough
to fully characterize needs for lightweight modification. Other cultures should be
examined. They will undoubtedly use objects and space differently [221, 35]. It re-
mains an open question whether the division of labor typologies and family portraits
presented here would adequately speak to these alternatives.

3.8 Conclusion
This study worked with 10 diverse households to shape an upcycled IoT to mini-
mizes risks of destabilizing domestic relationships and values, and to characterize the
home’s object focused practices. It portrayed 3 patterns of how households divide
labor to meet competing demands made from both inside and outside the home.
These patterns show how societal level constraints are embodied in home life and
prefigure potential costs of IoT. Across households, findings showed that domestic
objects are used to negotiate social boundaries, nurture growth and adaptation to
constraints, and make progress on an aspirational home. These results identify sev-
eral household niches where IoT could support lightweight modification of existing
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object forms and social relationships through upcycling. An upcycled home would
support customization to give users control over which object properties will be
modified and how disruptive the modification will be. Further, it would give family
members the ability to manage the costs of newness such as what will be displaced,
discarded, or made obsolete. This work contributes portraits of household niches
amenable to upcycling.
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4 Understanding Family Collaboration around
Lightweight Modification of the Home

4.1 Introduction
Upcycling can extend computing to everyday objects by adapting computing ca-
pabilities to existing possessions. Domestic possessions need not be replaced with
internet-enabled equivalents. Instead, upcycling can support their renewal by retro-
fitting them with the latest computing capabilities. Within this vision, upgrading
to a smart home consists of augmenting domestic possessions with an internet con-
nection and related IoT services. Domestic possessions could then persist with an
adaptable user interface capable of accommodating their existing forms. By being
grounded in the home’s already existing networks of relationships, values, and rou-
tines, these upcycled objects could offer families greater discretion and control over
upgrade costs.

The previous chapter contributed portraits of household niches amenable to
upcycling everday objects with IoT. These portraits characterize how households
embody societal level constraints through the home’s division of labor, ways in
which everyday objects are used to set norms, and the strategies households use to
nurture identity construction but also compromise ideal life with current demands.
These thick descriptions prefigure the introduction to IoT in the home and sketch
opportunities for IoT to be adopted in piecemeal fashion by leveraging the home’s
existing socio-material practices. However, these portraits did not chart out the
adoption process. While prior studies have delved into the details of how households
integrate new technologies within everyday life, there is little understanding of how
families might upcycle their everyday objects.

The work reported in this chapter sought to understand how families might
make lightweight modification of everyday objects in the home with computing
capabilities. Whereas chapter 3 reports findings from portions of the first day of a 7
day study working with 10 families, this chapter reports findings uncovered from the
entire duration of the study. Using participatory design, households were asked to
enact the process of modifying their home objects over 7 days by attaching stickers
to their possessions and endowing those objects with computing capabilities. This
study found there are three principal facets to the household’s process to modifying
domestic possessions: generating ideas, contesting and reconciling a shared model
of home, and planning and programming the home. From the findings, this chapter
also summarizes trends in household modification of everyday objects and presents
results on household ratings of the costs for a prospective IoT Sticker system from
a User Burden survey.

IoT Stickers
Upcycling proposes an alternative vision for IoT: use the household’s everyday pos-
sessions to enable household members to make ’dumb’ objects ’smart’ by attaching
a wireless, battery free sticker to the object. Recent developments in RFID in-
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teraction techniques, back-scatter signal detection, and at-home fabrication sug-
gests this vision is possible through a class of technologies I call IoT Stickers
[15, 77, 89, 112, 127, 138, 205, 230]. These technologies are approachable to
the typical household through RFID-based sticker technologies with widget-like in-
teraction techniques such as clicking a button or sliding a scroll bar [138, 205] and
installable with lightbulb form factors for RFID readers [89].

This work extends this prior research by systematically investigating how house-
holds might tailor IoT stickers to the domestic environment using an experience
prototyping method with sticker props [202]. Following prior work [103, 144], this
study uses the IoT Sticker button-like interaction technique to explain to partici-
pants how a tailorable IoT system might work and to enable them to enact their
design ideas in a domestic setting.

4.2 Methods
Over 7 days, an in home study was conducted to uncover household approaches to
using IoT Stickers to retrofit domestic possessions with IoT services. To do this,
households were asked to consider which objects to augment with IoT capabilities
and enact this process using endowed sticker props. The approach is described in
further detail below.

Procedure

The study took place in participants’ homes and lasted 7 days. This consisted in a
1.5-2 hour home visit the first day, a diary study the next 5 days, and a final 1-1.5
hour home visit the last day. Scheduling needs were accommodated by relaxing
the study timeline to end between the 7th and 10th days. One household’s child
did not participate the last day despite the study’s requirements. Participants were
consented according to Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols, and this included
assent from children 5-18 years old with parental approval. Each adult participant
was compensated $15/hr and each child <5 years, $5/hr.

Home Tour and Sticker Task

On the first day, different mixes of family members conducted two tours of the
home. For families with children, this meant that each parent led one tour while
the children participated in both tours. For one family made up of three roommates,
this meant two roommates at a time led each tour, with a third roommate swapping
out for different portions of the tour. This allowed us for interviewing each adult
in isolation, remain within the allotted study time, and collect shared perspectives
of the remaining family members concerning household objects. During the tours,
family members showed us five rooms. In each room, they selected three objects
that they would want to modify with computing abilities and three objects that they
would want to keep in the same condition without augmentation. They were then
asked to describe their augmentation and reason for selecting the object. This en-
couraged family members to envision the upcycle process, and supported collecting
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data on objects inappropriate for IoT.
At the end of the first visit, participants were instructed on how to enact a

sticker modification and complete the audio diary portion of the study following an
experience prototyping method. First, participants were asked to select an object,
describe the new abilities they would give to that object, and to provide a detailed
characterization of how the new capability would work or change the environment.
An audio-recording USB stick was left with each family, reminder instructions, and
a pack of Avery office stickers to use as props. A practice entry was facilitated
with participants before the study session ended. Participants were reminded to
make a diary entry each day through a text message for each of the subsequent five
days. During the last session, participants were asked to demonstrate their process
of making an entry. Next, participants were asked to show their diary objects and
to describe their modification process in case of device malfunctions and to capture
shared household assumptions undescribed in the audio diaries.

Semi-structured Interview

The family was interviewed about how the sticker task went using a semi-structured
protocol [133]. Questions included asking how the process went, how participants
generated ideas for their objects, and how much time it took.

User Burden Scale

Following the interview, each participant was asked to fill out a user burden ques-
tionnaire. The questionnaire adapted the difficulty of use, privacy, and financial
dimensions from the User Burden Scale to suit questions for an IoT sticker system
[208]. Privacy questions were framed in terms of current policies on commercial IoT
devices. To measure user sensitivity to device cost, IoT Stickers at $0.10 and IoT
Lightbulbs (required as a reader for IoT Stickers) at $300 from previous research
[89].

Analysis

All in home sessions were video-recorded an the audio data from the diaries and home
studies were transcribed by a third party transcription service. Because of device
malfunction, the audio diary data is unavailable for P5. For the home tour data,
qualitative codes were developed for objects participants modified, those they kept
unmodified, and their reasons for doing so. With the results, a dataset was created
of objects that included who tagged the object, what room it was in, its modification
code if any, and a reason code. The findings present descriptive statistics for general
trends in this dataset. The other transcripts were then analyzed using thematic
analysis to characterize families’ process of tailoring an IoT Sticker system to their
home. For the user burden questionnaire, findings are summarized using descriptive
statistics.

P1’s data is excluded from most of the analysis because the last session and the
audio diary data revealed that the household did not use the sticker props to enact
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the upcycling process. P1 is included in the object modification dataset and the
user burden survey results. This exclusion is discussed further in the discussion.

4.3 Findings
Overall, families grappled with three principal facets—idea generation, the model
of home, and planning/programming home—of tailoring an IoT Sticker to an ob-
ject. To generate ideas, participants needed to distance themselves from their
environment to consider how they might modify their possessions. The section
Idea Generation characterizes this distancing, how objects seeded ideas, and the
environment’s function as a source of ideas. This section also describes trends in
participants’ initial ideas to tailor IoT to their possessions. Next, the study found
that object modifications potentially destabilize the family’s shared model of home,
and they can serve to stretch the family to consider new arrangements never before
considered. The second section summarizes this. Finally, families do substantial
work—including coordinating and collaborating on proposals—to get buy in, im-
plement their ideas, and foster trust in how the home will change. The section
Planning and Programming Home characterizes this process. Below, participant
demographics are described before the findings are presented.

4.3.1 Idea Generation

Modifying an object with IoT begins with coming up with an idea. At times, the
object itself is the source of inspiration. However, households also used other sources
such as caring for a family member or wishing to completely change a room. When
generating an idea, families decide which objects are appropriate interfaces for IoT.

Choosing Objects for Upcycling

The dataset revealed 17 different rooms and 267 objects as candidates for IoT
interfaces. Participants designated a total of 219 objects to leave unmodified with
IoT. The largest number of objects to modify were in the bedroom (53), bathroom
(52), living room (42), kitchen (35), and office (18). These 5 rooms contained
74.9% of all modified objects and 77.2% of all unmodified objects (see Figure 2
for a breakdown of objects for each room). Nine rooms were chosen by only one
or two households: guest room, baby’s room, dining room, door/doorway, hallway,
outdoors/porch, sewing room, TV room, and storage. These rooms fell into three
categories: liminal spaces, such as hallways and doorways; dedicated activity spaces,
such as rooms for sewing or watching TV; and spaces for other people, such as a
baby or guest.

Bedroom. The bedroom contained the most selected objects in the study
(modified: 53; unmodified: 52). Many cherished objects, such as gifts, resided
in the bedroom. Participants thought these obvious targets to keep unmodified
by IoT. Participants were attached to many objects that connoted comfort and
relaxation. For example, the bed was the top item to keep unmodified in the whole
study (9 participants). P1b explained, "It’s very comfortable...I have seen those
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Figure 2: The bar graph shows the distribution of objects across the five rooms
with the most number of selected objects from participants. Each room shows
the comparative number of objects participants wished to modify with IoT
capabilities to those they wished to remain as they are, apart from an IoT
network. Percentages above each bar show the percentage of the total object
inventory from the study found in each room.
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beds that rise up with a remote...but I think my bed is great how it is." Participants
described their furniture as aesthetically appealing and fitting well (4 unmodified).
The bedroom TV had the most divided opinions (5 modified, 4 not). Participants
modified the TV with upgrades to fit fashion: networking, mounting on the wall, or
to simply have one in their room. Others thought their current TVs worked well,
didn’t think modification worth the cost, or weren’t appropriate for a child’s room
(P5b). They modified lights to be turned off from the bed (6 participants) and
the closet to manage items and recommend fashion choices (4 participants). The
bedroom contained the most number of cherished items that were inappropriate IoT
interfaces, but also contained many objects which could change the environment to
be more comfortable and helpful.

Bathroom. The bathroom was the only room with an unbalanced number of
modifications: over twice the number of modified items to unmodified (52 v. 23
unmodified objects). In contrast to the bedroom, participants were little attached
to bathroom objects and there were few they wouldn’t modify. P4b dismissed
bathroom objects, "No, there’s nothing we want to keep—no, we’d change the whole
thing, change it all out." Most often, objects were to be added (9 participants) or
replaced (4). They targeted the shower, toilets, and tub for renovation. The top
reasons to modify an object were to increase comfort of the room (6 participants)
and to improve mood (8). Two of the top 3 objects to remain unmodified were
part of plumbing: the sink already worked well (5) and some had an aversion to any
kind of modification to the toilet (2). In general, participants wished to not simply
augment existing objects, but completely renovate their bathroom.

Kitchen and Living Room. The kitchen and living room’s objects led to
divided opinions across family members on how to modify shared objects. Family
members disagreed over modifying the refrigerator (manage the food inventory or
attach screens; 7 participants) or whether it already functioned fine (unmodified
by 6 participants). In 4 of the 8 households, family members in the same home
disagreed. Similarly, some family members found the stove frustrating to use (3
modified) and others thought it worked well (5). Notably, two children did not
want the stove to be modified because they were just learning to use it and that
was difficult enough (P5c and P5d). In the living room, the television inspired
indecision (5 undecided). They wanted to modify it to fit with fashion (8; see
bedroom TV discussion), but were also satisfied with how it functioned (7). Unlike
the bedroom, living room furniture was not always kept unmodified (5). Changes
included adding missing items (3) and making them more accessible or easier to
use (2). However, many participants were attached to their existing furniture (9)
and features of the room itself–floating shelves, chimney brick, or the room layout–
because they thought they were aesthetically pleasing. Like the bed, the couch was
considered an object of comfort that shouldn’t be modified (4 participants). In the
living room, almost half of the objects selected as inappropriate for IoT were so
because they were aesthetically appealing (16 of 37). Family members disagreed
the most over modifying shared objects in both the living room and kitchen.
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Finding Ideas

Families generated ideas for modifying an object using methods such as brainstorm-
ing, problem solving, and defamiliarization. Problem solving has been covered else-
where [151, 35], so the findings focus only on brainstorming and defamiliarization
here.

Brainstorming. Family members took turns describing their ideas to the rest
of the family. P9 rotated ideas by day, "We each had ideas. Oh, that’s a good one,
so we’ll do mine today, and we’ll do that one for tomorrow" (P9a). During this
time, family members listened to each others’ ideas, generated extensions, tried to
envision them, and clarify what others had in mind. P10’s ideas evolved from one
anothers’,

P10b: We would collect...on some days and decide on an object—and
we’d spend half an hour brainstorming as to which object we were going
to select for that particular day, and how’s it going to work, and once
we had a rough structure ready, then—P10a: We started answering the
questions, and more often than not we came up with totally different
systems—P10c: With new ideas, and then we started recording.

Brainstorming was a time to ask questions and empathize with other’s envisioned
changes. Although participants were instructed to record their entire process, brain-
storming usually happened off the record. P3a wanted her family to be perceived
as competent; "This was our process—talking about it before we sound stupid."
The study team learned about brainstorming during the last day’s session when
participants were asked to walk through their sticker modification process.

Defamiliarization. To generate ideas, family members began questioning their
household. Defamiliarization enabled members to reflect upon their familiar envi-
ronment and reconsider domestic possessions anew. To do this, "[P9a] just walked
through every room looking at everything." Participants would cast about the room
looking for objects to modify, walk from room to room searching for material inspi-
ration, and at times, reconsider their ingrained routines. Three participants went
through each room in turn. The room strategy helped with systematically ex-
hausting room based sources of inspiration: "We did the mailbox, the pantry, the
bathroom. We haven’t done anything in the basement. Is there anything we could
do in the basement?" (P2b) Occasionally, walking itself would stimulate reflection
on a behavior or object. P4a "walked out of the room. Came back. [P4a] said,
’Oh. I left the light on.’ And by the time [he was] going in and out of the room and
coming downstairs", he had generated an idea for modifying the light. As several
days passed, participants began to view their objects differently while going through
typical activities. One day during the study, P9a was reading a book on the porch.
She then realized that she frequently dozes off, and she decided to add a sticker to
her lounge chair to set an alarm to wake her up after an hour. Participants were
able to generate ideas through distancing themselves from their environment.

Defamiliarization pushed family members to reflect deeply on their lives. P4a
explained that, "It sort of let [him] reflect to see what was actually going on in [his]
home". Two family owned homes struggled with modifying their household objects
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because of the years of invested effort tailoring it to their needs. P9 "had the house
setup pretty well as it is. It’s pretty organized, functional in its layout...[They] were
just thoughtful over the years." The time of owning and living in their own home
benefited the household’s arrangement. In contrast, defamiliarization diminished
P2’s—an immigrant family living in a rented townhouse—view of home. "Then you
start to see your house as very archaic, you know? You’re like, oh, this is bad. I
don’t like that" (P2b). Defamiliarization helped families reflect upon their values
for home, but could also surface problems that were not always something a person
wished to focus on.

Summary

Families generated ideas for tailoring IoT interfaces to their home by using objects
and rooms as sources of inspiration during brainstorming or defamiliarization. Inti-
mate spaces like the bedroom and bathroom were targeted as sites for modification
with IoT, but felt that objects connoting comfort and aesthetics should remain
unmodified. Objects in shared environments, like the kitchen or the livingroom,
generated disagreement over whether the object should be modified at all and what
form modification should take. Yet, families found ways to work through modi-
fications. Brainstorming was a collaborative process for empathizing with others
and evolving new ideas, while defamiliarization was a solitary process that pushed
families to reflect on how their values were realized in their home. The process of
idea generation called for suspending belief in the current home to consider recon-
figuration.

4.3.2 Contesting and Reconciling the Model of Home

During idea generation, families articulated a model of home that shaped how
members interacted. In doing so, participants delimited the roles expected of one
another, society’s imposed constraints, and their views on what might be both
technically and socially possible. Modification ideas could serve to destabilize the
model of a functioning home. Specifically, object modifications mediated these
boundaries by constraining the discussion or offering an alternative domain through
metaphor.

The Family’s Idea of Home

To explain their ideas, family members articulated a well functioning verses a dys-
functioning home. They designed object modifications to get rid of dysfunction. If
P6b modified the oven, "then the house won’t smell like fried chicken", or P4b’s
modification "would eliminate [the blinds] being broken or crooked and having to
continuously replace them." Modified objects would make the home function better.
When P5b excitedly told her family, "there’s a button next to [the toilet] that you
can just press and it’ll sanitize it for the next person". With this change, P5b de-
scribed her better functioning home as one where she didn’t clean the toilet. Object
proposals supported family members in changing the shared idea of the home and
its arrangements.
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Equipped with an object idea, a family member would then build consensus or
buy in from others for the proposed modification. Even if the household generally
went along with one person’s ideas, family members would check in with others to
see whether they would use the newly modified object. Would they benefit? P10a
asked, "What if we had this in the fridge? If we had this feature then what would
we use it for?" Check-in also tested whether others would use the object in the
envisioned way, or appropriate it. P5b explained, "He and I discussed completely
different ideas for each thing, too. We had completely different—I like this and this,
and he had different reasons." By reaching consensus, family members created the
boundaries and implicit constraints of the household.

Some objects challenged the shared model of home and shaped change. Usually,
these modifications directly targeted household roles and not the objects themselves.
For example, both P2b and P6b—stay at home moms—wanted to modify objects
in the house that they didn’t want to be responsible for any longer. P6b confessed
that living with 4 males (2 young boys, and 1 boy potty training) meant she cleaned
the toilet daily, and she found it disgusting. She modified the toilet to clean itself.
P2b frankly told her family that they should modify the fridge: "To waste less, and
to think less, because I find it very, very tiring to think about what I am supposed
to do for you." These modifications revealed to other family members that the
household member thought it problematic that they were expected to care for some
objects in the home.

External Models and the Home

Societal norms constrained object modifications. These norms set expectations
for the home and members’ roles. In turn, these norms informed the features of
modified objects. Participants used norms to justify properties like pay per use:

There would also be built in [the oven a] command system for paying
when you’re ordering like that, so that they can get your money. They’re
not just going to send it on our word. (P6b)

Other norms included parents cooking healthy meals for children (P2b), or apart-
ment residents being responsible for purchasing their own equipment to guard
against power surges (P7b). Family members used norm accommodating features
to free up their own time and attention. For example, P2b’s imagined refrigerator
provided guidance to her children on how to create their own lunches with the food
available. P2b was happy to be relieved of teaching her children how to do this.
Guidance could come from other sources as long as the children had enough help
to proceed independently. Using norm modifications, family members offloaded so-
cietal expectations to the household’s objects. This meant family members would
no longer be personally required to intervene, but they could be assured the norms
were upheld.

External models aided family members with proposing a household reconfigura-
tion. Participants pulled ideas from hotels, restaurants, grocery stores, and public
restrooms to import these external functions into the home. These places functioned
as reconciling metaphors that illustrated proposed changes to others. For example,
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P2a worked to clarify P2b’s idea asking, "It’s like Walmart, right? In the house."
Public places illustrated how similar kinds of objects existed elsewhere, but orga-
nized social relationships differently. These external models filled gaps in explaining
how the object modification would work and what changes it would entail.

Determining What is Possible

Family members diverged in how much they constrained their object modifications
by what they thought was technically feasible. Three family members became
worried about whether the ideas could be implemented, and notably, they also had
a career in a technical field (a systems administrator (P5a), a database administrator
(P8a), or a systems analyst (P2a)). They worried some ideas stretched the limits
of possibility, and could present obstacles to object ideas. P2b thought his family
members "All sort of know what the problems are and what we would like to have,
but we didn’t know if it was possible" (p2b). Coming to a shared sense of what
would be a feasible modification was difficult for many household members, and
caused them to remark that they might be just engaging in "wishful thinking"
(P8a), or struggling with "first world problems" (P9a).

Other households and family members were content to imagine something new
and grew attached to their ideas. These families gained confidence by nurturing
an alternative vision of home: "We realized we’re both technical geniuses" (P3a).
These families enjoyed approaching their house as a design material. P5b began to
consider other ways to limit screen time in children’s rooms, and remarked, "I had
never thought of shutting the Wifi off in certain rooms only." The process pushed
families to address household issues differently. One household directly disregarded
technical feasibility. P6a disagreed with his wife, "Oh I’ve seen enough Star Trek. If
they can do this, and they can do that. Why can’t [we]—you know?" When families
wrestled with determining what they could possibly implement in their homes, they
stretched the family’s shared model to include alternative household configurations.

Summary

Each family elaborated a model of how the home worked by implicating their re-
lationships when modifying objects. Object modifications served to critique the
family model by highlighting ways it could be better or is currently dysfunctional.
By changing attributes of the objects that were central to the family model, family
members created alternative roles and relationships for themselves. Societal ex-
pectations and norms shaped the family’s model of home. This external model
constrained the home model, but also suggested desirable alternatives. When con-
sidering possible modifications, families destabilized the current working model and
extended it to include previously unimagined alternatives.

4.3.3 Planning and Programming the Home

While a few families only had one member create object modifications, most families
worked on the modifications collaboratively. Working together required time, plan-
ning, and coordination throughout the work week. The majority of time spent on
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modifying an object consisted of coming up with an idea. Collaboration could fuel
this process, but required family members coordinate their schedules to do so. Even
if family members did not directly collaborate, part of maintaining trust included
clearing ideas with family members and ensuring their views were represented in the
modification.

Taking Time to Modify the Home

Participants spent most of their time on coming up with ideas for household objects.
Although we instructed participants to document their ideation process in the audio
diaries, none of the households fully did this. Participants reported that coming up
with ideas took anywhere from one minute to two days. Four households admitted
that for the first few days, they had no problem coming up with ideas, but then they
hit a creative wall. This pushed participants into taking time outside of the recorded
time of creating an audio diary entry. They used this time to reflect on their own,
bounce ideas off other family members throughout the day, or delegate responsibility
to others. Excluding this ideation time, participants reported the sticker task took
between 3-45 minutes. Our audio diary data revealed that participants took a
maximum time of 10.5 minutes to create an entry, and suggests that the recording
was usually prepared in advance.

Planning Modifications

Except for two households, families planned and coordinated their modifications
collaboratively. Four households found collaborating on an idea fun by introducing
new dynamics into their relationships. P3b described how the activity changed her
interaction with her partner: "I would get home a little bit earlier so we could do
the audio diaries before she went to sleep. We would have conversations that we
never had before." Three households described coming to a creative halt where they
struggle to think of new ideas.

P9a: The first three days were kind of fun...Then that fourth day we
hit...P9b: It seemed like it became more of a chore, and it was hard to
think creatively about what else we were going to do. It became more
like homework.

These three families used a process of modifying objects that they had always wanted
to change or that emerged during the first day’s study interview. Once they had
documented their legacy ideas, they struggled to generate new ideas. Collaborative
approaches seemed to guard against this halt. One family changed their groupings,
"We always sort of switched...I think its a different dynamic, also." (P2b). Inter-
leaving different pairs helped larger families generate alternative approaches and
new ideas.

Coordination was important for building the rest of the household’s trust in the
system. Three households used spare moments throughout the day to ensure every-
one’s views were represented, even if that partner would not be home to participate
in making the audio diary. Coordination led to greater certainty for family members
not present.
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Even when I wasn’t home and not doing the diary. I knew what [P7b]
was going to be doing and already kind of understood what he would
be talking about. So it wasn’t like [he] made this new function for our
house and didn’t tell [me] about it. Like, it was there. I knew what was
going to happen. (P7a)

Households that used coordination over collaboration for planning, largely delegated
the task to one household member rather than do the task collectively.

Programming the Home

Once decided on an idea, the family needed to shape that it into a workable mod-
ified object. To do this, participants desired the ability to manipulate features of
the object’s new properties to adapt it to its context. Newer families (together
<10yrs.; 4 total) directly wanted to program their modifications with a voice in-
terface or smartphone. They described manipulating parameters such as setting
a timer or creating if-then relationships that let them control household objects
remotely through buttons on their phone. Older families (5 total) focused on com-
plex processes that were already part of their ingrained routines such as making
grocery lists, seeking out recipes, preparing dinner, cleaning the toilet, upgrading
software, and adjusting the lighting at different times of day. These families tailored
objects according to subtasks that were already part of their typical activities, but
the modifications allowed them to offload the work to the object or distribute it
across multiple people instead of one. Workable objects for newer families drew
from newer user interface paradigms, but for older families drew from entrenched
activities or routines.

Local Leads

Patterns of family dynamics could be observed in the audio diary data. In every
household, one member assumed a central role—call this the local lead—in cre-
ating object diary entries. There were 3 characteristic patterns that this member
assumed: specialist, manager, and leader. For households with a specialist mem-
ber (2 households), they created almost all of the diary entries for that household.
Theirs was the only voice in the data, and they provided the most detailed descrip-
tion of modifications. The data suggests that these specialists worked in isolation to
generate an idea and work through its implications. Manager households included
other family members in the audio diaries, but the manager was the only person
who was consistently present for most of the sticker entries (4 households). They
facilitated a complete description of an object idea such as making sure the object
was given a name and fully specifying how the idea would work and/or modify the
household environment. Lastly, for households with a leader, object modifications
were guided and directed by these people (2 households). Much like a specialist,
object ideas tended to be that of the leaders and so they also provided the most
detail and worked through the idea’s implications. Yet, unlike specialists, leaders
did not work in isolation, and usually all household members were present. Un-
like household managers, leaders did not facilitate other members’ ideas or work to
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Figure 3: The stacked bar chart shows the distribution of family members’
responses to the adapted User Burden Survey. The survey consists in a 5-point
semantically anchored scale ranging from 0-4. Average participant ratings on
all measured dimensions were between 0.5 and 2.36 indicating a moderate to
low burden for a prospective IoT sticker system.

translate the ideas of others into a complete description. The ideas described were
usually their own, and they persuaded other members to go along with them.

Summary

Object modifications made demands on family members time, and families differed
in how they managed these demands. Some families carved out a specific time
of day to work collaboratively. Other families coordinated throughout the day and
tasked one family member with implementing the idea. Newer and older families
differed in the ways that they desired to realize their ideas. Newer families were
aware of new user interfaces and were eager to implement them in their own ideas.
Older families had established family routines and hoped that the modified objects
could pick up some of the work or help with coordination. As families developed
patterns, local leads emerged through working on their own ideas, persuading others
to adopt them, or facilitating others’ ideas into working modifications.

4.3.4 Potential User Burden

In the survey of user burden, participants thought that an IoT Stickers system
presented a low to moderate burden to their household. On average, most of the
measured user burden dimensions—privacy, financial costs, and difficulty of use—
were rated lower than the scale’s midpoint (see Figure 3). These findings are
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described in more detail below.

Privacy

Participants rated privacy concerns highest of all our measured dimensions of user
burden. Participants thought that the privacy policies of commercially available
networked devices were somewhat untrustworthy (M=2.0, SD=1.0). When partic-
ipants were then asked to envision how a stickers system might enable networking
of everyday domestic objects, they were somewhat worried about what information
would be shared (M=1.72, SD=1.2).

Financial Costs

Participants were somewhat concerned with the financial costs of a stickers system.
They rated the stickers system as a little expensive (M=1.28, SD=1.1), and their
financial concerns increased slightly when asked about the upfront investment of
$300 for an IoT lightbulb (M=1.68, SD=1.2).

Difficulty of Use

Participants rated a prospective IoT Sticker system’s difficulty of use low with the
exception of the ability to use it independently. Most participants (n=19) stated
that they needed to work with someone else to come up with an object idea very
often or sometimes (M=2.36, SD=1.0). However, once participants were able to
come up with an idea, they expended little time (M=0.5, SD=0.8) and mental
effort to create an entry for that object (M=1.0, SD=0.9). When asked whether
the thought process was difficult to get into, participants largely disagreed (M=1,
SD=1.1), and the majority thought that it was only a little difficult or not at all
difficult (n=16).

Differentiation

We asked participants to consider all of the objects they had described modifying
in their home. They agreed that the system would require them to remember too
much information to differentiate one modified object from another only a little bit
(M=0.84, SD=0.7).

Summary

Families raised more concerns about privacy in a prospective IoT Sticker system
than all other measured dimensions. While families were somewhat sensitive to
the prospective system’s cost, the proposed price range was acceptable to most.
Members thought that the prospective system was not very difficult to use in terms
of the time required and mental effort needed, although they did frequently work
with others to do so. On the whole, the user burden ratings did not identify
significant burdens with the approach, but did reveal that privacy and independent
use would be moderate concerns.
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4.4 Discussion
This study uncovered facets of home life involved when families tailor an IoT system
to their domestic environment. When families do so, they suspend belief in the
current home to consider how objects and rooms might be reconfigured. Object
proposals help family members destabilize the working model of home to include
previously unthought of arrangements. However, this process of tailoring IoT to
the home makes demands of family members’ time. This pushes families to adopt
differing community dynamics where a local lead fosters that family coordination
and collaboration.

Debugging Reconfigured Objects and Roles

To support families in coming to accept a proposal, a tailorable IoT will need
to enable collective debugging. Family norms emphasize a need for supporting
members with imagining alternative arrangements, and so there is an opportunity
for tailorable IoT systems to support experimentation with new roles and trying
new configurations. Yet, these systems make demands on family time to ensure
all members’ views are represented in a proposed modification. To address these
needs, the barrier to entry to become a local lead needs to be perceived as low
and valuable. Prior work has shown that leadership for smart home installation can
be seen as a hobbyist enterprise that is intrinsically enjoyed by one member of the
household [49, 151, 232, 35]. However, the findings presented here show that this
kind of leadership could be present in only a small fraction of households. Instead,
local leadership often happens in coordination with other household members (a
finding visible in the results of prior work [151, 35]). There is a shared decision to
adopt the ideas of one member or agreement to follow another’s lead.

This suggests that lowering barriers to IoT systems should also include mak-
ing coordination with other members easier through sharing example ideas, elicit-
ing feedback, and prompting others with questions. These kinds of systems that
enable groups to work as teams and elect one person as project manager are a
longstanding contribution of the CSCW research in the workplace. However, this
study identifies an opportunity for translating this system design to at-home col-
laboration. This is not to suggest that the same workplace values of efficiency and
productivity are appropriate, but some domestic contexts are appropriate for using
collaborative management tools in order to support social debugging. For example,
modification designs that supported voting mechanisms would enable other family
members to contribute an opinion about whether the modified object would be
successful. Copy/paste mechanisms would allow one person to borrow the idea
of another person but extend it as well. Lastly, an annotation mechanism with a
prompting question could bring one household member’s attention to an incomplete
modification initially created by another. Although prior work [35] points out the
importance of debugging new DIY-IoT rules during the course of everyday routines,
I argue that an important part of debugging will be how relationships are newly
configured. Unlike the debugging process discussed in the end user development
literature [80, 35], families will need ways to debug newly constructed relationships.
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To meet this challenge, focusing on an originator’s debugging process is insuffi-
cient. Instead, systems will need to support social debugging so that an object’s
modification can be tolerated by others and acceptable to all.

Modularity in the Home

This study’s findings revealed that families use rooms to categorize their objects
and activities. Object types are not treated equivalently across rooms (e.g. a TV
in the living room verses the bedroom). These results show that family members
exercise room-level control by regulating what goes in and out of that room (such
as P5b disabling internet access in her children’s bedroom). These findings suggest
that an IoT supportive of local area networks at the range of the room could enable
new kinds of interaction techniques and help families manage costs. For example,
room-level networks and room-specific parameters for objects could support fine-
grained expectations for different parts of the home (an issue identified in early
smart home research [67]). Families could make piecemeal investments in IoT—
one room or one object at a time—to better manage and shape the impact newly
modified objects have on the family (resonating with a smarthome adoption pattern
reported in earlier research [67]). These abilities are well within the reach of current
IoT research (e.g., IoT light bulb [89]).

Upcycling

This work is motivated by the claim that the costs of IoT adoption need to be
considered in design. A tailorable IoT that can be adapted to domestic possessions
could address the hidden costs of replacement such as minimizing waste, evolv-
ing family members’ attachment to their possessions, and reconfiguring entrenched
routines. The findings recommend ways for mitigating these costs such as fostering
communities supportive of social debugging and supporting granular control over
IoT’s introduction to the home in system design. Yet this work engages upcy-
cling questions shared by the research community on whether upcycled objects can,
indeed, offer greater value than before modification [209]. This study’s findings
help lay the groundwork for thinking about these questions by revealing opportuni-
ties and needs within current household dynamics around upgrading the home to
address experimentation with household roles and historical, social legacies (e.g.,
gender or age) [67, 209]. While prior work suggests that differentiating subgroups
of the populations reveal differing values around upcycling [209], our work identifies
opportunities to destabilize traditional groupings—such as gender or age—during
the upcycling process by experimenting with the home’s malleable relationships.

Prior work called attention to questions around "how to imbue an object with
potential for imaginative reuse by individuals" [30]. This study found that families
already employ coordination patterns that could enable collaborative creativity by
building off one another’s ideas and experimenting with alternative roles. There is
an opportunity for the embeddedness of IoT to scaffold object-oriented creativity
through helping reshape object relationships by suggesting experiments for new
object roles or role play with the alternative social arrangements afforded through
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those objects.

4.5 Limitations
While every effort was made to target and recruit households from lower socio-
economic statuses than previously focused on in smarthome research, this study
was unable to fully represent those views here. For one reason, the household’s
data with the lowest SES was excluded because they did not complete the audio
diary task. It is unclear why as they were able to complete the home tour and
facilitated audio diary task without any problems. Future work should examine
whether this study’s findings’ emphasize the appropriate facets of DIY-IoT for lower
SES families.

This study worked with only 10 households in one American city. It specifically
tried to target a representative sample for the location where the study was con-
ducted. Working in depth with each family over 7 days allowed the study to capture
nuances in how families collaborate when modifying domestic objects that could not
be captured in a shorter or more targeted study. Yet, one city and 10 households
is not enough to fully characterize how lightweight modification will occur in all
households. Specifically, other cultures should be examined. While prior work has
examined how DIY-IoT may occur in Europe and East Asia, this leaves a majority
of the world untouched. Different cultures will undoubtedly result in alternative
family dynamics, and it remains an open question whether these findings would
still characterize those alternatives. A larger number of households should also be
examined to ensure validity of the framework for other cities and also at scale.

4.6 Conclusion
From work with 10 American families over 7 days, this study uncovered ways that
households might tailor IoT to the existing possessions. This work creates a path for
upcycling domestic possessions with new IoT services. This study shows how family
dynamics could nurture each household member to contribute to an IoT supportive
of the family’s model of home. It also outlines IoT design opportunities for social
debugging and piecemeal investment at the level of the home’s objects and rooms.
Future work should examine access to DIY-IoT for low SES housheolds and verify
this study’s findings’ applicability to other cultures and communities. In the work
presented here, findings show how lightweight modification of the home’s everyday
objects creates an alternative pattern for IoT adoption that could be made sensitive
to the costs of bringing new technology into the home.
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5 The Lightweight Modification Framework for
Augmenting Everyday Objects

The previous two chapters’ findings describe socio-material practices that can be
brought to bare on designing an upcycled IoT. Yet, by themselves, they do not
provide guidance on how an upcycled IoT should be created. This chapter uses
the earlier results to develop a framework for designers and builders to think about
upcycling existing objects with cutting edge technology. This work uses the internet-
of-things as a case study of how technology adoption could be reimagined to include
the routines, habits, and arrangements that households use to sustain artifacts’ roles
within and as part of their relationships. Below, this chapter describes a framework
that makes the work households do to learn, adapt, and personalize objects within
the home an explicit part of the upcycling process. The Framework for Lightweight
Modification centers four axes of the household’s process:

• Object Relationships

• Family Relationships

• Societal Relationships

• Time Use for Evolving Relationships

Unlike many conceptual frameworks, the Lightweight Modification Framework
is not a stage-based model in which each facet can be cleanly separated from the
others (see Figure 4). Instead, each stands in tension with the others. For example,
generating ideas can be constrained by the shared home model as when feasibility
and societal norms upheld by the family curtail ideas before they are ever seriously
considered. While others have emphasized the importance of families individuating
artifacts and weaving them into their household’s routines [9, 156, 213, 232, 35],
this framework characterizes how upcycling with cutting edge technologies could
be situated in the ways families currently make and construct a shared home by
focusing attention on four central axes of domestic IoT: object relationships, family
relationships, societal relationships, and time use.

5.1 Object Relationships
While Chapter 4’s findings describe how families generate ideas for upcycling, object
relationships are at the center of this process. Lightweight modification of posses-
sions calls attention to those objects with malleable relationships. For example,
objects in particular rooms can be held to higher ideals than their counterparts in
other rooms; and so, are targeted for improvement. The intimacy of the bedroom
meant that their owners had greater discretion over modifying those objects without
having to compromise with others. Thus, these objects were targeted for meeting
their owner’s standards of comfort and ease. As they are owned by a single owner or
intimate couple, they are subject to highly developed conceptions of what comfort
and ease should be like. Transitional object relationships, like improvement, reveal
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ways that owner-object relationships change and create opportunities for lightweight
modification to complement and nurture this change.

5.2 Family Relationships
The framework’s second axis—family relationships—emphasizes the importance of
families reaching an agreement on the household’s norms and a shared idea of how
the family should live when contesting and reconciling a model of home. A shared
model assigns roles to household members around maintenance and care for the
home and its objects. In contrast to intimate spaces like bedrooms and bathrooms,
the shared nature of the living room and kitchen meant objects were subject to ne-
gotiation among residents. Hence, shared objects bore evolving relationships with
other household members. Findings from Chapters 3 and 4 showcase how family
relationships are implicated in lightweight modification as when family members
use collaborative processes like checking in with one another about ideas or test-
ing whether the idea could be feasibly accommodated by others. These processes
maintain family relationships and are important for family agreement and awareness
that new norms will be shared.

5.3 Societal Relationships
Third in the framework is the set of relationships the home has with society. These
relationships were present in values family members placed on the public face of
the living room or kitchen. The living room needed to appear aesthetically pleasing
to an external observer and meals prepared at home for children needed to be
healthy. Societal relationships constrain which modification ideas will be considered
by the family and how those ideas will unfold in any particular home by embodying
community norms. These relationships also were revealed when discussing external
models such as a restaurant, hotel, or other public spaces that could possibly assign
new roles to family members. Public places offered family members new ways to
stretch what was expected of their domestic role by suggesting alternative modes
of care and maintenance for the home’s objects and family relationships.

5.4 Time Use for Evolving Relationships
The final framework axis—Time Use—brings attention to the demands an IoT
system places on family members. Notably, some families already have established
routines that they use to take time to reflect and plan for day to day activities. This
suggests that while time is precious, families are willing to use it to try out new ways
of accomplishing subtasks for their already complex routines; or, for less ingrained
routines, creating any routine at all. This is especially true if there is perceived
value around that time. Chapter 4’s findings revealed that some families enjoyed
a chance to build off one another’s creative ideas when working together, but that
this could be thought of as a chore if family members struggle to come up with
modification ideas. Further, Chapter 4 found that local leads are critical for ensuring
the time is set aside and used constructively to integrate a new modification, however
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lightweight it may be. Time use characterizes the limited resources that families
have to invest in evolving object, family, and societal relationships as depicted by
Chapter 3’s division of labor typologies.

5.5 Employing the Framework
Any design approach that introduces new technology in the home through lightweight
modification of everyday objects will need to confront the home’s existing relation-
ships and time use to address how those relationships will be reconfigured through
modification. Previous work has explored the range of new possibilities modifying
everyday objects like scissors, bottles, and coffee tumblers creates [45, 123, 202], but
the way these modifications will alter or change the relationships people have with
those objects has not been looked at with the same critical lens that social IoT has
brought to internet enabled devices [204]. Unlike investment and alteration rituals
for previously owned artifacts or disposal practices [174], designing for lightweight
modification will require helping owners use their current object relationships and
attachments as a raw material.

To show how our framework calls attention to design requirements critical for
modification of domestic possessions, this chapter considers an example from prior
research on IoT: the Digital Family Portrait [155]. The Digital Family Portrait is a
picture frame instrumented with a digital display that updates with data sensed from
a remote home. The portrait serves to communicate daily activity information of
an elder with their family members living far away. The picture frame is a common
household object seen in the living room. As such, the process of observing visual
reminders of a loved one conforms to existing object relationships with picture
frames. However, the frame alters the social relationships between elderly adults
and their family members by disclosing activity information from sensors installed
throughout their home. The portrait instantiates new ways of realizing societal
values of the family’s role in supporting elder members during later life stages by
envisioning ways that elderly members can remain at home yet still have access to
social support and care through their relatives. These are design features explicitly
factored in by the Digital Family Portrait’s creators [155].

Additionally, this framework calls attention to trade-offs made during design
decisions that need considered going forward. What is the Digital Family Portrait’s
Time Use? The researchers describe a several month process during which they
retrofit the elder member’s home with new sensor technologies and tailored the
prototype to the field site [192]. While it is unclear whether this is an artifact of the
system being a research prototype, prior work on sensor setup and home installation
shows that installation is not a trivial task [151, 35]. Leaving this aside, Time
Use reveals aspects of how the object and family relationships evolved. The sensor
system became invisible to the elderly member and concerns with surveillance by
another family member faded as the implications of the system were experienced
[155, 192]. Lastly, families developed alternative ways of providing support and
caring for one another as they lived with the Digital Family Portrait. Collected
data prompted family members to check in with phone calls and prompted new
conversations such as inquiring about unusual levels of activity [155, 192]. While
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monitoring the impact of a new technology on the home is a standard component
of user studies, this framework suggests that these findings need compared to an
understanding of the same home’s coordination patterns prior to intervention to
assess the full path of how the Digital Family Portrait evolved relationships and
whether such changes were sustained over time.

5.6 Summary
In summary, the Lightweight Modification Framework delimits the principle axes
for evolving malleable relationships with domestic IoT. These four axes can inform
designers and builders of principle dimensions to address when considering how
domestic IoT might be adopted: object, family, and societal relationships, and time
use for evolving these relationships. This chapter used the Lightweight Modification
Framework to analyze the Digital Family Portrait project. This analysis showed
that the framework’s Time Use axis reveals the importance of considering the time
demands retrofitting a home with new sensors (as typified in smart home research)
makes on household life. The next chapter takes up this issue.
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6 The IoT Codex: a Book of Programmable
Stickers for Authoring and Composing Embedded
Computing Applications

Figure 5: This chapter introduces the IoT Codex: a book of inexpensive,
battery-free sensors and interaction patterns to support linking everyday ob-
jects to software and web services using stickers To use, a sticker is first found
in the the book (a-b), customized (c), peeled from the book and attached to a
desired everyday object (d), and then invoked using its kinetic mechanism (e).
Stickers can be customized during setup and composed with others to create
more expressive applications using the composition space in the book’s pages.

6.1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to extend computing to the everyday ob-
jects that make up our physical environment like the home. However, these envi-
ronments—especially the home—consist in a long tail of random artifacts and the
accompanying, idiosyncratic ways that they are used. One of the most popular ways
of incorporating this long tail into the IoT ecosystem, is to use attachable identi-
fiers to supply those everyday objects with the wireless communication needed for
accessing internet services. To do so, attachable identifiers such as quick response
(QR) codes, radio frequency identification (RFID), and Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
tags are often stuck on everyday objects so that these passive objects might be a
part of a smart environment.

These attachable identifiers are usually passive and so, depend on activity recog-
nition—accomplished through recognizers—to support higher level semantics that
can make interacting with them meaningful (e.g., [191, 138, 139, 19]). However,
recognizers are ill-suited for the long tail of idiosyncratic, material uses that make
up everyday life. Consider the home. Prior chapters showed that households often
use objects in ways that are symbolic and contextually situated within small group
norms, but these idiosyncratic uses are unlikely to generalize to other households.
Yet, state-of-the-art machine learning relies on previous data that is close enough
to correctly recognize new use cases. This kind of data is unlikely to accrue in any
given household’s web of nuanced processes of managing care and maintenance of
their possessions; as these idiosyncratic uses often arise in the midst of unpredictable
schedules and breakdowns in household routines. Even if appropriate training data
for recognizers could be collected, households would need to be able to be able to
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manipulate the underlying representations of these models in order to effectively
engage with them. Yet, recognizers persistently confront issues with their internal
representations being intelligible and understandable to users [7].

To support the long tail of socio-material uses of objects, this paper introduces
a lightweight approach to customizing IoT services by making attachable identifiers
interactive. Unlike recognizers, our approach uses 1) paper engineering techniques
to construct attachable identifiers that embody their state, and 2) a tangible, end
user programming language to support customizing IoT services to symbolic and
situated contexts. We call these interactive identifiers IoT Stickers. These stickers
enable interaction in a way that reflects decades of research on affordances such
as providing intelligibility of system state, supporting user initiation of interaction,
and encoding system-supported services with symbolic meaning. IoT Stickers em-
bed a binary tag state in kinetic paper mechanisms. These paper devices provide
affordances for invoking system behavior and composing higher level programming
abstractions. Thus, IoT Stickers advances research on attachable identifiers by
enabling novel interactivity ranging from tangible manipulation to end user pro-
gramming.

To demonstrate the benefits of making attachable identifiers interactive, we
show how IoT Stickers enables customizing IoT services to everyday objects and
contexts in a way that can be highly symbolic and situated. Our work contributes

• A set of IoT Stickers constructed using paper engineering techniques

• A tangible, end user programming language facilitated by our system archi-
tecture

• Sample applications showing how IoT Stickers, together with our system,
supports a lightweight approach to customizing IoT services to suit highly
situated contexts

• A workshop study showing the potential of The IoT Codex for facilitating end
user programming of domestic IoT

To validate these contributions, this chapter describes 1) the design rationale for
IoT Stickers based on iterative and participatory design with families; 2) how paper-
engineering techniques imbue attachable identifiers with embodied state through
exploded views of fabrication schematics, demonstrations of sticker kinetics, and
the corresponding architectural state diagrams; 3) IoT Stickers support end user
programming through demonstrating the four affordances successful in blocks pro-
gramming in a tangible, embodied form: composability, editability, nestability, and
geometric arrangeability, and 4) sample applications showing how IoT Stickers sup-
ports lightweight customization suitable for the long tail of IoT. The chapter is
organized as follows. First, this chapter synthesizes earlier chapters to provide
the design rationale for the IoT Codex System. Then, I describe an example IoT
Sticker and the underlying system. Next, I describe a set of implemented sticker
types, their construction, and how they function. Each sticker is accompanied by
an implemented example to illustrate a case of customizing the Sticker. Then, I
characterize the ways that IoT Stickers can be customized by further explaining the
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implemented applications and describing new applications I implemented to illus-
trate a range of customization possibilities. Since IoT Stickers is a programming
language backed user interface, our applications sample a set of possible domes-
tic IoT applications to give a flavor of the design space they enable. Finally, this
chapter details a workshop study on designing with the IoT Codex.

6.2 Design Rationale for IoT Stickers
This work used an iterative and participatory process to design IoT Stickers. A
participatory process uncovered relevant information about household tasks and
elicited feedback from families on how IoT could support domestic life. An iterative
prototyping process shaped IoT Stickers to embody end user feedback and task
context as well as stimulate appropriate and creative design decisions (in line with
[157]).

6.2.1 Sticker Approach

Stickers enable lightweight modification of existing objects by making the process
of embedding computing capabilities as simple as sticking them to an the object.
Similar to the approach of attachable identifiers, this work uses stickers to enable a
household’s existing possessions to be incorporated into the IoT ecosystem (for ex-
ample, see [18]). Each of this work’s IoT Stickers associates a unique identifier with
both the physical and digital counterparts of an augmented object. For a proof-of-
concept implementation, IoT Stickers employs RFID tags. In bulk, these tags can
be purchased for <$0.03. These are passive radio tags capable of communicating a
small amount of data—–namely, the tag’s globally unique ID–—when scanned by
an RFID reader. In contrast to sensing systems that are integrated in the home’s
infrastructure and in the background of the user’s attention (in line with Weiser’s
seamlessness vision [225]), IoT Stickers supports explicit end user installation of a
wireless RFID network’s nodes by enlisting end user choice of what to attach IoT
Stickers to and which places are of interest. This sticker approach is likely to impose
low user burden in terms of time and mental effort (see Section 4.3.4). The im-
portance of lowering burdens on end user time cannot be overstated (see Chapter
5’s discussion of time use), but this does not entail automation. The End User
Modification Framework emphasizes how time use and object modification is en-
tangled with family norms, and changing these involves a complex process of family
member collaboration and coordination (see Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). Thus, IoT
Stickers are designed to minimize time burdens, but not eliminate the collaboration
and coordination process of modifying objects with IoT through automation.

6.2.2 Participatory and Iterative Prototyping of IoT Stickers

IoT Stickers were shaped and designed using an iterative process responsive to the
idiosyncratic contexts of American families and their households. The first version
of IoT Stickers consisted of 4 sticker types and was envisioned as a smartphone
application that used the phone’s sensors to interact with stickers placed in the
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(a) IoT Sticker Buttons from Prototype
1 (b) IoT Sticker Buttons from the Final

Prototype

Figure 6: IoT Sticker Buttons were redesigned with pre-programmed patterns
that were grounded in everyday household objects.

(a) IoT Sticker Toggle from Prototype 1

.

(b) IoT Sticker Toggle from Final Proto-
type

Figure 7: IoT Stickers were redesigned to have a more compact footprint for in
situ use.
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environment. The application adopted a trigger-action architecture in line with
other systems for end user programming of IoT in the home (e.g., [3, 80, 218, 219]).
This system was redesigned using the following design rationale,

• Grounded Patterns for IoT Stickers: To help owners think creatively about
how they would modify their household environment, stickers were redesigned
with pre-programmed patterns that could be remixed. These new designs
ground interaction in common household objects to familiarize owners with
interaction patterns that could be used out of the box and to encourage think-
ing about how their existing possessions might be reconfigured. Grounded
Patterns emerged from this work’s findings that modifying an object culti-
vates the owner’s imagination (see Object Lessons from the Jameson family,
Section 3.6.3). Yet, family members typically would work with others to gen-
erate ideas for modifying objects with stickers (see Independence ratings in
Section 4.3.4). Working with others and the guidance of a local lead (Sec-
tion 4.3.3), family members often generated ideas through brainstorming and
problem solving together. However, defamiliarization helped family members
to work independently to come up with an idea (Section 4.3.1). Grounded
patterns leverage defamiliarization to cue familiarity with an object, while still
suggesting a pre-programmed pattern that might be commonly appropriate
for that object (see Figure 6).

• Spatial Management: As described earlier, families use their control over
the home’s rooms to nurture their interests and buttress the development
of their identity. The family spatially manages household norms by using
arrangement to shape expectations about how to behave towards household
possessions (See Appendix A.1). The importance of spatial management led
to the bipartite analysis of Sections 3.6.3-3.6.4 into object lessons and room
lessons. Two implications for IoT Stickers arose as a result:

– In Situ State Tracking: Modifications of shared objects by the family
need to support evolving relationships (Section 5.2). Interaction with
shared spaces and objects is constrained by families’ highly integrated
routines as characterized by the division of labor patterns in Section
3.6.2. Stickers were redesigned to have a more compact footprint so
that they could more easily be attached to and used with objects in situ.
This redesign allows for spatial management to have an implicit role in
the system’s deployment. Since stickers can have a place, then they
can likewise carry symbolic, contextual meaning associated with their
placement (see Figure 8).

– Room Level Support: An upcyled IoT system for the home needs to
respect the room level norms and control that families exert over modi-
fied objects (see Sections 3.6.3-3.6.4). To do this, the RFID reader was
moved off a mobile platform to support interaction at the room level
using a stationary, room-based hub. For purposes of prototyping, this
consisted in a Lenovo laptop running the Windows operating system.
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This allows for the reader itself to have a place to support sticker inter-
actions that assume a fixed location with a room-level range of sensing
(see Figure 8).

• Tangible Composition: Families manage home life using a division of la-
bor that accommodates the commitments of its individual members and that
structures how they coordinate and collaborate (see Section 3.6.2). These
division of labor patterns assign roles and responsibilities to members of the
family (similar to specialization that was observed in workplace settings for
end user programming [157, 141]). Breakdowns can occur when responsi-
bilities are overly concentrated in one person because others do not always
when and how they should contribute. To leverage families’ collaborative
process, an upcycled IoT should enable setup and maintenance tasks to be
subdivided into parallel processes and make each members’ role transparent
and easy for others to learn. To support this, stickers embody state. This
visible state makes the state of the system transparent to users and enables
hand-off between multiple family members. Further, the stickers themselves
facilitate customization through tangible composition. For example, rather
than make a single, monolithic sticker – some sticker states are broken out
into distinct hexagonal stickers to facilitate thinking through the process of
assigning responsibility for household tasks (this is similar to the editability
requirement of Nardi’s visual formalisms [157]; See Figure 9b).

• Event-oriented Architecture: Trigger-action architectures hide information
about triggers’ sensed data from the higher level actions that react to them.
This hides information about whether the sensed data is uncertain. Instead,
event-oriented architectures can pass along uncertainty to those abstractions
so that uncertainty can be resolved (see [199, 146]). Many systems attempt
to resolve uncertainty by fusing sensed data with other information sourced
from other sensors (like microphones or cameras) and through increasingly
more powerful machine learning techniques to infer user intent. Considered
in the domestic context, this risks normalizing surveillance in a space that
should be restorative and can problematically become a question of the sys-
tem inferring intent within family relationships and division of labor where
members set expectations and hold one another accountable. Further, this
kind of surveillance is likely not even needed in an end user programming sys-
tem if the end user is able to directly indicate to the system what to do. IoT
Codex adds to previous techniques to resolve uncertain reads by using object
classes that correspond to IoT Stickers’ embodied state to resolve uncertainty
in the sensed data. Thus, end user control over the embodied state of the
sticker can indicate what state the sticker’s object class should be in.

Summary

Together, the above design considerations translate findings from empirical work
with families in the home to shape the IoT Codex. This work used an iterative
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(a) An RFID reader attached to an An-
droid smartphone through USB and Pro-
totype 1 of a toggle sticker.

.

(b) An RFID reader attached to a
Lenovo laptop through USB and the fi-
nal prototype of a toggle sticker in the
IoT Codex.

Figure 8: Pictured are versions of two stickers from Prototype 1 of IoT Stickers
and an RFID reader attached to a smartphone to serve as a mobile hub.

.

(a) Early dial sticker from Prototype 1

.

(b) Dial sticker from the Final Prototype

Figure 9: Stickers were redesigned to support tangible composition.
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and participatory process to redesign the IoT Stickers to suit the home. The next
sections delve into how these considerations are implemmented in The IoT Codex
in much more detail.

6.3 Sticker Fabrication and Operation
In The IoT Codex, stickers are the interaction primitives. These stickers serve as
the building blocks for creating a user interface for a user’s IoT application. Like
links developed for paper user interfaces (PUIs) [93, 143], stickers connect everyday
objects in the home to both pages within the Codex and electronic programs and
content. To illustrate, this chapter focuses on the button sticker in detail and shares
the underlying architecture, before describing the other four current sticker types
(Section 5).

I fabricated the button sticker—like all of the stickers presented here—using a
layered fabrication approach (see Figure 11). Thus, electronics can be embedded in
the sticker in a fabrication-friendly manner. Each sticker variously modifies the basic
button layers: sticker paper, double-sided adhesive with a slot for an RFID tag, and
a top layer for aesthetic customization like drawing, writing, or icons. RFID tags
are used as a proof-of-concept example of cheap, battery-free, wireless electronics
capable of embedding digital data in our sticker book without requiring a line of
sight as needed for computer vision, optical sensors, or infrared based approaches
typical of barcodes or glyphs (e.g., [207, 161, 235]). This point is especially impor-
tant for this dissertation’s application area—the home—where sensing systems that
depend on cameras and microphones risk breaching home-dwellers privacy in large
part because the computer-recognized semantics are likewise human-recognizable
semantics. In contrast, RFID sensing techniques often depend on metadata about
tag reads such as received signal strength and channel hopping that do not carry
immediately recognizable information such as who said what to whom (see [139]
for some common RFID supported semantics). These properties, and the current
commercial availability of RFID tags, have motivated their use in the current IoT
Codex system implementation. However, it is also important to note that many
of the conceptual properties of the system—such as scaffolding of learning needed
for end-users to advance to customization and composition of stickers—are inde-
pendent of this particular technology. These concepts could be adapted to other
identification technologies such as bar codes in a different implementation of the
interactive book.

RFID for domestic IoT

RFID systems consist of readers and tags. The Codex system uses passive, ultra-
high frequency (UHF) tags capable of wireless communication up to a range of
11 meters with an appropriate antenna setup. Prior work has demonstrated that
a reader and antenna could be embedded in form factors amenable to easy home
deployment. For example, a light bulb equipped with a wifi RFID reader has been
demonstrated [89], and in a mass-market setting these could be produced much
more inexpensively than current RFID readers. In the future, such advanced form
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Figure 10: Left: An example fold-out section shows how folded layering enables
materials like wax paper and immitation gold-leaf to be embedded in the codex’s
pages to control whether the sticker is detected by the RFID reader. Middle:
RFID is used as an example input technology for the system. At the lowest
level, the system interprets input data for RFID tags according to a binary
state: uncovered or covered for each tag. The IoT Stickers selectively cover
RFID tags with conductive shielding material to make them invisible to the
reader hardware by interfering with a read. Right: Button stickers are the first
sticker type introduced in the IoT Codex. The page provides initial guidance
on how to get started setting a button sticker up. Progressive disclosure about
system state and how to advance through the setup process is provided through
audio in response to interaction with the button sticker.

factors may be able to facilitate novice installation of a home-scale RFID system.
This research builds on this work by focusing on the tags and the interpretation
of tag data as an extension of this kind of home-scale setup. Passive RFID tags
communicate with the reader when it interrogates the environment for present tags
by emitting an RF signal in the 840-960 MHz range. When the tag receives the
signal, it communicates with the reader through modulated backscatter—changing
how it absorbs or reflects the signal back to the reader in order to encode an ID
number unique to the tag. When the tag is covered with conductive material,
the reader is unable to communicate with the tag. Thus, individual tags can be
represented as having a simple binary state: covered or uncovered. I use this binary
state for the stickers (for more advanced forms of tag manipulation see [205, 138]).

IoT Codex Sections

Each sticker type is housed in its own fold-out section. A section uses multiple folds
in a large sheet of paper to create standard pages. This folding enables further
materials to be embedded into the pages to facilitate interaction. Slots were cut
out for the stickers, then layered wax paper and double adhesive were placed around
these slots so that stickers could be easily removed and reattached. On a folded
page behind the slotted page, there are further layers of double-sided adhesive and
imitation gold leaf (ultra-thin copper foil). This layering prevents a sticker from
being read by the reader when the book is initially opened (see Figure 10).
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Figure 11: The button sticker shows the most basic sticker interaction: covering
the sticker to invoke an audio message.

Button interaction

When IoT Codex is opened to the section for the button sticker (see Figure 11),
page text provides initial guidance. It instructs the user to peel the sticker from the
page and attach it to the object of their choice to create a sticker button. The first
sticker button provides a blank face so that anything can be written or drawn on
it. This introduces the user to the logging pattern since this can signal any user-
specific meaning and can easily function even with minimal user intervention. This
pattern provides immediate value and functionality with little to no mastery of the
system’s programming capabilities (recent work finds that people derive great value
from logging everyday activities using paper-based journals [8, 215, 224]). Once
the user first peels the logging, button sticker from the page, this triggers the setup
process for the sticker within our system. The logging pattern triggers a brief audio
message letting the user know that the sole function of the sticker is to log every
time the person presses the button. Once the sticker is attached to the object of the
user’s choice, it can then be activated by covering the sticker fully with the hand.
Once the user covers the sticker with their hand, a nearby audio speaker chimes
in recognition of the log. This progressive disclosure provides encouragement and
incentive to continue with the button setup process. The steps are also written in
the sticker book to serve as a reference if the user has questions.

6.4 IoT Codex Architecture
Events and Event Handling

Similar to most interactive systems, IoT Codex’s architecture is event oriented. Its
implementation is written in C# and separates hardware specific concerns from the
rest of the system through an event queue. Unlike event-oriented architectures for
GUIs which deal with semi-standardized input hardware, Codex’s system has its
own hardware abstraction layer to produce events. The system also enables greater
interactivity by supporting manipulation of the parameters to the actions carried
out by stickers. This section goes into greater detail about each of these below to
characterize the underlying architecture for the IoT Codex that could be extended
or adapted to other interactive books, tangible user interfaces, or other embedded
computing applications by researchers or programmers. Presentation of the sticker
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types is left for the next section.

Hardware abstraction layer

I created a hardware abstraction layer that interprets data from input devices pro-
viding identification of objects (in this case, RFID tags) to produce events. The
system tracks the state of objects visible to a reader and generates events based on
the identified object. In Codex’s implementation, this layer manages connecting to
a ThingMagic M6e RFID reader, and so also the book’s physical, sticker devices,
and interprets repeated RF interrogations to generate events. Unlike typical input
handling—like a key press which generates an event every time a key is pressed—the
hardware abstraction layer also generate events when a previously identified object
is no longer reported. Since RFID reads can at times be noisy, the reader sometimes
fails to read tags that should be visible. Thus, the system provides for interpreta-
tion of the incoming signal before emitting events. Prior work has used a Bayesian
machine learning model to settle on a decision within 300ms [205]. However, in
this system a simpler time-based hysteresis mechanism is used to stabilize reads
as in [138]. This approach is implemented using a state machine that tracks the
current state of each tag which is seen by the reader and the stability of reads (or
absence of reads) from the tag across multiple rounds of basic interrogation by the
RFID reader. This process produces the following event types: Visible, Invisible,
ContinueVisible, and ContinueInvisible When an event is emitted, relevant meta-
data like RSS and signal phase shift are also passed along to the event queue so
that advanced Stickers could have the potential to reason about more sophisticated
interpretations of the reads (see [139, 138] for examples).

Life of a sticker object

The main component of the system 1. keeps track of the life of a sticker object by
responding to the first report of an identified physical object, 2. dispatches events
according to a look-up table which maps these identified objects to sticker objects
within the system, and 3. uses a state machine and action invocation within those
objects as reminiscent of other interactive systems.

When the system encounters the first report of an identified object, it uses a
look-up table to determine whether the associated sticker object needs to be created.
Note that as will be discussed later, a single physical sticker can be implemented
using multiple parts which are identified separately, and which may become visible
or invisible at different points in manipulation of the sticker. Sticker objects inside
the system are instantiated when the first identified part appears. In order to
instantiate sticker objects, all identified parts occurring in the IoT Codex system are
pre-registered and linked to a data structure describing the type of sticker object
they belong to, and how a sticker object of that type is to be instantiated. When
a sticker object is instantiated, it registers the identification information associated
with each of its parts in a lookup table. This table is then used to dispatch events to
the appropriate sticker object whenever they arrive. Like objects in typical interactive
systems, the sticker responds to events dispatched to it by updating its internal state
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Figure 12: IoT Codex’s event architecture to lower the floor for potential end-
user programmers of paper user interfaces and IoT applications. IoT Stickers
concretize event emitters in a tangible form, and their kinetic mechanisms afford
tinkering with parameters and manipulating control flow.

based on its state-machine and/or the internal variables it has access to, and by
invoking actions.

Actions

As in most procedural languages, the system establishes a set of parameter values,
then passes those to the relevant method/actions. Parameter values can be de-
termined by expressions over literal values, variables (taken from local and global
variable spaces), as well as constants, and immutable values established at the time
of sticker instantiation. However, the system also offers some unusual ways in which
values making up parameters can be established. This includes parameter values
which are asynchronously evaluated. Parameters of this type include values that
need to be obtained externally from services or sensors. This requires asynchronous
communication, so the process of gathering an action’s parameters must be paused
while the system awaits the value. The system also supports parameters that are
supplied by the user. To collect these, the system initiates interaction with the user
to get the value. Since the system must wait on the user, parameter gathering is
again paused while the system waits on the user. This process is similar to the
way mediators query the user for help resolving ambiguity in the OOPS system
[146, 145]. In addition to asynchronous values, the system also supports values
which are established once at the time of their first use, and then reused. This
provides an ability for lazy or just in time evaluation. This style of value evaluation
is typical of user supplied values, because these often impose a cost on the user
and it is important to only invoke user interactions if and when they are definitely
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needed.
Like asynchronous parameter values, actions need to be able to pause in their

execution without blocking the full system. To address this issue, the IoT Codex
system employs actions in a way that is equivalent to independent threads. We
implement this internally by breaking actions into “chunks” and providing a sim-
ple scheduling mechanism for these chunks. Chunking provides more flexibility in
manipulations of actions. For example, composition operations provided to users
support dynamic composition of new capabilities through physical manipulation of
stickers (described in more detail in sections 5 and 6). One such case is combining
a date-time picker with a play audio file action to schedule playback at the specified
time. However, because the UI abstraction provided to users is in only one concrete
form – the sticker – and does not separate stickers from the (less concretized) ac-
tions they perform, it is necessary in some places for the underlying system to pull
apart stickers and their actions in unusual ways. Action chunks support scheduling
the initial request to the user for a date-time and deferring the later audio playback
until the user chosen time.

Summary

The IoT Codex’s architecture supports a hardware abstraction layer that 1) pro-
duces events, 2) tracks the life of identified objects (in this case, RFID tags),
and 3) facilitates interactive manipulation of parameters through advanced param-
eter types and actions that enable thread-like control. As will be shown further
below, these features combine to provide advanced capabilities for the user in a
concrete, physically instantiated form, without requiring knowledge/mastery of the
abstract programming concepts they embody. Taken together, these features sup-
port users with manipulating parameters through proprioceptive control over ex-
posing/blocking tag reads to instantiate stickers and update their state, as well as,
directly supplying parameter values through interaction. This creates a ramp for
users with no programming skill to develop competence needed to be able to tinker
with a programming language. The IoT Codex extends the power of working with
abstractions to everyday users by concretizing the architecture’s central abstractions
of an identifiable object, stickers, and actions in a tangible form.

6.5 Sticker Types and Use Cases
The IoT Codex progressively introduces the system’s 5 sticker types through the
book’s form factor. Page-turning sequences provide an introduction to progressive
levels of sticker complexity starting with the Button Sticker and progressing to a
Wrapper Sticker. The IoT Codex provides substantial capabilities through fixed form
and function Button stickers created for common household tasks. The IoT Codex
then gradually introduces customizable Button stickers and eventually progresses to
composition of sticker functionality using Wrapper stickers. Each sticker concretizes
the link between user interaction and action execution, by explicitly embodying it in
the physical sticker’s kinetic mechanism. This section introduces the sticker types
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in greater detail below, and then, immediately following each type is an example
use case for IoT in the home.

Button Sticker

The simplest form of sticker supported by the IoT Codex is the Button Sticker
(initially introduced in Section 3). As the name suggests, this provides push button
style interaction, which can be used to fire an action. A push button can be
implemented using an RFID tag by using the user’s physical "press" or "touch" action
to modify the properties of the antenna it uses for backscatter communication (see
Figure 10 and 11). For example, shielding material can be repositioned to attenuate
it’s overall response, or leave it at baseline (see Figure 10). Alternately, its resonant
frequency may be changed to shift with respect to the frequency used by the RFID
reader. This can make a previously de-tuned (and hence unreadable) tag readable,
or to de-tune a functioning tag to make it unreadable. As described in [138], this
can be done in several different ways, including closing (or capacitively coupling
across) an electrical contact in order to add or remove an antenna segment, or even
by making use of the users themselves as part of the antenna. The sticker book
uses this basic pattern of enabling or disabling the ability to read the identification
information (in this case from an RFID tag) as the underlying basis for the button
sticker and each of the other sticker types described below. As described in the
previous section, events reporting these changes in identification status, drive a
state machine in each software-side sticker object, which ultimately initiates actions
in response to the physical manipulation of the sticker.

Record Message Button As an example use case for the button sticker type,
the book contains the RecordButton. The RecordButton facilitates messaging and
communication between remotely distributed people. From formative work with
families on upcycling everyday objects, I learned that in one couple the husband
makes his wife lunch everyday that she takes to work. The RecordButton could be
used by him to leave a message on his wife’s lunch for her to find and invoke when
she opens her lunch at work midday. When this sticker is unpeeled and attached to
an object, it prompts the user to record a message using a first use parameter. The
user can do so by covering the button sticker to begin recording and uncovering to
stop recording. This recording serves as the parameter to the button’s newly bound
play action. The user can then invoke the action by quickly covering and uncovering
the button.

Toggle Sticker

The Toggle Sticker uses a slider mechanism to selectively interfere with the reading
of one or the other of two tags. The design of the mechanism ensures that the
tags operate as mutually exclusive of one another (see Figure 13), and this gives
the sticker the capability of functioning as a simple user controlled conditional.
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Figure 13: The Toggle Sticker shows an example of a slider mechanism used to
selectively activate or deactivate an RFID tag. The orange parts of the diagram
show how the imitation gold leaf has been embedded into the layered fabrication
of the sticker and how the kinetic mechanism moves the shielding to cover or
uncover the tag. Since the cover can only cover one of the two tags at a time, it
effectively enables the user to set up small conditional constructs. Ours shown
in Figure 5 logs feeding the cat for either the morning or the evening.

Cat Feeding Toggle The scenario, described in the introduction, depicts a case
where a Toggle Sticker could be customized to address situated needs in the home.
In the scenario, Judy uses the sticker to coordinate with her housemate on whether
or not the cat has been fed. Using the sticker, Judy creates a situated message
on the cat food container for coordination purposes that is able to simultaneously
record the state of food supplies within the house. This can help Judy with knowing
when she needs to purchase more cat food even in cases when she hasn’t been the
one to recently feed the cat, and so did not directly observe the food depletion.

List Sticker

The list sticker is implemented using 3 RFID tags in a row covered by pop-up style
flaps. Each contains shielding which can be lifted away for the tag (see Figure
14). This supports a user with specifying a choice within a fixed set of values
and allowing for greater complexity in the relationship between those tags if the
user desires. Since more than one RFID tag can be activated at a time with the
list sticker, more complex situations can be managed with this tag. For example,
partially fulfilled tasks could be managed and tracked with the list sticker like a To
Do list.

Bedtime Checklist The BedtimeList was created in response to parents who
said that they would like to scaffold their children taking control over important
routines without them—the parents—having to remind and nag them. The bedtime
list was created for a scenario in which a parent needs to be away from home when
the child goes to sleep to show how the list sticker can provide this scaffolding, but
also facilitate expressions of care even when family are remote from one another.
The list contains actions that 1. plays an audiobook for the children’s story The
Carpenter and the Walrus, 2. plays a two minute song to remind and accustom the
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Figure 14: The list sticker is implemented with multiple RFID tags, that can
each be activated/deactivated by opening and closing the flaps. The list sticker
allows for actions to act in combination with one another or for a simple set
of items to be collected together. Above, we show a checklist in which items
are ’checked off’ by opening the flap, and scaffolds a bedtime routine for young
children.

Figure 15: The dial sticker is pictured showing how a menu could be created
using stickers by adding a procedure for each sticker item that could be selected
when the dial arm is rotated.

child to brush their teeth for a full two minutes, and 3. a message of love, saying
good night from the parent to the child. Although the parent is away, the child can
use the list sticker to go through their bedtime routine at the appropriate time, and
the parent can review it and rest assured that everything is as it should be. Even in
cases when the child is likely to have an alternative caregiver around, the sticker still
provides value by modelling fluent reading for the child, practicing hygiene behavior,
and a way for the parent to say goodnight. The sticker supports the parent with
scaffolding this routine even when they cannot be present to do these in person.

Dial Sticker

The dial sticker is implemented using 6 RFID tags fanned out in a circle and uses
a rotating lever mechanism. Each tag can be deactivated when covered with the
dial’s moving arm lined with foil. The dial sticker supports interactions that require
a selection between a small set of values or states. This could include controlling
the place of play in a video/audio file, manipulating rotation of a 3D object, or
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scrolling. Dial stickers are also supportive of cases where alternatives describe social
relationships rather than the system’s objects, such as identifying who in a set of
people is responsible for taking some action like doing a household chore.

Playback Dial The Playback Dial was created for providing greater control over
audiobook playback. This example uses 4 of the available sticker slots to support
1. play, 2. pause, 3. unpause, and 4. stop. Since social reading rarely proceeds as
a linear activity where reading proceeds from start to completion, the Playback Dial
allows for greater control over when and how the audiobook supplements reading the
physical book’s text. This allows for the sticker’s functionality to support reading
with audio on demand. Moreover, since stickers offer a cheap form factor, this
functionality could be duplicated for many books to encourage development of
visual literacy skills.

Wrapper Sticker

The wrapper sticker consists of a larger shaped sticker that contains a slot big
enough for a sticker to fit in it. A wrapper modifies the action of the sticker inside
of it in a simple, but useful and generic way. This provides a concrete means to
compose and manipulate sticker behavior. For example, a wrapper that asks the
user for a date and time could support 1. Delay, waiting for some period of time
before carrying out the action or, 2. OnlyOncePerDay, blocking subsequent action
invocations until the next day, but then allowing the next one to occur. Overall,
wrapper stickers provide small modifications to existing sticker functionality through
simple compositions of sticker functions, and do so in a concrete and physical form.

Spa Time Wrapper The SpaTimeWrapper was created in response to users
desiring a way to create temporary, leisure spaces in the home. The wrapper sched-
ules the spa settings sticker to run on the date and at the time that the user plans
to take over the bathroom for a bubble bath. The wrapper attaches to a paper door
hanger that the user can punch out of the book and that reads "Do Not Disturb".
The spa setting sticker plays a list of relaxing music. This wrapper sticker provides a
situated, physical message to others in the home who might approach the bathroom
through the door hanger, but also coordinates IoT appliances to create a spa scene
when the user wants to take a bubble bath.

Summary

The current IoT Codex supports five sticker types for a customizable IoT user in-
terface. To show how the Stickers could be tailored to domestic IoT use cases that
are situated and idiosyncratic, the implemented example stickers are parameterized
through Action parameters or the Actions themselves to suit highly specific needs as
required by the described scenarios. These examples illustrate how the IoT Codex
uses kinetic mechanisms to gradually introduce more complex, embedded comput-
ing capabilities by leveraging the sequential nature of the book form factor and by
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Figure 16: The wrapper sticker shows how stickers can be composed together to
customize more complex behavior. The two photos on the right show the two
step process: 1. tear out the center shape, and 2. insert another sticker into the
middle hole.

encouraging manipulation and tinkering with the stickers themselves. By concretiz-
ing the association between user actions in the physical world and computational
actions by means of Stickers, the IoT Codex exposes user to tinkering with low-level
details without requiring mastery of low-level knowledge or programming.

6.6 Customization
The IoT Codex system seeks to lower the floor for potential end-user programmers
of paper user interfaces by gradually introducing customization. By concretizing
programming abstractions as tangible stickers, IoT Stickers facilitate tinkering and
tailoring embedded computing applications through increasingly powerful means
including: labeling and contextualization, kinetic paper mechanisms, sticker jux-
taposition, and combining them using special composition stickers—here, called
wrappers—to compose more complex behavior. Below, this section describes in
greater detail how the IoT Codex supports these techniques for progressively intro-
ducing tailoring skills through supported customization mechanisms.

Labeling and contextualization

The IoT Codex and Stickers use kinetic mechanisms from paper engineering and the
physical properties of paper and stickers to first introduce users to customization.
At the most basic level, stickers encourage customization through writing or drawing
on them as with other PUIs. This is first introduced in the book as switching from a
pre-programmed sticker (like a logging sticker) with an engraved icon to one with a
blank face on it. The pre-programmed behavior is the same, but when the user peels
off the sticker to enable this behavior, they can attach their own semantic meaning
to it through annotation. Because stickers are essentially made from paper, they
leverage the user’s familiarity with writing and paper craft to make customization
approachable through lightweight and inexpensive form. Similarly, stickers can be
easily contextualized through placement. It is at the users discretion where the
sticker goes and what it attaches to. This allows for the user to leverage their
knowledge of social context and ritual usages of certain places and locations to
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customize the sticker.

Kinetic manipulation

Other kinds of kinetic manipulation are also important for the system. The IoT
Codex system uses the book form factor to progressively introduce programming
concepts. The book progresses from simple peel-and-stick customization to wrap-
per based customization. This sequence allows for progressive disclosure of more
complex ways to customize the stickers. Earlier stickers—buttons, switches, and
lists—use a single sticker’s kinetic mechanisms to invite tinkering and experiment-
ing with that sticker’s behavior. When the mechanism is triggered, first-use behavior
prompts the user to supply parameters to customize its behavior. For example, one
of the basic actions is a text-to-speech action. When triggered, the system shows a
dialogue box asking the user to supply a string to be spoken by the speech synthe-
sizer. This parameter is stored by the system so that subsequent invocations of the
sticker will cause the speech synthesizer to speak that text. This leverages form-
filling to acquaint users with customizing parameters (a similar technique is used for
query formation in [171]). The Record Button shows another example of this same
first use behavior, but eliminates the need for a keyboard and screen by allowing
the interaction to unfold in an audio-only format that can readily supplement the
tangible interaction of the book and stickers. This principle lowers the floor for
tinkering with a programming language’s parameters by changing the parameter’s
values.

Juxtaposition

A user can begin to compose behavior in more sophisticated ways through physical
juxtaposition. Placing two otherwise independent stickers in physical proximity to
one another in context can allow for greater functionality. Pre-programmed stickers
such as logging stickers or play-an-audio-file stickers can be physically placed next
to one another to allow for their behavior to be combined. For example, a set
of stickers set up to play single notes can be placed next to one another to allow
for a piano keyboard of sorts to be created. This could allow for playing a song
or even turning everyday objects into music-making devices. Similarly, a set of
logging stickers could be set up to log different activities to create a self-tracking
application. For example, logging stickers set up to log time spent on work, chores,
and play could allow someone to track where their time goes and what they spend
their time on the most. In sticker form, this enables these activities to be tracked in
situ using the objects most associated with them such as a laptop, refrigerator, and
gaming console. As needs evolve, the sticker form factor enables easy removal and
replacement with different IoT behavior. For example, as a person discovers that
they frequently work past their intended stop-time, they could replace a logging
sticker with an alarm sticker that schedules a chime at the stop-time to remind
them to switch their activity. This could help them uncover whether stopping at
their intended time gives them enough time to do all their household chores and
still take a break at the end of the day.
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This work experimented with two different techniques to introduce users to
combining stickers together when setting up the dial sticker. For the first technique,
printed sticker outlines were created on one of the dial section’s pages to help users
align the appropriate sticker with the appropriate slot. Instructions were printed on
the page instructing the user on what order to sequence placement and provided
labels within the printed outlines. Activating the dial was made even more explicit
through interaction with the book to reify the idea of instantiating behavior: the
dial arm must be punched out of the page along the designated perforations while
its composing stickers are unpeeled like the simpler stickers. The second technique
used for the dial leverages the page-turning behavior of books to sequence placement
of the stickers. The composition page (the page printed with sticker outlines) is
overlaid with a semi-transparent page with holes punched out in the shape of simple
stickers for the places where the dial’s composing stickers should be placed (this
was done with only four instead of all 6 composing stickers). This guides the user
to place the simple stickers first before placing the dial arm since the simple stickers
can pass through the holes of the overlaying sheet, but the dial arm cannot.

Composition through Wrapper stickers

The Codex form factor, in addition to the stickers’ kinetic mechanisms, introduce
composing stickers together to create truly new behaviors. Like the dial sticker,
holes, tearing, and shape cue composition of the wrapper sticker with another,
simpler sticker. The wrapper sticker itself has a perforated middle hexagon that
must be torn out of the center to create a hole for the wrappee (the simpler,
smaller sticker) to go in. Further, the wrapper is made intentionally bigger—the
size of three haxagonal stickers together—to cue its "wrapping" behavior by making
it big enough to hold another sticker. The wrapper also uses a printed outline on a
composition page to encourage sticking the wrapper to the page first before sticking
the wrappee.

6.7 Design Space Validation
A workshop study with 3 participants was conducted to validate the IoT Codex’s
design space.

6.7.1 Method

The study lasted 2 hours and took place in a university setting. Participants were
compensated $15/hr. for their time. Study tasks consisted in completing a back-
ground survey, watching an IoT Codex Demo video and handling the physical pro-
totypes, designing applications for the IoT Codex, and completing survey questions
about their experience designing with the IoT Codex.

Participants

Previous research shows that end user programming is a collaborative activity that
involves multiple people with varying specializations [157, 141]. This research has
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shown that relatively advanced users help relatively less advanced users through
their knowledge of program features [157]. Within this community, local developers
provide critical support by bridging domain expertise with developer expertise [157].
To validate the IoT Codex’s design space, the workshop study recruited participants
who could fulfill this local developer role by bridging both domain expertise through
knowledge of their own homes and household dynamics with the expertise needed to
understand how to design and program interactive systems. Thus, participants were
recruited through listservs and internal messaging channels that served specialists
in human-computer interaction. Participants were screened using a 2 minute survey
that verified whether the participant had taken core courses in human-computer
interaction or who could demonstrate equivalent experience.

Procedure

The study’s procedure focused primarily on creating applications for the IoT Codex.
When participants first came into the lab, the researcher went over the consent
form and answered any questions. Then, participants were asked to complete a
background survey covering their demographics and experience with creating inter-
active systems. Next, they were shown the demo video of the IoT Codex. Then,
the researcher showed the participants IoT Codex’s physical prototypes and intro-
duced each sticker by describing one of the demo applications built for that sticker.
Throughout, participants were given chances to manipulate the IoT Stickers and
ask questions of the researcher. Following the introduction of the IoT Codex,
participants completed 3 design sessions focused on creating applications for 1.)
pre-programmed IoT Sticker designs, 2.) first-use parameter IoT Sticker designs,
and 3.) composing IoT Stickers together. Finally, participants completed a survey
rating their experience of designing applications for IoT Stickers.

Data and Analysis

The study session was video recorded using two cameras set up around the shared
table so that all participants could be recorded. Audio recordings were transcribed
by a professional transcription company. The written transcripts were then coded
for themes of interest [28].

6.7.2 Findings

Participants

Participants ranged between 21-26yrs old. Two participants identified as female and
one identified as male. All had a college level education, and one had a master’s
degree. Two described reported having 1-2 years of experience designing interactive
systems, and the other reported 3-5 years of experience.
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Customizing IoT Stickers to Participants Homes

Participants envisioned controlling which people, objects, and tasks IoT Stickers
were assigned to. Attaching IoT Stickers to an object gave it context. For example,
P2 explained, "to be contextual to the idea I was sharing about, I’d probably just
stick it to the door or somewhere in the entrance." Two participants lived with
roommates, and they envisioned assigning IoT Stickers to the person responsible
for doing a task. For example, P3 wanted to use toggle stickers to track whether
or not roommates did their chores. One participant who lived alone wanted to use
the system to track the state of half finished tasks like laundry so that she could
remember where she left off. She explained that living alone meant that she couldn’t
rely on housemates to help make her aware of what needed her attention, and she
thought the system could help with this. Giving IoT Stickers context attached
sticker support to the relevant people, objects, and tasks of participants ideas.

Participants all thought that IoT Stickers could help with interpersonal com-
munication and coordination around household objects and tasks to enhance their
relationships with others. P1 remarked, "I feel like it fosters good communication.
It can help maybe avoid, like in a house situation, avoid passive-aggressiveness".
They were happy to offload household management that everyone agreed to on the
system rather than carry the burden of it themselves. She elaborated, "You can
have the automated...’bing,’ like, ’system has notified you that it’s your turn to
do the dishes’" (P1). Offloading this reminder to the system did not mean that
participants wanted the system to automate reminders. Instead, they wanted to
adopt the anonymity afforded by the system. For example, P3 described linking a
button sticker with the roommate’s name to a toggle sticker tracking whether they
did their chore. Then, 3 button-toggle combos for each of 3 roommates could be
displayed in a column. P3 explained how a person could see the column of chores
and recognize who hadn’t done theirs. Then they could press the button sticker
for that person so that the system would notify them. In addition to household
chores, participants also envisioned customizing IoT Stickers for celebrations and
aspirations such collaboratively planning a movie night or adopting a new skin-care
routine. In general, the IoT Stickers were envisioned as a way to manage commu-
nication about how the household should run without making it a personal task to
nag someone else.

Concretizing Applications

Tangible initialization of first-use parameters offered a way to concretize application
ideas and customize them to context. First-user parameters were used to customize
which people, objects, and tasks IoT Stickers were assigned to. P3 explained to
the group, "So maybe fill out this and then attach it to the washer or dryer. It
would need to be parameterized with what the object is." The ability to customize
the IoT Stickers through tangible mechanism helped participants envision program
sequences and timings: "there’s someone’s birthday coming up, and I think when
you added this complexity, it helped me concretize with that idea." P2 admitted that
he had a hard time coming up with ideas for first use parameters, but he thought
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IoT Codex’s structure helped with gradual introduction of programming ideas. P2
explained how "I think it’s kind of like, say, teaching a programming language or
something like that. We start with the simplest feature that this offers you and
give a very concrete example. And then after introducing all of those through the
booklet, people can get more creative and be more flexible." The tangible and
kinetic features of IoT Stickers supported specifying the relevant context.

Collaborative Tangible Composition

IoT Stickers’ tangibility coordinated multiple people working together. P2 high-
lighted how IoT Stickers’ embodied state minimized digital notifications: "we
wouldn’t need additional notification or something, because I think the advantage of
this digital, kinetic device, is that you see what’s done there already." IoT Stickers’
support for coordination included learning from one another on how to translate
ideas into sticker applications. P2 exclaimed, "I think P3’s idea was really bril-
liant, on using this to indicate two people." The ability to tangibly reference an
IoT Sticker supported participants with illustrating their concept. P1 built off of
P2’s idea by taking the stickers P2 had been using and arranging them on the table
to illustrate and ask a clarifying question. Similarly, when P2 described composing
two stickers together, he picked up the dial sticker and rotated the arm to show
his idea. IoT Stickers’ embodied context supported participants with sharing the
same programming idea. Participants thought this feature would help coordinate
members of their household. P3 explained how "the people closest to the control
do the thing and make it transparent across everyone else." IoT Stickers’ embodied
state provided a shared reference that supported communication and coordination.

6.8 Discussion
This chapter showed how the IoT Codex could support a lightweight approach to
programming embedded computing applications. By concretizing identifiable ob-
jects, stickers, and actions, the IoT Codex scaffolds exposure to low-level details of
programming IoT applications. However, the book of inexpensive, battery-free stick-
ers can be used to create a UI without knowledge or mastery of any of those details.
As a paper interface, it is possible to customize the stickers through annotation,
parameter manipulation, juxtaposition, and composition allowing for users to tailor
embedded computing applications. Further, these programmable stickers enable
users to tinker with parameters and actions as a way of re-mixing pre-programmed
design patterns to encourage customizing applications to idiosyncratic needs. Be-
low, this section discuss some of the possibilities for future work that this research
enables as well as some limitations to what has been shown here.

Identifiable tags

The IoT Codex integrates advances made in PUIs and TUIs by employing RFID as
an example input device. RFID supports the rich affordances of the kinetic paper
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mechanisms that matter for concretizing programming. However, the Codex’s sys-
tem architecture could support other kinds of input devices that can supply a unique
ID. Barcodes and computer vision techniques are obvious extensions of this work
(see [119]). However, recent work on cheap, battery-free, wireless sensors opens up
wider opportunities for looking at other kinds of input devices for the architecture:
tags that are radio-based [237], triboelectric-nanogenerator-powered [15], or textile-
embedded [125]. This work proposed a book form factor for introducing parameters,
actions, and composition techniques to progressively develop expertise at creating
embedded computing applications. If these tags could be integrated with paper
(like the triboelectric-nanogenerator of [111]), this would open up a wider range for
kinetic mechanisms for interactive books. Another fruitful line of work would be
to investigate kinetic mechanisms for barcodes in interactive books. Prior work has
shown proof-of-concept, kinetic paper-based devices ([239]), but their programma-
bility and sticker properties have not been examined. This integration would enable
interactive books to achieve an even lighter-weight deployment through paper and
phones, but would require a line of sight. Even now, this capability is not out of the
reach for the current system, as smartphones often are equipped with NFC readers.
These are near-range equivalents of RFID, but have a much smaller read range of
centimeters in contrast to the UHF RFID tags’s range of 11m.

Abstraction and exposure to low level details

The IoT Codex focuses on supporting users with the lowest tailoring skills. Re-
ceived wisdom characterizes the people with skills to tailor a system to suit their
idiosyncratic needs as lying along a spectrum from those focused on everyday tasks
and activities, to those focused on programming and creating extensible systems
[144]. Tinkerers are situated in the middle of that spectrum and can manipulate
parameters to the system’s programming language, but have no mastery of that lan-
guage. Likewise, people involved in everyday tasks, have the lowest tailoring skill,
and so the least power to tailor a system to their wishes [144]. Recent smart home
research echoes this spectrum with a range between pilot and passenger users [122].
Yet, within the category of pilot users the research does not distinguish between
tinkerers and programmers [122]. In this work, the IoT Codex scaffolds tailoring
skills without needing to master standard languages like Java or visual languages
like Adobe Acrobat form design. Specifically, The IoT Codex supports tinkering
with parameters and remixing pre-programmed patterns (see [54] for a discussion
of the role of re-mixing in developing competency).

The IoT Codex uses kinetic mechanisms to balance abstracting lower level details
to support high level composition with exposing users to those same details in order
to scaffold introduction to programming concepts. Stickers provide a basic set of
interactive objects that serve as the architecture’s primary abstraction so that the
user can quickly and easily compose an interface. These abstractions serve as an
important contribution of toolkit research. Yet, by hiding these details, these very
same abstractions can create barriers for novices because they hide the information
needed to develop competence and expertise [150]. This has led to researchers
calling for untoolkits as a contribution. Untoolkits thoughtfully design basic building
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blocks so that novices can use and be exposed to the same tools experts use. The
IoT Codex bridges a need for valuable abstractions with the need to scaffold exposure
to low-level details to facilitate new groups of people being able to use the same
components and materials used by experts. However, it stops short of contributing
a full untoolkit, by recognizing that users can derive significant value from these
abstractions through tinkering with parameters and compositions. Importantly, for
this dissertation’s use case, the home, users may not want to devote the time and
effort needed to develop programming expertise, but still need a way to customize
and exert control over smart home systems [56, 122, 157]. The IoT Codex supports
them without requiring they learn to become a full fledged computer programmer.

Limitations

This work proposed the IoT Codex for smart home and ubiquitous computing ap-
plications. However, it only assessed the Codex’s architecture with a small set of
tags at a time (<10) since many of the supported interactions are concentrated
in and around the book. If the stickers were to be truly ubiquitous and placed on
many household items, the system would need to handle different materials and
form factors. Future work should evaluate the system with tags placed on a variety
of household objects to develop an understanding of how tags may behave differ-
ently when attached to differing materials. Further, each section of the book was
tested in isolation from one another. A technical evaluation should be conducted
to understand the challenges that may arise when the book is collated. Along these
lines, this work has not yet tested the IoT Codex’s usability with users. Although the
stickers provide affordances that have been well tested by the pop-up book industry,
user manipulation in an ecologically valid setting may introduce uncertain read data
or false classifications for the system. A usability test would uncover these.

6.9 Conclusion
This chapter presented the IoT Codex system to support authoring and compos-
ing embedded computing applications for IoT. The chapter described how paper
engineering techniques and the book form factor could be used to create alterna-
tive abstractions and interaction techniques for end-user programming. This work
contributes a book of programmable stickers that convey the affordances of an
EUP language through stickers. These mechanisms constrain what expressions can
be composed in the language by using both shape and kinematics. In doing so,
the resulting IoT Codex contributes physical computing techniques to aid selecting
appropriate EUP elements and remixing them to program IoT applications. The
event architecture supports lightweight association between wireless, battery-free
sensors and IoT services. Specifically, it supports tinkering with and remixing pre-
programmed behavior to develop tailoring skills as needed for adapting IoT to the
home. This chapter showed how the IoT Codex’s form-factor and architecture could
support domestic scenarios of tailoring IoT to the home’s idiosyncratic needs. This
work demonstrates a way to associate IoT services with a dramatically wider set of
objects and tasks than previously supported.
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7 Contributions and Open Questions
A central challenge for end user programming in the home is developing a system
with the procedural flexibility to adapt to the idiosyncratic context of the home.
This difficulty is exacerbated when we begin to ask whose home and which context?
Even if the question is confined to the American home or even that of 10 families
in Pittsburgh, clutter can readily be observed. Clutter highlights how messy real
homes are and how difficult it is to generalize across household so that some trends
will prevail. It is far too easy to dismiss this clutter and design for some idealized
family who never makes a mess. Yet, if we take this clutter seriously, we can see
that it has a central organizational role in the home.

If we abandon creating systems for idealized families and instead, create systems
suitable for their idiosyncracies, then we need systems that can adapt to their
clutter. Heavy-weight approaches, like context-aware computing, have sought to
infer context so that smart homes might adapt to their users. Yet, by trying to infer
context, these systems tend to employ always-on ubiquitous sensing to monitor their
users. This approach normalizes surveillance in the home and might ultimately never
be able to appropriately infer the intent of clutter. Often the use of clutter, and
many other objects in the home, carries symbolic meaning. Inferring this symbolism
will be incredibly challenging especially if families are prone to changing the rules
and norms that shape daily life so that their home might evolve. Instead, we need
a lightweight, cheap, and customizable IoT that can accommodate daily clutter.

This work showed how to create a lightweight, cheap, and customizable IoT
appropriate for the American home. Because the American home is filled with
daily clutter, this dissertation adopted an upcycled approach to IoT so that such
possessions could be part of the IoT ecosystem. To develop an Upcycled IoT, this
dissertation uncovered

• Ways that socio-material practices are implicated by and could be reconfigured
when domestic possessions are augmented by IoT

• Techniques enabling existing possessions to be transformed with IoT services

• A system to enable end-users to customize IoT to suit their domestic context

Taken together, these contributions show how an upcycled IoT could support
installing, customizing, and managing the introduction of new IoT capabilities into
the home in the form of the IoT Codex.

While this dissertation’s contributions show how tangible end user programming
offers flexibility in specifying context for domestic IoT systems, open questions
remain.

7.1 Spatial End User Programming
If small groups are to have meaningful control over IoT services, we need new system
architectures. I uncovered the symbolic significance families attach to their house-
hold’s spatial layout and use spatial configuration to regulate household norms.
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Future work should investigate how distributing end user programming controls
throughout a space facilitates programming shared IoT services. For example, IoT
Stickers’ architecture could be extended to provide programmable abstractions that
enable classifying and manipulating collections of stickers with symbolic, spatial
meaning like all of the living room stickers. The ethno-archaelogical methods that
I adapted for this dissertation could be used to uncover how well these abstractions
align with a family’s understanding of spatially manipulating and shaping norms. Ex-
tending IoT Stickers’ architecture and replicating this dissertation’s methods could
open up new forms of interaction that better align with families ways of organizing
home life.

7.2 Adapting to Everyday Objects
This dissertation charted a path to include everyday household objects into the
IoT ecosystem. While IoT Codex offers a set of stickers that are designed to
accommodate many object forms of household objects, there will be many others
that it is ill-suited to. Part of this limitation is the size of the sticker itself. It
will be unable to adapt to small ledges, odd corners, and the various other nooks
and crannies that make up a home. Another part of this is due to the underlying
technology being made up of RFID. As explained in the construction of the IoT
Codex, metal shielding will interfere with RFID reads. Yet, many artifacts in the
home consist of metal material. Other material interferences remain unknown.
Future work should examine how viable RFID would be as a sticker based technology
in an ecologically valid setting. I prototyped stickers that use barcodes to begin to
address these limitations of RFID, but did not redesign the size of the sticker. A
more thorough characterization of the material idiosyncracies of the home is needed
to begin to make progress on a system that could augment these everyday objects
in a similarly lightweight and tangible fashion.

7.3 Tangible End User Programming
This dissertation showed how the IoT Codex could support end user programming
ideas for the home by developing a proof-of-concept system and running a workshop
with human-computer interaction specialists. However, a more thorough under-
standing of how IoT Codex does or doesn’t support tangible end user programming
would require an more extensive study in which end users have a chance to refine
their ideas using the system over a longer period of time and concentrated on flesh-
ing out an idea more completely. When the IoT Codex is employed to work out
a full fledged application for the home, the fitness of the IoT Stickers for the task
can be better uncovered. Such a study may discover unmet end user needs that
challenge the current design and architecture.

7.4 Conclusion
This dissertation worked with 10 American families to design an upcycled approach
to IoT that makes use of existing household possessions and then built a system
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responsive to these findings. The results 1) describe patterns of families’ socio-
material practices, 2) develop a framework for designing lightweight modification,
and 3) presents The IoT Codex—a book of programmable and inexpensive, battery-
free interactive devices—to support customizing everyday objects with software and
web services using stickers. The presented work offers a lightweight approach to end
user programming of everyday objects for customizing IoT to suit the idiosyncratic
socio-material practices of the American household.
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A Appendices

A.1 Spatial Management and Floor Plans
Families use their control over the home’s rooms to nurture their interests. They
use spatial management to buttress the development of their identity. Below, Figure
17 shows how bedrooms allow the owner to exert more control. The color coding
on this floor plan reflects the 3 participants’ use of artifacts and technology in the
home. Royal blue is the color for all shared objects, but pink, yellow, and turquoise
shows individually owned objects. The family spatially manages household norms by
using arrangement to shape expectations about how to behave towards household
possessions.

Figure 17: The color blocked annotations of the floor plan shows how family
members spatially manage family norms.
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